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Traditionally the view has been held 
that women's actual experience of 
motherhood is 'naturally positive', a 
view. which obviates any need for 
society to provide special support for 
women after the birth of a child, In this 
context traditional supports. such as 
help from spouses and/or mothers 
have been assumed to exist. Dramatic 
increases in lone parenthood, and in 
the number of mothers active in the 
labour market within a society where 
paternal and state involvement in child 
care is very low, has provoked some 
anxiety about the continued viability of 
traditional supports. 
In this con text the state has 
articulated a series of policies to 
strengthen the family. The Community 
Mothers' Programme is one such 
example. It is a peer led programme, 
which rests on the assumption that 
the understanding. advice and 
support of an experienced mother can 
enhance a new mother's ability to care 
lor and enjoy her child and so can 
affect his/her development. 
This report examines the experience 
01 Community Mothers' Programme in 
Limerick City. It outlines the 
establishment of the Programme, on a 
pilot basis, in limerick Social Service 
Centre, with funding from the Bernard 
Van l eer Foundation and the Mid· 
Western Health Board. It explores the 
context within which the Programme 
was provided and examines the effec t 
of the Programme on both the 
recipients and providers. It makes 
suggestions on ways of improving the 
operation of the Programme. This 
evaluative report clearly underlines 
the desirability of mainstreaming this 
initiative nationally. 
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Foreword 
The Dublicabon of this Evaluation Report is an Important contribution to the current 
debate on the welfare of families in Ireland. In recent years there has been a strong focus 
on child abuse and child protection. While this focus has been necessary, II is only one 
dimension in the proviSion 01 services for families and children. Another important 
dimension, which seldom reaches the headlines. is the Quiet work of carers who support 
relatives. friends and neighbours in times of stress. 
This report highlights the work of one such group of carers. These are local women In the 
corporation estates of Limenck City who. through the Community Mothers' Programme. 
support parents after the birth 01 a child. 
The expertise thai Ihese visitors bring IS theIr experience of gIVIng birth and raising their 
children in the same commuOilles. The birth of a child is a time of great JOy. It is clear 
from thiS report that it may also be a time of great anxiety. The report clearly highlights 
the importance of having support available to parents at this time, support which involves 
listening in an attentive and non'Judgemental manner. 
The evaluation clearJy shol'ls Ihatthrough the Programme, the social contacts of parents 
increased. It improved the way they handled their children and provided them with 
Information about services In their own community. 
There are a number of reasons why parents have difficulty In caring for their children. 
IsolallOn, low self-esteem, lack of confidence in one's parenting abilities and lack of 
knowledge about and difficulties in accessing support services are fac tors in most such 
situations . The Community Mothers' Programme addresses these issues. 
I wish to commend Dr. Pat D'Connor and her leam on the Quality of Ihis document. I would 
!ike to thank Limerick Social Service Council for agreeing to host the pilot phase 01 the 
Programme lor committing itself to the next phase of the programme's development. I 
wish to acknowledge the commitment of the Community Mothers led by Coordinators 
Gerry Nolan and Liz Dunworth. and of the support team from the MidWestern Heallh 
Board; Christopher Sheridan. Pam Lamb and Geraldine Hanna. Finally J would like to thank 
the Bernard Van leer Foundation for providing us with the opportunity 10 develop the 
Programme in our region. 
Stiolim de Burca 
Priomh Difigeach Feidhmcachilin 
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Executive Summary 
The MId-Western Health Board. together with a number of other Health Boards, was 
approached by the Bernard Van Leer Foundation in 1992 with a view to developing a 
verSion of the Nahonal Parent Support Programme. This Programme \'las initially piloted 
In the Eastern Health Board. It IS community-based and peer-led. Implicit in it is the idea 
that parenting IS an Important and sometimes undervalued activity, and that the 
understanding. advice and support of an experienced parent can enhance a new parent's 
ability to enJoy their child and to care effectively for him;ner. 
This ethos was extremely attractive to management and staff In the MidWestern Health 
Board. They were acutely aware of the need for preventative Child Care and Family 
Support services, and were accustomed to engaging in Partnership activities, With their 
support, the Programme was initiated in limerick City in 1993 on a pilot ba sis, Officially 
the Programme wa s known as the National Parent Support Programme (MidWest), 
However since all 01 the providers and rec ipients were women, it is generally referred to 
as the Community Mothers' Programme, Broadly similar programmes were initiated in 
1993 in the North Eastern and Midland Health Boards , and close links were developed 
with these Programmes and with a related one in the Southern Health Board in 1995, The 
value ol lhese developments has been recognised at national level. Thus the Department 
of Health, In Its policy for Women's Health, (1995:56) noted that: 
' /kllllll /1, 1(11)1, ,'h"ul./ (1"1" '/"1' "'(1\'" 01 lIn;:,>lill!; i'le,lpt'riellc('(1 /UOI/tf"rs ill 
di,m/l '<llll" ,c/'d <IIl 'U f, Olllh"lIImll'l ,1111" Cmlllllllllily MOIlwr,f' l 'mgml/lllW' 
In l imerick the Community Mothers' Programme IS offered (free of charge) to parents 
\'/,th,n designated disadvantaged estates In limerick city who give birth to a baby, It 
typically Involves an offer 01 up to 13 VISi tS by the Community Mother to the new mother 
I!l her own home, These Visits occur on average once a month, although both the number 
and the frequency of Visits can be adlusted to meet the mother's needs, The scale of the 
project to January 1997 can be indic ated by the fact that it has involved 368 families, 
I",ho have received a total of 1390 visits; with 633 induction and 362 feedback 
experiences (on an IIldlvldual or group basis) being provided to the 36 Community 
Mothers WllO were involved with the Programme at various stages, 
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The initiation and ongoing development of the Programme has been in the hands of a 
Steering Group which has included the Manager, Chns Shendan, a Community Worker on 
the Social Work team of the Health Board; Pam lamb, a Public Health Nurse from the 
Health Board; Geraldine Hanna, from the Health Education team of the Health Board: 
Gerry Nolan, a loca! community activist who has acted as Co-ordinator of the day to day 
work of the programme and liz Dunworth who, as one of the first group of Community 
Mothers, has acted as a second Co-ordinator since 1995, This group have been 
responsible for the selection and support of Community Mothers and for the integration 
of the project both directly and indirectly with a wide variety of olher community based 
services, 
The methodological approach used in the internal evaluation was largely a Qualitative 
summative one involving ongoing support; documentary analysis and an in-depth 
evaluation of the Programme at one paint in time from tile perspective of both the 
recipients and providers, This in,depth evaluation used a one in three random sample of 
mothers who were identi fied as having received at least three visits (the recipients) and 
all of those who were involved in it s delivery at some stage as Community Mothers (the 
providers). A response rate of 84% was obtained amongst the recipients, and 96% 
amongst the providers, with a total of 53 women being interviewed in the course of the 
in-depth study, This tooked at the context of the Programme: their overall evaluation and 
perception of it: their assessment of its delivery and Its perceived impact 
The evaluation hightighted the need for a Communrty Mothers' Programme, Roughly half 
of the recipients graphically described strongly negatIVe feelings when they were asked 
what things were hke when they came home from hospItal with the new baby 
' il U'(U 'lariM!' ': ' 1'!'(\' lwnl, , '!'n' l ',,,,'n/ul'; ' tI" " fll'ra te, 1'1'1)" 1/I'pl"I".fSed:' jillO kill 
l 'Oll/eo//e:' ' l iNllloll'U, ,..,';/111- '; '" .. ,m.'ss<'I1 11,'(,(lIIs,' hI' ,,"' \'I'r (11I1'P"lluying ': 'I'en' 
llf"/m.'ss,'d, I " '//,1' ,,-y;'l& wu/hltlmilr): "')"s<'I/ Ilmllll,' IXlhy WIIS p r..,//IlIUf(': ' '/1 In/,f 
IMlrkini; I ItOI\" 1/1/1 / ):oi//,I; 10 nip" It'i llt 10llr eh!ftlrt'" , IlI'lU II //en'fIIlS ,t"fl'ck', 
It is important to note that the birth was a first bir th in the case of only a quarter of the 
recipients, Almost two fifths of the recipients had at least three or four children, Similar 
experiences and feel ings, emerged amongst the majori ty of the providers, 
These patterns clearly challenge simplistic assumptions that all women feel positively 
" 
when they come home from hospital with a new baby: and the idea that negative feetings 
are peculiar to first time mothers. The Intensity of these feel ings vividly highlights the 
reality of new mothers' needs for support at this time. They are particularly striking in 
view of the fact that the majority of the recipients and providers had a partner (i.e. 
husband or boyfriend) at that time and IIlat the majority of Ulem had relatives, most of 
whom they saw as helpful. living nearby. Thus Quite clearly the existence of local support 
systems do not obviate the need for the Community Mothers' Programme. It was also 
clear that although it is commonly assumed that a partner is the main source of support, 
roughly two fifths of both the recipients and providers identified him as the person ~vho 
gave most support al that time. Furthermore it was clear that the existence of a partner 
at the lime of the birth by no means guaranteed his conllnued support or even his 
presence. Thus although 81 % of the recipients (the majority of whom were In their 20s) 
had a partner when the child was born, only 58% described themselves as having one at 
the time of interview. 
The Community Mothers' Programme IS community based. TYPically, the reCIpients in the 
in-dePth study had been hVlng In the area for less than ten years. while the majority of the 
providers were more deeply embedded locally, having rived there for at least alleast II 
years, and in many cases very much longer. The Programme is also peer·led. Thus, 
providers, who were typically in their late 30s and early 40s' were recrUited locally and 
were paid a nominal sum of £3 per VISIt. II is perhaps not surprising that at a time when 
employment opportunities are increasing for women, there was a considerable turnover 
in the providers. However the older women l i. e. those aged over 41 years old) were tess 
likely than their younger counterparts (particularly those aged less than 30 years) to Quit. 
ThiS may reflect the greater difficulties they had in gaining alternative employment or 
getting access to training schemes. In any case, just over two fifths of all the providers 
in the In,depth study were in paid employment· as compared with more than three fifths 
of the women who were the recipients (Le. those who had a new baby). 
The fact that the Programme was community based had inevitable implications as 
regards training. Thus, for example, the majority (85%) of the providers found offering the 
Programme ,knocking on doors, very difficult at the beginning: 
./ ft'lilerri",,": ,·/11I,nrrll.unl:· ·.I·j .. /.:. ~·"IJ· llI'n·OIlS': ·f 11(1/1'1/ il.· 
Almost two thirds of them said that It had got easier as time went on. More than three 
Quarters of them assessed the training programme as 'very helpful' Le. at the very top of 
, 
the five- point scale. In explaining their satisfaction with the training, they said 
' II JlIl'jllln·11 )"01. for n1.'/·1;011 (1/ III/' flollrs.' ·11 g;~·I'S yVII II,,· rtlltjilll'llI'/' III go 0111 
11m/ dll il .. ·1, matle 115 liI;1I1. bllck to h·h,," '1"1' W,'f.' mOlllt'r.f ollr.I< ·,,"r.l· (tllll II,is IlUuh' 
II .~ "101·,' m\"lIrt' of Iwll' Iii, ' /t,' h" 1II00h,'.·fl'lI·. 
They also noted that it gave them information on stages of development, as well as ideas 
about how to manage their own children. 
In assessing the impact of the Programme, attention was particularly focused on its 
effect on the respondents themselves; on the way they handled their children and on their 
information about, and involvement In. the local community. Firstly then. over four fifths 
of the recipients and all the providers were able to identify POSitive effects of the 
programme. The se varied somewhat between the two groups, with the recipients being 
more likely to mention being more secure and the providers being more likely to mention 
that the Programme had increased their confidence. Sizeable groups of both the 
recipients and the providers mentioned that the Programme had given them more 
knowledge and had increased their social contacts, as well as refemng to a variety of 
other positive effects on themselves and their li fe style. 
Secondly, roughly three fifths of both the recipients and providers said that it had 
impacted on the l'Iay they handled their children i.e. that it had made them more 
understanding of. and more informed about. their children's needs: 
·/'m (/ /01 co llller 1/01\ ... I dll"·1 /J/{/Ilh' my..-df ,H II/m;h wil"11 .1·iI,' Nil'S /Wh":· ·'Iilillk 
(I hil ilIOn· (111011 1 II/(: wily / h(ll/llll' 1111"111:· ., SCI' lilt, l:;oOtI 1/1/11. ;11 lite /.:id.I":· ., liSt" 
h/·III' f • .-onlllll:; /lOll" 11""1" 1 / I ·Offl!('1 111<'111 . . 
Some mentioned that it had specific effects in the health area: 
',/kl fOf IIIl' baby. II 1"'1111>1."11 if:' '111111 11/0/1' ,,·lI/ell/lll of my k"I.,· b/"all/I III"': • 
Educational cartoons, which l'Iere used in the Programme as a way of givlOg discrete 
advice were extremely popular amongst both the providers and the recipients: ·II/(' he .• t
llIl ·"lIlioll 1: I"<:f·: ·ulIyol/e W01i1d elljoy r/"wlilll,: 111t'1II·. 
Thirdly. just over half of those who had received it. and more than four fifths of the 
providers, said that it had increased their information about the local community: 
'alNml CO"f~·t'S, Ihe Ilea/II! C.'lIIfI!:' '/Ibolll d,USI'S, elillin, sm" Clf I<' l ·' ill/OflllllljOIl. 
,; 
".I',' dillin:' '(("0111 '/1111('<',1' . .l(l{'ial ",'I·IIIS. ('!',;clies:' 'II/ullin! 1,,'/"','/' gnllll"": 
'aIUIIIIIII(lII"Y (/(/I'i('(' ((1/(/ righl," ill Social \\Hja/'e ill gellemi. ' 
Such information can be regarded as a prelude to involvement. More than three'quarters 
of the providers also saw the Programme as having improved their links " .. ith the local 
community. Half of tilem were currently involved in a very impressive range of community 
organisations, and 96% of them had been involved in a wide range of classes of various 
kinds. Such phenomena cannot be definitively attributed to participation in the Community 
Mothers' Programme. although it undoubtedly had an effect on it. 
The Report indicates that fine·tuning is necessary in order to improve Ihe delivery of the 
Programme III various ways. There were some administrative inadequacies which 
affected Its delivery (e.g. the passing on of cases) and which affected the evaluation study 
1Il various minor ways {e.g. by underestimating the number of families who had received 
at least three visits etc.l, Such difficulties need to be set against the importance of 
genuinety rooting programmes in a local area and creating alternative power bases within 
communities. which are frequently alienated from professional services. 
The MidWestern Health Board and the Bernard Van Leer Foundation are to be 
congratulated on the initiation of this important and effective project. It is clear that it has 
made a valuable contribution to the well being of parents and children in the MidWest. It 
is also clear that it is very mudl in line wi th both Department of Hea lth policy and wittllhe 
focus in the Child Care Act 1991 on preventative services. It requires mainstream funding 
now that its pilot phase is completed. There can be no doubt of the desirability of 
resources being committed to this end. 
Professor Pat O'Connor 
Professor of Sociology and Social Policy, Centre for Governance 
and Public Management 
University of Limerick. 
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PARENTS 
SUPPORTING PARENTS 
l. Introduction 
The MidWestern Health Board has consistently recognised the importance of 
undertaking basic research concerned with the need for services. as well as 
research which evaluates such services. It has also helped to develop models 
of best practise (e.g. O'Connor et ai, 1988; O'Connor et ai, 1991: lyons et ai, 
1992; Ruddle and O'Connor, 1992; O'Higgins, 1993 and O'Connor, 1996, A and 
B). This Report on the Community Mothers' Programme in Limerick is very much 
in this tradition of work. It oullines the establishment and structure of the 
Programme (Section 2); describes its methodology and the context in which it 
was provided (Sections 3-5); and then evaluate it in terms of a number of key 
dimensions (Sections 6-8). A substantive summary is located in Section 9. 
Under Section 8 of the Child Care Act (1991) all Health Boards are obliged to 
publish an annual review of child care and family support services, and such 
reviews have been published, in the MidWestern Health Board since 1993. In 
that Health Board, <.IS indeed throughout Ireland, the main focus of Health Board 
policy is 'to assist parents in nurturing their children and in providing for their 
welfare and protection' (Mid- Western Health Board, 1996:9). In Ireland. as 
indeed elsewhere, parenting activities are predominantly undertaken by tile 
mother. Very little attention however has been paid to women's actual 
experience of motherhood (Nicholson, 1997). It has been assumed that it is 
'naturally positive', a view, which, obviates any need for society to provide 
support for women after the birth of a child. Oakley (1980; 1984) was amongst 
the first to challenge these ideas, and they have continued to be intermittently 
challenged (Rich, 1977; Boulton, 1983; O'Connor 1993; Richardson, 1993; 
Nicholson, 1997). There has also been increasing recognition of the fact that 
the experience of bringing up children is an extremely demanding, and in some 
cases a very isolated activity in Western society. Boulton (1983) showed that 
high levels of meaning involving motherhood could c<rexist with low levels of 
positive experiences on a day to day basts. O'Connor (1993) found that although 
the overwhelming majority of the lower middle class British women in her study 
i 
I 
J 
i ,. 
1 
1 
I 
were very committed to motherhood, and although the majority saw it as at 
least somewhat identity enhancing, roughly half of them had interaction with 
their children which was less than somewhat positive. 
Indirect evidence of the psychological cost of mothering in social situations that 
we typically regard as 'normal' has emerged from a number of other sources. 
Thus for example, Whelan et al (1991) found that in an Irish national sample, 
women who were full time in the home were twice as likely as those who were 
in paid employment to be psychologically distressed. This is not to say that such 
women did not get considerable pleasure, meaning and satisfaction from being 
housewives and mothers. It was simply that the experience was a demanding 
one; that not all women were temperamentally suited to it and that their 
response to it was exacerbated by poverty and by lack of support from a 
partner or close relatives (particularly their mother). Broadly similar trends 
emerged in Fitzgerald and Jeffers (1994) study of mothers (aged 28-50 years) 
of a sub-set of children attending 40 primary schools in West Dublin. Thus they 
found that just under one third (31 %) of these mothers had a formal psychiatric 
diagnosis of depression. They also found that women whose partners were 
unemployed; who were in households without a car or a phone; who were 
dissatisfied with their housing or income and who never had time with friends 
were most likely to be depressed. These trends are not of course peculiar to 
Ireland (Miles, 1988). 
Until very recently, it was assumed that insofar as these difficulties existed they 
were particularly acute in the case of lone parents. However evidence such as 
McCashin's (1996) has suggested that such assumptions may be problematic. 
His study was qualitative and focused on lone parents within one area of Dublin 
(Coolock). He found that the lone mothers in that study were coping well and 
positively enjoying the day to day experience of child care. Some did find being 
a lone parent a strain and some were lonely. He noted that support from other 
mothers was crucially important in mitigating these feelings. McCashin's study 
raises the question as to why we see lone motherhood as a problem, but fail to 
recognise the very real difficulties which are experienced by women raising 
children in two parent families. 
The societal illusion that motherhood is 'naturally' positive is extremely useful, 
2 
in so far as it obviates the need for social support for 'normal' women, 
particularly those who have partners. In Ireland, child care is perceived as a 
family responsibility, in fact as the mother's responsibility (O'Connor, 1992). The 
Irish State has shown itself to be very unwilling to share this responsibility, 
although interestingly the practise of sharing responsibility for financial support 
(i.e. through the Social Welfare system) is seen as unproblematic. In any event 
in Ireland public funding for child care for children under six years, other than 
through early entry to the Primary School system, is very low. Ireland, with the 
UK and the Netherlands has the lowest level in the EU of publicly funded child 
care services for children of all ages (O'Connor and Shortall, 1999; European 
Commission Network on Child Care, 1996). 
Yet it has been well established that children's early experiences are important, 
and that intervention in the early years can stimulate children's intellectual, 
social and personal development and so can help break cycles of disadvantage. 
Indeed the Rutland Street project funded by the Bernard Van Leer Foundation in 
Dublin in the 1970s was an early recognition of this. The same kind of focus lies 
behind the Lifestart Programmes described by Mc Nelis and Kelleher (1994). 
The Limerick Community Mothers' project can be located in this context, albeit 
that the focus of this programme (as in McNelis and Kelleher's own work) was 
on the mothers themselves, on the assumption that support for them would 
impact on their children's experiences. Hermanns (1997) noted that the 
importance of social support for the mother as a way of facilitating children's 
development has only recently been recognised in child development projects. 
It is however increasingly supported by empirical evidence, which as Hermanns 
(1997:51/52) noted, shows that praising and hugging the child was positively 
related to the social support available for the parents themselves. Help in the 
domain of care taking and child rearing was the key factor 'in fostering and 
promoting child development and buffering the adversities of risks.' 
Yet as recognised by Barker (1997:57) this focus on the empowerment of 
women since they are most actively involved in child rearing sits uneasily with 
what he calls 'the competing power bases of society, particularly male 
controlled hierarchical Stafe structures. The latter are more comfortable with 
the professionalisation and control of child care, albeit that it is increasingly 
recognised that implicit in this is almost an open ended demand for resources. 
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The ethos of the Community Mothers' Programme then reflects and reinforces 
the need for parental support to be provided by experienced parents, within a 
context, which recognises the importance of empowerment rather than control. 
Sheridan et al (997) have suggested that central to the philosophy of the 
programme is the provision of someone 
• who listens: 
• who puts the mother centre stage; 
• who trusts them to become a good parent; 
• who respects their views and 
• who provides them with access to any information they might need. 
Typically the contact is on a one to one basis in the mothers own home, although 
there is an openness to considering a group context and/or alternative venues. 
Thus implicit in the programme is the idea that. as Powell 0990; 1993) has 
noted, the venue is not in itsel f a defining feature of the programme. 
2. Establishment of the Programme 
In this sec tion the process through which the Programme was established will be 
briefly outtined; its structure and delivery described and an indication of the scale 
of the Programme provided, drawing on the documentary material which was 
available. 
2.1 History of the Programme 
In 1992 the Mid·Western Health Board along with other Health Boards were 
approached by the Bernard Van Leer Foundation and the Early Childhood 
Development Unit (E.C.D.U.) in Bristol with a view to exploring their interest in 
selling up a version of the Community Mothers' Programme. This programme 
had been developed in the Eastern Health Board in the 1980s (Molloy, 1997; Mc 
Neils and Kelleher, 1994: Johnson et al 1993). As noted by MoUoy (1997:37), 
in the Eastern Health Board in the late 1980s '(1 1lI ' \\ ' IIppw(I("h WlIJ mlOJlfci/ fly 
n'l,lacillg III!' PIiMil" N,'(dll, NlIl"se lI'ilh /111 " .\jlNicl/(·/,i/ 11101111'1" frolll IIII' .1"11111(' 
('ollllllll/l ily IIl1d of.1imiflll" S/IIIIfS (/.1' fill' di('ll/ .. The Programme there then became 
known as the Community Mothers' Programme. Subsequent evaluations have 
shown that it has been very effective, in terms of the health and well being of 
both mothers and children. There have been a number of spin-offs from it 
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including the extension of the programme to Traveller groups; as welt as the 
emergence of a number of Parent and Toddler Groups, Breast-feeding support 
groups etc. (See Motloy, 1997; also Mc Nelis and Kelleher, 1994; Johnson et at., 
19931. 
Between July 1992 and June 1993 three Health Boards (the MidWestern, the 
North Eastern and the Midland) each selected a Steering Group of three people 
who would undergo training at the Early Childhood Development Unit in Bristol 
(see Sheridan et ai, 1997). In addition each programme was to have a liaison 
person within the Health Board who had overall responsibility for overseeing the 
development of the programme and for keeping both the Health Board and the 
Bernard Van Leer Foundation informed of developments. Because of the 
community focus of the initiative, the Community Worker in the Mid-Western 
Health Board was given this responsibility. Each Health Board was asked to 
submit a proposal for the overall development of the programme in its area for 
a 3·year period from 1993-1996. In July 1993 it was decided to pilot the 
programme in limerick, initially up to 1996. This period was later extended to 
June 1997. During this period contacts were made with Kilmallock and Nenagh, 
with a view to developing the Community Mothers programme in a rural area. 
National networking between the Mid-Western, Midland and North Eastern Health 
Boards has been very much a feature of the Programme right from the start. and 
since 1995 close links have been established with a similar programme in the 
Southern Heallh Board. 
At an international level, links have been established with similar projects in 
Holland. the US as wetl as the UK. A neh ... ork to co-operate on research relating 
to these projects was established at an Internationat Conference in Amsterdam 
in 1996. It fac ilitated the drawing together of polices, practil.:es and theoretical 
perspectives underlying these programmes in a subsequent publication 
(Community Health. Community Ca re , Community Support edited by M. 
Hanrahan and B. Prinsen). It is envisaged that a further international conference 
wilt be held. The international evaluator, Professor Douglas Powell, Purdue 
University, Indiana hopes to encou rage further dissemination 01 the evaluation of 
the Programme with a view to the development of models of best practise at 
national level. 
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As noted by Sheridan et al (997) a number of factors at national and local level 
affected the receptivity 01 Health Boards to this kind of programme. At national 
level there was a dramatic increase in both the proportion of young married 
women who were in paid employment; a dramatic decline in the average number 
of chi ldren and an equally dramatic increase in lone parenthood. The extent of 
the change in Iri sh married women's participation in paid employment can be 
illustrated by the fact that in the early 19705 just over 7% of married women 
were in the labour force. (Up to 1973 the Marriage Bar existed so that married 
women in a variety of occupations were not allowed to continue in paid 
employment after marriage l(O'Connor, 1998) In 1996, 63% of married women 
aged 25·34 years were in the labour force, although these were also the years 
when the demands of child bearing and rearing were at their most intense (with 
61 % of all births being to women aged 25-34 years: Labour Force Survey, 1996 
(1997); CSO (1997). 
Similarly dramatic changes have occurred as regards lone parenthood. Thus 
whereas in 1980 births outside marriage made up 5% of all births, by 1996 they 
made up 25% of all births (and roughly one third of all first time births: Vital 
Statistics, 1996 (1997)), In their different ways, these trends challenged the 
implicit assumption underlying policy and practise that issues related to children 
could be ignored by the State and effectively left to families, in fact to mothers 
(Kiely, 1995). This was underlined by a growing wave of evidence concerning the 
reality of child sexual abuse, and by an increasing recognition that the absence 
of State support meant that it was virtually impossible for lone parents to 
undertake paid employment (Millar, 1992). Interestingly however, the public 
debate has efiectively ignored the issue of the role of men in families; the role 
of the State in supporting women as mothers or the difficulties of reconciling 
paid work and family. Rather such debate as has existed has concentrated on 
the issue of lone parenthood and in particular the internationally very low rates 
of paid employment amongst lone parents. (An attempt was made to tackle this 
through the introduction of a new Lone Parents' payment in 1997, which allowed 
lone parents to earn up to a certain limit before losing their l one Parents' 
Allowance.) Indeed popular concern has concentrated on adolescent lone 
parenthood, despite the fact that less than one fifth of all births outside marriage 
were to women under 20 years (Vi tal Statistics 1996 (1997)). Thus the whole 
question of adult women's experience of motherhood and the kinds of supports 
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which could usefully be provided to them to enhance their own and their 
children's well being were effectively ignored. In this context, it is perhaps not 
coincidental that the long awaited 1991 Child Care Act was not fully enacted until 
1996 (see Sheridan et al 19971. 
Within limerick City a number of factors came together in tile early 1990s which 
led to the MidWestern Health Board deciding to set up a Community Mothers 
Programme there. Firstly, it was influenced by the increased responsibility 
placed on Health Boards to provide services for families and children under the 
long awaited Child Care Act 1991. Prior to this the role of Health Boards was 
primarily to provide health services, with a lesser emphasis on welfare services. 
With the passage of this Act a statutory duty was placed on Health Boards to 
promote the welfare of children in their area who were not receiving adequate 
care and protection. The Act also strengthened the powers of Health Boards to 
provide child care and family support services. 
Secondly, the setting up of the Community Mothers' Programme was in line with 
the philosophy of the Mid·Western Health Board and its commitment to the 
development of child care and family support services aimed at supporting 
families and preventing difficulties arising within them. Indeed as early as 1991 
the MidWestern Health Board had initiated a policy for the development of its 
services for families (MidWestern Health Board, 1991). It had also been to the 
fore in the initiation of partnerships with voluntary agencies inside and outside 
the Health Services (Walsh, 1993; Duffy, 1993 etc.) A number of principles 
governed the involvement of the Board in service delivery, including: 
• the principle of subsidiarity; 
• the development of a partnership approach with an emphasis on integrated 
development; 
• participation by and accountability to service consumers; 
• equity in the provision 01 services; 
• targeting of resources to meet the needs of the most disadvantaged; 
• service provision in a holistic manner (Sheridan, 1997) 
The Community Mothers' Programme was seen as being very much in line with 
these principles. 
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Thirdly, in Limerick City and indeed nationally. there was increasing concern 
about the sudden growth in lone parenthood. Furthermore what evidence was 
available suggested that the proportion of births to lone mothers, and especially 
to mothers under 20 years old was higher in Limerick City than at national level 
(Sheridan. 1997: see Box overleaf). Related to this was a concern about the 
over·representation of the children of lone parents (whether single unmarried or 
• There had been a dramatic increase in the number and percentage of births outside 
marriage in Limerick City from 19.6% of the total in 1986 10 29% of all births in 1990 
double the national average at that time (Walsh. 19931. 
• limerick CIty had the highest percentage (10.5%) of bir ths to mothers under 20 
years old at a time when the national average was 5%.(Magee 1994). The vast 
majority of these bir ths in limerick were to women in corporatIOn estates. 
• Even in the early 1990s in some areas of limerick City the first time births to tone 
parents represented over 70% of all birtilS in that area. Over one third of second time 
births were to lone parents in some areas at that time Unternal Survey. Public Health 
Nurses. M.W.H.B. 19921. 
• limerick City had the highest percentage of separated women in Ireland in their 
thirties outSide the Dublin area (Census of Population 1991). 
High levels 01 unemployment, inequality of access to education, the social 
segregatIOn of housmg in the city and the disruption of the infrastructure of the 
corporafion estates in the mid 1980s, when fhe more upwardly mobile families l'Iere 
grant aided to vacate corporation houses has all added to the social deprivation in 
these areas (PAUL Partnership 1994. pp. 26-35). 
A high percentage of children entering care in the Mid West region were from these 
corporation estates. Only 30% of children in care bolll locally and nationally come 
from homes where both parents are married and still living together. 
• AdmiSSion to care is particularly likely to occur in the case of young children (4 years 
old or less). In 1991. over 62% of clilidren in care in the l imerick Community Care 
area were that age when they entered care. Tllis wa s one of the highest percentages 
in the country. (Dept of Health, 1993. Sheridan, 1997). 
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married but living apart) in the care of the State. In such lone parent situations. 
even minor difficulties proceeded rapidly to crisis level, particularly, since such 
parents typically lacked the resources to purchase child care, and State 
intervention only occurred in extreme cases of at-riskness. Nevertheless the 
importance of supporting mothers in caring for their children. as opposed to 
simply putting the children in care was increasingly seen as a socially desirable 
response. 
Fourthly, the MidWestern Health Board had experience of locally based 
partnership activities. Thus. prior to the onset of the programme, the Mid· 
Western Health Board, in conjunction with other statutory, voluntary and 
community groups set up the PAUL Partnership as a vehic le for combating 
marginalisalion in Limerick City. The PAUL Partnership was the only major urban 
programme in the Republic of Ireland funded under the EC Poverty 3 Programme 
(1 989-1994)_ Members of the Steering Group in the Community Mother's 
Programme have been involved in many initiatives with (he Partnership. These 
include: 
• the setting up lone parent support groups; 
• developing a HOrIZon Programme; 
• setting up community based creches; 
• a welfare rights project; 
• adult education initiatives; 
• a support group for parents whose children are in care; 
• a money advice service; 
• estate management programmes and 
• a New Opportunities For Women programme (NOWI aimed at facilitating local 
employment in local creches (Dinan and Redmond 1994; O' Connor, 1996). 
The Community Mothers Programme fitted easily into this wider context. 
Thus in the Mid-Western Health Board. the Community Mothers' Programme was 
seen as one element in a wider framework of Family Support Services, which 
have increasingly included the provision of creches and other support services 
for pre-school children, especially in disadvantaged areas of Limerick City (Mid· 
Western Health Board, 19961. Indeed. as will be discussed later, the creation of 
increased awareness of the need for and the existence of such services 
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amongst both recipients and providers of the Community Mothers' 
Programme has been an important element in the Programme. 
2.2 Structure of the Programme 
In 1992 a Steering Group was established to develop the Community Mothers 
Programme in the limerick City area. This team received training under the 
direction of the E.C.D.U. in Bristol, and in July 1993 began developing the 
programme in limerick City. The Steering Group consisted of an interdisciplinary 
team from different elements in the Health Board and the Community and 
Voluntary sectors. It included: 
• Chris Sheridan, a Community Worker on the Social Work team of the Health 
Board, who acted as manager of the Programme. 
• Pam Lamb, a Public Health Nurse from the Health Board liaised with the Public 
Health Nursing service. and was responsible for the provision of the names of 
potential recipients. She also co-ordinated the vetting of potential Community 
Mothers and supported them as regards health issues which arose in the 
programme. 
• Geraldine Hanna, who worked part·time with the Health Education team of the 
Health Board as a Parenting Co-ordinator and as an adult education tutor in 
the local prison and in the wider local community. She co-ordinated the 
induction of the new Community Mothers and the ongoing training for existing 
ones. 
• Gerry Nolan, a local community activist acted as a Co-ordinator of the day·to-
day work of the programme since its inception. This has involved recruiting, 
supporting and supervising the work of the Community Mothers. 
• liz Dunworth. one of the first group of Community Mothers, acted as a 
second Co-ordinator since 1995. 
The Steering Group was committed to grounding the programme in local 
communities with the support and back up of professional staff from different 
sections of the Health Board. An emphasis was placed on liaison with other 
initiatives in these communities and on locating the programme along the 
continuum of care. Much time was spent in clarifying and developing the roles of 
the team members in line with those principles governing the involvement of the 
Board in service delivery and the Mission Statement agreed with the teams in the 
Midland and North Eastern Health Boards: 
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'Tlle Nm;ol/u/I'an'l1I SUPI'Orl I'mgr(//II/III' i.~ (/ Sll'IICIUfCd programm(' (limnl 
(If I'Ill1iJl;IIg pfln'IIIS It) l'IJjOy {lml p{/l'/idJl/l/(' //JII/'(' f lllly i lJ 1/11';" ("lJjld:~ 
l/t'I'e/OI'//JC/JI mul .1·llf'portiIJ); Ilw//J i lf 1/1t' j ,. /l)ft> by C/JI'f//lflIg('/IICIJI, .r/w,.;ng 
('xfJe'rit'/Jccs (/lui ;lIf"mllltiOJJ wilh (1/11('1' Il(trC'IJ{S'. 
The two Co-ordinators in Limerick who had primary responsibility for the 
recruitment, ongoing support and supervision of the Community Mothers were 
based in Limerick Social Service Centre. This Centre provides a focal point for 
the delivery of a wide range of Family Support Services in partnership with the 
MidWestern Health Board. All Community Mothers met with one of the Cc-
ordinators on a monthly basis for support and supervision in both individual and 
group feedback sessions. These sessions also reviewed developments in the 
programme and difficulties with other services and this information was passed 
on to the relevant persons in these services. As a group, the Community Mothers 
met at least six times per year for peer support and, when required, for a 
training type input. The agenda for these monthly meetings was set mainly by 
the Community Mothers themselves. The two Co-ordinators also visited famil ies 
in their capacity as Community Mothers. and met with the Manager once a 
month for their own support and supervision. 
2.3 Selection and induction 
Potential Community Mothers were identified primarily through contacts known 
to members 01 the Steering Group. They approached people active in local 
communities and outlined the type of person who was sought as a Community 
Mother. If someone was suggested they were approached and told about the 
programme. They were visited twice by Steering Group member(s). At least one 
of these meetings involved two members of this group. The feedback was then 
brought back to the Steering Group where a decision wa5 made. If the person 
was stin interested they were invited to proceed. 
The induction programme initially lasted for six sessions and was focused on 
enabling the Community Mothers to identify their own valuable experience as 
parents. It sought to sensilise Community Mothers to recognise the skills and 
talents of the parents they were visiting. A major focus was placed on developing 
listening skills and on seeking to encourage positive self·esteem among the 
parents. During the induction, information was also given on a wide range of 
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services in their community and on how to access these services. Particular 
attention was paid to providing information on services to parents and children 
and on the adult education services. 
The Steering Group tended to shy away from the term 'training' . Ra ther they 
sought to enable Community Mothers to recognise and build on their own skills. 
This is a key element in the philosophy and practise of a peer led programme 
such as the Community Mothers' Programme. It was hoped that this approach 
would be replicated in the vis its carried out by the Community Mothers 
themselves. Prospective Community Mothers were asked to reilect on their own 
experience of being first time parents. Much time was spent on enabling parents 
to internalise the philosophy of the programme. It has been interesting to note 
that In Identifying what they themselves would have liked as first time parents. 
the potential Community Mothers have always come up with those issues which 
were central to the philosophy of the programme. Sheridan et al (1997) noted 
that these included: 
• having someone to listen to you 
• being the centre of attention for a change 
• being trusted to become a good parent 
• having your views respected 
• having access to any information you might need. 
2.4 Delivery of the Programme 
Typically the Community Mothers offered the families allocated to them one visit 
per month for approximately a year. In cases 01 particular need, the number 01 
visits was increased to twice monthly or even weekly. In a growing number of 
cases the visits were extended beyond the first year and/or were provided at 
different frequencies to take account of variation in the needs of those receiving 
the service. This increase was always with the approval of both the Co-ordinator 
and the Manager. Initially the programme sought to target first time parents. 
However early on it was decided to offer the programme to all parents with new 
b1bies, within the target areas, and this practice has continued. 
The Public Health Nursing Service referred the births of all children, born to 
parents in limerick City, to the Programme. Initially the Programme 
concentrated on the northside of the city, but in 1995 it expanded to the 
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southside. To date it has concentrated on corporation estates since these were 
seen as the areas which had the highest levels of poverty; the least resources 
to purchase child care on the open market; as well as the highest rates of lone 
parents and the highest rates of children entering care. The Programme is 
provided free of charge to recipients (with the providers being given a nomina l 
fee of £3 per visit). The Co·ordinators of the Programme are paid a wage, with 
the Health Board also subsidising the Programme by allowing those members of 
the Steering Group, who are Health Board employees, the time to be involved in 
the Steering Group. 
An emphasis was placed on the development of one-to·one relationships 
between the Community Mothers and those providing services locally e.g. the 
local Public Health Nurses. This linking in with other services has worked well. 
Clear guidelines were put in place to deal with situations where Community 
Mothers were confronted by child protection concerns. During the induction 
period they were told that where they suspected abuse they must report it to the 
co·ordinators or some other member of the Steering Group. In such situations 
the Manager, who (S on the Social Work team, liaised with them throughout the 
process . 
Links were created and maintained with other local agencies. Thus staff from 
PAUL Partnership were involved in the induction of Community Mothers, and 
provided information around money advice and welfare rights, with particular 
reference to the needs of mothers with a small baby. The Community Mothers' 
Programme also had close links with the 5 local Action Centres set up by the 
PAUL Partnership, which act as a focal point for local development. Parents were 
referred to the welfare rights and money advice programrroes operating from 
these centres. People with housing or environment related difficulties were 
referred to the local estate management committee who worked on their behalf . 
The programme also liased closely with the Social Work Services ill the Regional 
Maternity Hospital and, particularly in the last year, this service has been active 
in encouraging young lone parents to take the Programme. 
Perhaps most importantly in terms 01 underlining the status of the Programme 
as community led, the (paid) C(}()rdinators of the Programme were local women 
who had been active in their own communities . As Barker (1997) and Prinsen 
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(1997) noted, taking the ethos of community based and community led 
Programmes seriously in this way inevitably brings risks. For example activists 
may well be unaccustomed to adopting a managerial role and/or to dealing with 
the administrative demands which are part and parcel of their job. However as 
they also argue, such difficulties can be seen as a small price to pay for ensuring 
that the Programme is genuinely controlled by the community it serves. It will be 
shown that administrative inadequacies were identified. They affected the 
delivery of the Programme and, in minor ways, the evaluation study. For example 
they underestimated the number of families, who had received at least three 
visits; inadvertently including those who had less than three visits on this list and 
inadvertently excluding a number of Community Mothers from a list which 
purported to include aU those who had been involved as Community Mothers). 
Such difficulties need to be set against the importance of genuinely rooting 
programmes in a local community and creating alternative power bases within 
communities, which are frequently alienated from professional services. It is also 
worth noting that such diff iculties also possibly reflect a tendency for such 
people to continue to adopt a mainly 'hands·on' approach, thereby limiting the 
time available to them for administrative and/or managerial tasks. 
2.5 Scale of the Programme 
From 1994 onwards, the evaluator established an ongoing relationship with the 
Steering Group with a vie\'J to helping them to remain focused on their objectives 
and to facilitate the identification of the difficulties in the ongoing delivery of the 
Programme. This involved meetings with the team as a whole and/ or with the 
Manager of the Programme. As pari 01 this exercise an interim documentary 
analysis was undertaken of the parental visitor sheets from 1993 up to the end 
of December 1995. At that time, 210 families had been contacted by 21 
Community Mothers. Turnover in Community Mothers was seen as a problem by 
the Steering Group. This was confi rmed by the documentary analysis which 
showed thai more than half (57%: 12/21) of the Community Mothers had left the 
Programme between 1993 and the end 01 1995. 
Furthermore the documentary analysis suggested that the Community Mothers 
who left the Programme were more likely than those who did not do so to have 
difficulties getting past the second visit in any family. Thus 42% of those who left 
the Programme made at best one or two visits to those families to whom they 
were allocated, whereas this was true of none of those Community Mothers who 
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were still involved with the Programme by December 1995 (see Table 1). These 
trends clearly suggested that although idiosyncratic factors might account for 
anyone Community Mother leaving, the turnover in Community Mothers, which 
had been identified as a problem by the Steering Group, reflected the fact that 
some experienced considerable difficu lties in getting the Programme accepted. 
Faced with this, it ceased to be a rewarding experience and so they ceased to 
be Community Mothers. 
Table 1: Highest number of visits made to any recipient up to 
December 95 
Highest Number Community Community Mothers Tota l 
of visits Mothers who left who did not leave up to Dec 95 
% IN) %(NI 
1-2 42% (51 24%151 
3-4 17% (2) 10%(2) 
5-6 8% 0) 44% (4) 24%(5) 
'-8 8% (1) 22% 121 14%(3) 
9·IO 17% (2) II % (I 1 14%{31 
11·12 8% (I) ll%(l) 10%(2) 
J3 0lffiOre II %{I) 5% (l) 
Total 100% (12) 99% (9 ) 101% (21 ) 
Similar trends emerged when attention was focused on the average number of 
visits made. Thus, taking into account all the families visited, those Community 
Mothers who left the programme made a lower average number of visi ts per 
recipient than those who remained. For example 42% of those who left by 
December 1995, had made on average two or fewer visits to the families they 
had been allocated, whereas this was true of only 11 % of those who did not 
leave (see Table 2). There was some suggestion in the data that those who had 
less than ten induction sessions were most likely to leave. There was also some 
evidence that there was a curvilinear relationship between age and the 
Community Mothers likelihood of quitting, with 20·30 year olds being most likely 
to do so, and 31·40 year olds being least likely to do so. An attempt was made 
to modify the Programme in the light of these trends. 
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Table 2: Average number of visits made by Community Mothers up to 
December 95 
Average number of Community Community Total up to Dec 95 
visits per family per Mothers who lett Mothers who did 
eMs not leave 
%IN) % IN) %IN) 
I or less 25% 13) 14%(3) 
> 1<_ 2 17%(2) 11 %(1) 14%(3) 
>2<- 3 25%(3) 33%(3) 29%(6) 
>3<- 4 8%( 1) 33%(3) 19%(4) 
>4<-5 17%(2) 22%(21 19%(4) 
,5 8%(1) . 5%(1) 
Total 100% 112) 99% (91 100% (2 1) 
The documentary data bank was subsequently updated to cover the period up 
to January 1997. By that time, 36 Community Mothers had been inducted into 
the Programme, although three of these had left the Programme before actually 
beginning to visit. These were young women who were recruited specifically to 
target young mothers in inner·city flats. Despite attempting to meet these 
mothers individua lly, and arranging a coffee morning for them as a group, they 
failed to make contact with any of them and all three left the Programme. 
However, this did increase awareness of the difficulties of accessing this group, 
and was one of the factors which ultimately led to the establishment of an inner 
city creche for such mothers. It is perhaps worth noting here that these three 
women and a further five who left the Programme mostly without having 
attempted more than one visit -were not included on the Jist supplied by the Co-
ordinators. This list 01 28 names, which purported to include all those who had 
been involved in the Community Mothers Programme, was used as the basis for 
the identification of the providers in the in·depth study. Hence some of tile 
Community Mothers who had minimal contact wi th the Programme were 
inadvertently excluded. It is not thought that this omission substantially affected 
the results. However their omission does explain the difference in the numbers 
of providers in the documentary and the in·depth study. 
The sheer extent of the work which has been undertaken by those involved with 
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the Programme from its inception up to January 1997, is indicated by the lact 
that a total of 633 induction and 362 feedback experiences (on an individual or 
group basis) were provided to the 36 Community Mothers, who were involved in 
the programme at various stages. By January 1997, 33 Community Mothers had 
made a total of 1390 visits to 368 families since the inception of the Programme 
(i.e . each Community Mother, on average, offering the Programme to 11 new 
mothers to whom they provided, on average, over 42 visits) . 
Obviously not every mother who is offered the Programme wilt need it or indeed 
want it. By January 1997, focusing on those families where visiting had ended, 
40% of those who had been offered the programme had turned it down on the 
first visit. There was, however, some suggestion that Community Mothers who 
were still with the Programme in January 1997. were likely to be more 
successful in delivering the Programme. A marginally lower proportion of the 
families they visited turned it down at the first visit (37% versus 45% see Table 
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Families will also vary in terms of the number of visits that they want or need. 
Thus as is clear from Table 3, where visiting had ended, overall only just over a 
quarter of the families to whom the Programme was offered received at least 
five visits. Again however this varied depending on whether the Community 
Mother was still with the Programme or not (32% as compared with 15%: see 
Table 31. 
Table 3: Timing of ending of visits made by Community Mothers up to 
January 97 (where visiting had ended) 
Timing of Community Community Mothers Total 
Ending Mothers who left who did not leave up to Jan 97 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
At first vistt 45% (46) 37% (881 40% (134) 
At second visit 23% (23) 15% (35) 17%(58) 
At thIrd VISIt 12% 112) 8% (20) 10%(32) 
At four th visit 5% 15) 7% (17) 7% (22) 
At tifth or later visit 15%115) 32% (77) 27% (92) 
Total 100% IIOl) 99% (237) 101 % (338) 
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One would expect a high level of turnover amongst Community Mothers- as they 
may move house; become sick; enter paid employment; have a young baby 
themselves etc. It is worth noting that the proportion of the Community Mothers 
who left up to December 1995 was identical to the proportion who left over the 
whole period up to January 1997 {57% 112/211 and 57% 119/33) re spectively!. 
However there was some evidence to suggest that, just as in the period up to 
December 1995, some Community Mothers left because they were unable to 
get any family to continue beyond the second visit. Thus roughly half of those 
(47%: 9/ 19) Community Mothers who left at some stage up to January 97 had 
at best attempted 2 visits to any family as compared with 21% (3/14) of those 
who were still involved with the Programme in January 1997 (see Table 4). Thus 
the documentary evidence again suggested that those who had difficulties 
getting families beyond the second visit were disproportionately likely to leave 
the Programme. 
Table 4: Highest number of visits made by Community Mothers up to 
January 1997 
Highest Number Community Community Mothers Total 
of visits Mothers who left who did not leave up to Jan 97 
% (N) % (Nl %(N) 
1-2 41%(9) 21 %( 3) 36% (12) 
3-4 16% (3) - 9%131 
5-6 5%(U 7%( 1) 6%(2) 
7-8 10% (2) 7%(1) 9%(3) 
9·10 16% (3) 7%(l) 12% (4) 
11-12 5% (l) 14%(2) 9%(3) 
13 or more 43%(6) 18% (6) 
Total 99% (19) 99%( 14) 99% (33) 
It is worth noting that because of the ongoing nature of the Community Mothers 
Programme there are difficulties making comparisons at anyone moment in time 
or indeed across time periods. Thus, for example Community Mothers may have 
made at most one or two visits because they themselves were new recruits to 
the Programme. However it is interesting to note that the total proportion of all 
Community Mothers who had made 13 or more visits, was considerably larger 
in January 1997 than it had been in December 1995 (18% versus 5%: see Table 
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4 and Table 1 respectively). Furthermore the contrast was even greater when 
one excluded those who left the Programme. Thus 43% of those Community 
Mothers who were in the Programme in January 97 had at best made 13 visits 
to at least one family as compared with 11 % of those who were stili Community 
Mothers in December 1995. Thus it appears that a much larger cadre of 
Community Mothers who were able to offer the complete Programme to those 
families who wanted to receive it were involved with the Programme in January 
1997. 
Another way of looking at this is in terms of the average number of visits made 
by Community Mothers to the families they visited. As in the period up to 
December 1995 there is a striking difference in the average number of visits 
made by Community Mothers who left and those who did not leave (see Table 5). 
This average had also risen over time. Thus 21% of the ongoing Community 
Mothers in January 1997 made an average of at least five visits, whereas this 
was true of none of those in a similar situation in December 1995 (see Table 5 
and 2 respectively). 
Table 5: Average number of visits made by Community Mothers up to 
January 97 
Average number of Community Community Total Jan 97 
visits per family per Mothers who left Mothers who did 
CMs not leave 
%(NI %(N) %(N) 
1 or less 37% (7) - 21 'l6 (7) 
> 1<= 2 16% (3) 29%(4) 21 %(7) 
>2<- 3 21% (4) 14%(2) 18% (6) 
>3<= 4 5% (1) 14%(2) 9%(31 
>4<=5 11% (2) 21 %(31 15% (51 
>5 11 %(2) 21%(3) 15% (5) 
Total 101% 119) 99%{14) 99% (33) 
Furthermore by January 97 , a linear relationship emerged between age and the 
likelihood of the Community Mother staying with the Programme. Thus 56% (5/9) 
of the Community Mothers who aged 41 years or older were still with the 
Programme, as compared with 39% (5/ 13) of those aged 3140 years, and 9% 
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0/11) of those aged 20·30 years. It is impossible to know to what extent this 
reflects the attractiveness of the Programme to older women; their greater 
ability to deal with refusals or the sheer extent of the difficulties they face in 
entering the labour market or getting access to training schemes. It has 
however clear implications as regards the recruitment of potential Community 
Mothers. 
The documentary material was not sufficiently complete to indicate the extent to 
which cartoons etc. were used by Community Mothers. Thu s, for example, in the 
case of the cartoons, information that had been used was available only in the 
case of iust over two fifths of the Community Mothers (42%: 15/36). These had 
used them in a total of 196 visits . However, it was clear that usage varied, with, 
on average, these Community Mothers using them in just over one third of all of 
their visits (36%: n= 15); and in half of their visits when the first visit was 
excluded (50%: n= 15). Similarly it was not possible to assess the extent to 
which Community Mothers had used the forms which recorded the mother's diet 
and the child's stage of development (i.e. the 'green forms'). What information 
was available suggested that they had been used by only a quarter (9/36) of the 
Community Mothers in roughly one third (35%: n=9) of all of their visits, or just 
under half of their visits excluding the first (48%: n=9). 
The documentary analysis was a useful element in the evaluation of the 
Community Mothers Programme. Thus it showed that although any individual 
Community Mother's decision to continue to participate in the Programme was 
affected by individual factors (including age), there was a tendency for 
Community Mothers who had difficulty in getting families to participate in the 
Programme to drop out themselves. However, it provided little insight into the 
experiences of the families, particularly those who had a relatively sustained 
exposure to the Programme. In consultation with the Steering Group these were 
defined as fam ilies who had at least three visits from a Community Mother. It was 
decided to focus on these recipients as well as on the providers in the in-depth 
analysis. 
3. Main Evaluation Phase - Methodology 
Although evaluation based on the documentary material was seen as making an 
important contribution to the work of the project, it was decided to undertake a 
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more extensive evaluation of the project at one point in time. As has been widely 
recognised, the evaluation of such projects poses considerable challenges (see 
Koelen and Hanrahan, 1997 and Prinsen, 1997). In the Community Mothers' 
Programme in Limerick, in consultation with the Steering Group, a number of 
methodologies were considered. These inc luded 
• an experimental design (as for example used by Johnson et al, 1993); 
• a formative evaluation· (i .e. describing what is going on and how it is being 
done) and 
• a summative evaluation (i.e. concerned with the impact of the project· see 
O'Connor 1996a). 
It was recognised that the experimental design was by far the most rigorous of 
these. However, as noted by McNelis and Kelleher (994) there are considerable 
difficulties in undertaking it. Thus, for example, they highlighted the difficulty of 
devising appropria te tests for the wide age range of children involved. The need 
to locate these in the context of appropriate baseline information for children in 
the areas involved where data was incomplete, not standardised and difficult to 
access posed further difficulties. In the light of such difficulties McNelis and 
Kelleher (1994) decided to measure the mother's perception of the children's 
achievement of milestones. There were however also considerable difficulties 
with this approach leading them to conclude that their results ·silllply rtj1{"("/ 
porl'lI /a / /III/ill/ism lI /1d fllJ.l·sibie /lrir!I' ill iI,ei,. duM,.,." '. They noted that these 
problems were not pecu liar to their study. 
'As 1I";lh ,II(' other pmj(,l"f.\· .fllll"t'.,·('(I. JI{/relll.~· /"('( 'of/f'c/ioll of childn'II 
(1I '/lil ' I 'in}; mift'.woIICJ ... W·., 1:"111'1"11/1,1" ('(lrlicr IluUJ Iho.\". , SIf};g('<~I('(1 for Ilormal 
chilt""11 by lexlbooh' (MnVdi.l· lIl/(l Kd/ .. f1,' I: 199-1:58011(/ Sf "('.~fJ"I'/iI·dy J. 
Johnson et ai's (1993) experimental work concluded that mothers in the 
intervention group 
• had a better diet than the controls; 
• had better self esteem as reflected in the fact that they were less likely to be 
tired, feel miserable or want to stay indoors; 
• had more positive fee!in.gs and were less likely to display negative feelings. 
Although the socio-demographic characteristics of the two groups were 
matched, there were significant differences in the two groups as regards the 
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mother's and father's employment status, and this or indeed their experiences 
of life events or long term difficulties, could account for some of these 
differences. Indeed it would be extremely difficult to devise a study which would 
eliminate the possibility of such factors affecting the outcome. 
In the light of such difficulties, as in McNelis and Kelleher's work, it was decided 
to undertake a qualitative evaluation of the Community Mothers' Programme. 
The key element underlying the Programme is a focus on those women who are 
the recipients of the Programme. Hence they were automatically included in the 
evaluation (and subsequently called the recipients sample). Contact with the 
Community Mothers delivering the service (and Mc Nelis and Kelleher's own 
1994 work) suggested that it would also be useful to include a focus on the 
providers and these were also included (subsequently called the providers 
sample). In discussions with the Steering Group consideration was given to 
replicating McNelis and Kelleher's (1994) measures. However, a decision was 
made not to do so, although the evaluation included a number of the same 
elements, albeit in greater detail. Thus the evaluation focused on: 
• the context of the Programme 
• the perception and evaluation of it by those receiving and providing it 
• their assessment of the delivery of the service 
• its perceived impact on those receiving and providing it 
The indicators used to measure these dimensions are discussed below. Two 
interview schedules were developed for use in the data collection process. 
Drafts of these were discussed with the Steering Group and the Community 
Mothers themselves and they were subsequently revised taking into account 
their comments. 
In consultation with the Steering Group it was decided to interview a random 
sample of those who had more than minimal contact with the Programme. This 
was defined as those who had received three or more visits. As of January '97, 
occording to a list provided by the CO'ordinators, there were 98 families in this 
situation. A decision was made to sample roughly one in three of these families. 
Of the 37 families selected from this list, using a table of random numbers, 7 
were unavailable because they had moved from that address. Of those who had 
not moved, 26 mothers were interviewed. This constitutes a response rate of 
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87%, with 2 respondents refusing to be interviewed (6%) and 2 (6%) being 
contacted but not obtained. In consultation with the Steering Group it was also 
decided to include all Community Mothers, both those currently participating in 
the Programme, and those who had dropped out. A list of 28 women who had 
been involved in the Programme as Community Mothers from its inception up to 
January 1997 was supplied by the Co-ordinators and 96% (27/28) of these were 
interviewed. Of these, just over half (55%:15/27) said that they were no longer 
Community Mothers at the time of interview. 
The format of the interview schedules was discussed with those who were still 
Community Mothers and subsequently amended. The final schedules included 
items relating to: 
A} Background characteristics of recipients and providers, including age; 
marital status; length in area. In addition, those who received the programme 
were asked 
• what made them decide to accept it? 
• what age the baby was when the Community Mother first visited? 
• how many children they had altogether and how many they had under five 
years 
The providers were asked: 
• how they got to hear about the programme in the first place; 
• why they decided to get involved, 
• how long they had been a Community Mother; 
• whether they thought it would lead somewhere; 
• whether they were well known in the areas or not and 
• whether they thought this was a help to them or not 
B} Context of the service in the eyes of those receiving it and delivering it, 
including: 
• their own experience of motherhood and 
• kin and friendship support 
C} Overall evaluation and perception of the Programme amongst those 
receiving and delivering it, including 
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• what they thought of the programme; 
• what they liked most and least about it; 
• what they thought it was re ally about : what would improve it, and 
• whether or not they would recommend it to a friend 
In addition the study explored the extent to which they referred to it as something 
that would Ilave helped wilen they came from hospital with the new baby. The 
recipients were also asked what would help now. Both recipients and providers 
were asked about the kinds of support and information which would be helpful 
for young mothers like themselves 
OJ Delivery of the service-as perceived by those receiving and del ivering it. In 
the case of both the focus was on the perceptions of those who received it both 
in general terms and specifically in terms of 
• its frequency. 
• location, 
• duration and ending, 
• use of cartoons and forms 
• their evaluation 01 their own relationship with a particular Community Mother 
In addition, in the case of the providers specific attention was focused on their 
perception of the adequacy of the training including the feedback sessions since 
an assessment of these was seen as important in contributing to the improved 
delivery and transferability of the service. Ongoing contact with the Steering 
Group had suggested th at there were particular diff iculties surrounding knockmg 
on doors; getting people to take part in the programme; getting people to 
continue with it etc., these topics were specifically explored in the case of the 
providers. 
E) Impact of the service on those receiving and delivering it. In the case of 
those receiving it and those providing it the main focus was all its overall positive 
and negative effects, in particular, its impact: 
• on their confidence 
• on their links with the community and 
• on the way they handled their children 
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In addition the Community Mothers were asked to assess what they thought 
those who received the service got out of it. Questions about their current social 
embedded ness (i.e. their involvement in community organisations) were asked of 
both recipients and providers. Obviously, these might reflect the impact of the 
Community Mothers' Programme. It is impossible however to know to what 
extent this is so, within the context of a cross sectional study. The trends, which 
emerged within the rec ipients and providers samples, are outlined in Sections 4-
8. 
4. Characteristics of those involved in the Community 
Mothers Programme 
In this section data on both the recipients and providers age, marital status, 
children, paid employment and length of residence in the area is presented; 
together with information on the extent of their contact with the programme and 
their reasons for getting involved in it. 
4.1 Age, marital status and children 
Roughly three·fifths (62%) of those receiving it were aged bel\veen 2()'30 years 
old·the bulk of the remainder being aged 31-35 years old. The providers were 
older still , with roughly one fifth of them being aged 20· 30 years old. More than 
half of them were aged 36·45 years old. 
Table 6: Age distribution of interviewees 
I AGE 
% (N) % (N) %(N) 
< 20 years 8%(2) 4%(2) 
20 :-:25 Years 3 1% 8) 15% (8) 
26 s30 years 31 % (81 22%(61 26% (14 
31 s35 years 19%(5) 7% (2) 13% (71 
36 540 years B% 2) 33%(91 21 " lI !l 
41s .o15 years 4% I 19%(51 11% (6 
.016 s50 years 7%(2) 4%(2) 
I" ,;s. , 7%1" 4%1?1 
156 Yf'ilr~ + 4%<11 7% <II 
Total 101% (26) 99% (27) l00~ (53) 
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Amongst those receiving the Programme, at the time of interview, a minority, 
albeit a sizeable one (39%) described themselves as single. Just over half (58%) 
of those receiving the programme described themselves as having a partner 
as compared with 67% of those providing it. As one might expect in view of the 
fact that providers were older on average than those who were receiving the 
Programme, they were more likely to be separated. Only 15% of those providing 
it described themselves as Single and not living with a partner- the remainder 
(18%) being separated. At the birth of their last child, 81 % of those receiving 
the Programme described themselves as having a partner. A slightly larger 
proportion (96%) of those providing the Programme described themselves as 
having a partner at that time. 
Only just over a quarter (27%) of those receiving the service had only one child, 
with almost two-fifths (39%) having three or four children. Thus quite clearly 
those receiving it were not for the most part young inexperienced mothers. They 
were however women who were at a very demanding stage of their childrearing, 
with all of them having at least one child under five years old, and almost two 
fifths having at least two children under five years old. 
4.2 Contact with the Programme 
There was evidence that the Programme came on stream relatively rapidly after 
the birth of a child. According to the recipients, at the time when the 
Community Mother first visited, the baby was less than six months old in the 
majority (88%) of cases. In the case of more than half (52%) of the recipients 
the baby was 1-2 months old when she visited. The overwhelming majority (81 %) 
of the recipients had been first contacted by a Community Mother within two 
years prior to interview. 
All of the recipients had been selected from a list of those who had received at 
least three visits. However, although the Community Mother had made contact 
in all cases, one third of those selected said that they either had not received 
the Programme or could not remember receiving it. In four of these cases, they 
understood that they had accepted the programme, but did not receive it. 
'I accepted it but slle ollly ClIllle once;' 'I would have liked the programme-
why didn't I get it;' 'Why didn't the Community Mother come back to visit 
me- I only got 1\1'0 \'i.~ils.· 'I walltel/ il but she did no' call back. I mo\'ed 
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hOllse so she may have lost my address. ' 
It is worrying that these respondents had not received the Programme, although 
they were clearly interested in doing so. 
There were three respondents who could not remember being offered the 
Programme: 
'my husband said t!rat [must hm'e forgotten ... we had just mOl'ed house alld 
we lVere very busy ... someolle ma)' hllve called bUll can ~ sa\' reall". I'd have 
liked the programme as / am an ollly child alld m)! re/ativ:.r are far lIway. I 
could have done with a friendly face and someolle to chat /0. If I have 
af/other baby, I will accept the programme. Maybe I did accept iI, bli/llobody 
called after I came home with the baby'. 
Another said: 
'I call', remember. I didll', tum it down. I would not have til mel/ it down. I 
really could hal'e done with il. IlI'ouid have accepted it I'm sure. lUke Ihe 
soulld of it. ' 
The third one of this sub group said that she thought she was offered it and 
'didn ~ really tum it down. I just laughed. She never called afienl'ards '. 
and she went 'on to note that 
'I needed help especially lI'ilhfour small kids'. 
It is clear that in this case at least there was a misunderstanding about her 
interest in the programme. In the two remaining cases the Programme had been 
turned down. In one case, the woman's mother turned it down. 
'My mOlherwas offered itfor me. She Illrned it dOll;". My mother saic/I lJidn ~ 
need it and the Community Mother did not call back anymore ..... I'd Irave 
liked lire programme, and if I'd only answered the door Ilrat day I'd have 
taken it- ollly my motller went alld refused it. ' 
In the last of these cases the Programme was turned down because 
'/ knew tire Community MOlher. If it was a slranger I 'Would !rm'e accepted 
it. ' 
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In the case of each of these there are clear issues as regards improving the 
delivery of the service. It is difficult to understand why such a large group of 
respondents who had not received the programme were included on the list 
which was compiled by the Co·ordina tors and which was meant to include only 
those who had at least three visits. 
The majority of those who were providers were involved for a relatively short 
period of time, i.e. 67% being involved for less than one year. In view of the 
recentness of the programme it is not surprising that only 15% were involved for 
at least three years. However, as the documentary evidence showed there are 
issues around the ability of the programme to retain Community Mothers. 
Roughly half of those in the providers sample were no longer Community 
Mothers, and roughly half of these (47%:7/ 15) had left in the previous year. 
4.3 loca l embededness 
The majority (70%) of the providers had been living in the area for at least 10 
years: roughly half of these living there for at least 21 years. The recipients had 
been living in the area for a shorter period of time, with the majority (62%) of 
them having lived there bet\veen one and ten years. Thus Quite ctearly the 
majority of those in the providers sample were very weI! established in their 
communities; wh ile the recipients were more recent arrivals. 
Table 7. l ength of residence in area. 
Over four fifths of the providers described themselves as very wen known in the 
area: 
Till (/11 (I("/il"is/ ill Ihe (1/";'(1;· '/"/11 im·o/l·ed ill lite '·Olllllllfll ily;' Till ill lite 
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("I"nlit 1111;011 S/I , ' I"('I )"IIIIC kl/ml·.~ 111(':' '/"11/ ;111'011·,," ill t lte COIlllllllllily 1"el)' 
IIIlIch. Peoph' kl/OII' //Ie: . 'el ·t'ry·mll' knoll"s 1//(' bl'("(I/fsC' / (1111 so il1l 'oll-ul ill lilt' 
C(lIIllIIllIIil.\":· ./ (1111 ;111·0/1"('(1 ill ('\·('0·llIi" S .. 
Roughly one in five of the providers described themselves as 
',u'l I'c'ry lI'ell kl1oll' /I-/ kl'l'f! mysf'lf to mY.\·I'If:' ·only 10 my il/IllIt'dim/' 
lIl'igllbolfrs:' .. \"0 - / 11/' \.('1" gOI ;1II·oll".'d ;11 (lIIy,h;lIg b'1m~' IIII' COII/IlI/m;l." 
MOilwI" pmSI"lIl1/lIIl' .. 
The providers were asked whether they thought that being well known was a 
help to them as a Community Mother or the opposite. More than half (63%) said 
that they thought that it was a help: 
'It Iwlpe(lli /0/ - ;1 /IImle pt'OI,II> ilion' /"('/ared:' 'IH'OI/iI' are 11I0/"(' I!"(/IY of ,rOil 
if Illey (/011·' kllOu· yOll:· ·/1 iwlllNf- people tii(hl-t frighten /IIf' fI.I" / fl'll 
("(lIIiforffllJ/e II ·nt/.:i 11,1: in I hi.l" (11"1'(1.: ·11 dol'.\" /I f'lf'. P,'ol,l I' knOll" 1"01 YOII dUll ·1 
SPIW/(/ gu.\"si/I. tllI'Y 11"11.1"1 /IIf'; · ·/1 hd/lf'd. In'("fllls,· I)"()ple It I /lie ill f/llicker 
11""1'/1 11,(1· k ll l'lI' 11/1' •. 
A minority (15%) was more ambivalent 
'11l\"(u· (/ sood {IIu/ II bad Ilti"g. SOI/lC' l'f~(/fJ!t' 1""C/i' I" to lUll·/, (/ .Wrtlllg,'I: SOll/t' 
l,eo}! le pH);'!" III h(/I'I' .\"O/l/f'OI/(' liIl'Y kllow;' 
Some felt even more strongly that "/"(/ {!(In' f/1"I'fi'ITI'f/ /() IIm·e beell (I CO/lllllllll ily 
MOIh,'r ill (I/lothCl"llrefl.' Roughly one in four (22 %) felt that it didn't matter: 
·11 (lit/II ~ /llllI/er (I .\" Ir;sile(/ PI'Of'/(> 'f/id,,·, klloll" (II/pray:' ·ft did" ~ /lwl/I'r 
fl.l" I"t' [(/Illi lit'J gill /0 knOll" IIII' m l)"WlI)' .. 
4.4 Paid Employment 
Slightly more than three-fifths (62%) of those receiving the Programme were in 
paid employment, as compared with 41 % of those providing it. A Quarter of the 
recipients, but only 11 % of the providers were in paid employment for at least 
39 hours a week (the range in both cases being considerable: 11 over 40 hours, 
and 15 just under 40 hours respectively). The kinds of occupations the 
recipients were involved 'in were low paid for the most part and included 
cleaning; catering; shop assistants and partic ipation in training schemes. 
Amongst the providers, the most common occupation also was cleaning, 
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although other occupations included staff canteen worker; housekeeper, 
receptionist, secretarial work, creche worker, co-ordinator for the Parenting 
Programme and working in a creche on a training scheme, 
Those who were recipients of ttle programme and who were not in paid 
employment were asked if they would like to be, Their replies were very varied, 
ranging from those who felt that they had no time or could not be bothered, to 
those who would like a part·time job in the future and those who would take any 
job now. On the other hand all of those in the providers who were not in paid 
employment said that they would like to be: 
' ){'s, I'd likt' (ljoh \rorhllg ill (I ,~//OI' or (,(11111'1'11: 1'111"1 .1;1111'. 20 I/{JIII',\' a week:' 
' I 'd like 1/ 1L'lIgl' nlllli llg ill, I'd lik<' (IIIV kint! of j o/J fll'a!'1 fmlll {(JOhll,~ after 
kids 01/ day:' ' )h, I 'd likl' I I /t' ''' hOllrs II dO,I: hoth for IIU' //IOIwy (1111/ for Ifle 
br(,lIk/roll1l11I' Ilf/II~ I': a hit of illdl'III'IIl/I'III1':''''d {ikl' 1/(/I'I· till/(' 11"I)rk· I'll 
likt' 10 do llllylilill.!! /'I 'olly·,\n,.ill,l: mllchiliisl 11111.1'/11':' ' / '({ likt' II ,f(l/I ',~ lI.uiSlmlf 
joh. sOl/wl ldllg IlIIr,.,ill/(':· 'I'd like to gel (I jol) ill (( I kohl! O ' III/"{' :' ' / 't! likt 
TO \\'(/I'k IIwn' 11,;,11 IIII' I' /(/('I"/Y:' r d likt· 10 (10 II I-'l.'\ /"Imr.w : (11Ii1l8 wly,hiug 
1'1'11/1.1':' 'I'd/lin' 10 /11 ' (/ C",mll/lIliry Mml!I,,. /mlllll illl ' /(1 (11 /(', ' 'I'd like to 
" 'urk !HI/'Hill/I ', 11/0,1"111 ' ill II sllOI); . '{' III ;kl' will ' If/ll'k;ng //JO/'(' 1,.;1/, /alll i I ;1'5, ' 
Thus amongst the providers who were not actually in paid employment, there 
was obviously a considerable desire to become involved, at least on a part·time 
basis, Indeed this may well have been associated with their participation in the 
Programme in the first place. It may also be associated with the turnover in 
Community Mothers since they were paid, and continue to be paid, a (nominal) 
fee of £3 per visit. This raises issues as regards the appropriate level of 
payment to Community Mothers in the future, in a context where employment 
prospects for women are increasing, and where their expectations as regards 
payment and/or accreditation are also rising. There are also wider implications 
as regards the relationship between earnings and social welfare payments- either 
their own or their husbands, Thus one respondent spontaneously mentioned that 
'rtl 101'(' 10 /)1' 1;11 pllid l 'IIII,loYlllelll//ml if I ellm /lIOn' 11/(/11 £45 II 1\'('I'k my hll.~/)(lI1d 
//lSt',~ £RO ill Sodlll m'l/af(' Im/(jil,~,' This may well not be correct. The point is 
however that such perceptions elfective\y encourage women to seek low paid 
work, An attempt has been made to tackle this in the case of lone parents, by 
allowing them to earn up to £6,000 pa 0997 prices) without 10s;ng the~ 
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benefits, The tax and social weofare situation of married or cohabiting women 
remains unhelpful as regards encouraging or facilitating their participation in well 
paid jobs, 
4.5 Reasons for involvement with the Programme 
All of those in the providers' sample were asked how they got 10 hear about Ihe 
programme in the first place, Just over half (59%) said thai they heard about it 
from the Co'ordinators, Occasionally this was because they knew them 
personally, wherea s in other cases the link was effectively through other 
organisations· 'TIll' Cn·mdilllllllr was ou Ihl ' Commillet' hat' ill IllI' Fllmily 
Ht'SOIl IT'I' Cnllre. She mked 11/, ',' The remainder mentioned a variety of other 
sources, including PAUL Partnership (' / 11'(/,\' 0/1 PAUL Parllll'r,I-{,i,/ Sd" 'IIlI", .\"11 I 
"nllt/ ///1/1111 ;lllImllgll tIll' (Tilelw Ilwn-,) and through members of the SIeering 
Group (12%): relatives (8%); other organisations such as the Hea1lh Board, FAS 
or various Management Committees (12%). Only one respondent said that she 
had heard about it through another Community Mother, 
Amongst those who accepted the Programme, the two most common reasons 
given as to why they did so were their own needs, and their awareness, either 
directly or indirec tly, of the Programme, Thus half of them referred to their own 
needs 
'llI'lIS (/I hOIl/I: lI'ilh II /lell' hllhy .\"o I 1I,'n/,'d il:' ' II \l 'W ' II );rnll 111,1" III IIii' 
h<'g;lIIliIlH 10 e//(/I 10 SOIl/,'P/h':' 'I \\'11.\' II IUill' IJIll"elH ,10 I dl'cidl't//II 111/.:1' iI, 
My/tll/lily are/mill Ihl' l'Olllllf.\';' ' /11'11 ,1' 11111.1' 17 Y('/lrs (lJd .I'll I .wid 111('('(/nf 
il' YO II ('(Ill lei/ (/ Sll"IlIIgI'1' I"iugs you ('III/'Ildl .1'0111' OIl'll mol/'",: ' 
Another group (30%) decided to accept it, either because they knew the 
Community Mother, had heard about the programme, or were recommended to 
take it by people they knew and trusted: 
'I/I'll tfull il I\'II,f gOOlI· I'(/ h('{//~/1I /(/1 a/wII/ il:' 'The Hell/lll NUI'SI' ,~"i(l l f/(1I 
il would hi' HOOtI f or 1111' al/d III(' IllIby; ' 'I k",'''' Ill(' COIIIII/lllliIY lllll/Ill'r ,\0 I 
(I("("('pll'( 1 if, . 
The third group (20%) indicated that they accepted it mainly because they 
thought it was right for the baby: ' ,~OIl1,,'III'l/g fill" 11,1' haby:' '1llw/lghl il would hd/l 
11';111 Ille bllby: for '''1' baby {//ulmy .wki' -, 
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Various pre·coded responses were then offered to them. In this context 
references to the baby were more common thus, more than half of the 
recipients (58%) then indicated that they '"we looking for sOIl/I 'lhing lih'lhisfor 
11,(' m'w I/f/hy:~ slIh'.' Approximately one third said that they were 'I1'ding (/ llil 
ItII-killg ill /"(II/fir/rllt'(':' aml/ur 'a hil isolme(/.' Roughly one in six (I 7%) indicated 
that they took the programme because it was recommended by a friend or 
relative; and roughly one in ten took it because they were afraid to refuse. About 
a Quarter of these new mothers discussed taking it with someone else, most 
commonly with a husband/ partner, although mother, friend and a Community 
Mother were also mentioned. 
The providers were offered a number of fixed choices as to why they decided 
to get involved. In broad terms all of them indicated that they got involved 
because they wanted to support the parents, and/or that they saw a need for it 
based on their own experiences. Almost half of them (48%) said that they wanted 
something to do, and just under three fifths (59%) said that they got involved 
because they liked children. Two thirds of them spontaneously mentioned some 
other rea son; by far the most common reason they mentioned was a desire to 
help (young mothers, mothers with sick babies, mothers who needed 
encouragement. mothers with multiple births etc.l. Thus it is clear that the 
programme is tapping in to a very real desire on the part of mothers to help 
other mothers. 
They were asked whether or not they thought that getting involved in the 
Community Mothers Programme would lead somewhere. Two thirds of them had 
no such expectations. A striking level of altruism and good will was evident in 
their replies: 
'1 "'ok illo II{' Ihe/"I' pJr I},C IIIlIIh('/".f: · 'I jllSI S(I'" a IIccd (jill! 11 '(IIJwd IV help:' 
'lwOJ "dllX II dn-,l:.fllId.'rl1'llfly (11111 I /ik. ',llln' program/ill'.' 
Overwhelmingly these respondents said Ihal they did not mind the fact thai it did 
not lead anywhere, although one respondent did note that 'il .\"lIOIi/d hilI'(: led OIl 
,n S" tlill,~ (/ C"I"I. ill cllild CI/I",' - it should gin' )"011 a qll(llijicmiull /() hl'!p yO/I gel II 
h('Ul' r joh . . One of the respondents saw it as having done just that: '1 fl'I'1 11011" 
Ih(ll il ,/ill lead 10 SOIllI'lI'h.,/",,- it '('(1 tll lI ·ork .. 
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There was however a sizeable minority (one third of the Community Mothers 
sample) who did think that it might lead somewhere. In some cases their 
expectations were very specific. They expected it 
'to leml {() ("h iM ("(IT;' lI"urk:' ·u. (,lIIflloYIII,'1II 11";/11 Iltt' Mitl- Hh fl'm H calth 
/Joard- lIIayiJ(· setting lip creches; ' . lo/)('illg {/ Co-ol"flilll/lor or il/ III(' officI':' 
In other cases their expeclations were more vague: 
'1lhollghl lIim il wOllld Icm/ /() flsydlO/oJ:Y ('ollrses or .WJlllelhillg;· '1 Ihollglll 
illr()1I1tJ .IU/ml /0 1Il1' 11"//('11 I lookl'l/fl)/" (/ jOINIWyb,' 1' \ '( ' /1 {'am II 11"(1,1:.(' from 
il: ' . )'011 11t'I'e r kllll\\ '- II,e COIIII/CI.\· ("(mid be gOOlI for ,,<:/: lIillg 11/"1'/' I\'o/"k.' 
Roughly half of those who had such expectations felt disappointed: 
'11 1\ 'lIS cO.l"tillg 111(' money to (/0 il .. .. III., paYlllellll/(' I'/' r ell/Ill' 011 lillie' tllIIl il 
11"(/.1' costill.!; Il le Ihlll 10 do iT: '1 0111 di.l"(lpJ)oillll'd a/Will IIII' IIw". ,y foclor a .l· I 
did,,"t l' lln! IIIlIeh II/{I/U'y f mm il .. 
Those who had stopped being Community Mothers offered various explanations 
for stopping. Just over half of these (60%:9/ 15) referred to changes in their own 
situation: getting paid work; having a baby; a big operation; getting involved in 
other voluntary work etc. However a minority referred to different (negative) 
aspects of their experiences as Community Mothers- such as '/ (Ii/h,', lih' lllI' 
idea ()f 1101 11(1 \ 'ing /III y i(I"lIIijif"l ll iOIl" . '1 '(I lik" i I if il ,mitl bt'/Il'/"' Ptc. 
Three fifth s of those who were not Community Mothers at the time of interview 
could imagine a situation where they might be involved again. The numbers are 
small but there was some lendency for these 10 be people who had stopped 
because they got paid employment, had a baby, major surgery etc. They said 
that when they had more time they could imagine being invc~ved again. 
Those who referred to the fact Ihat they stopped because of Ihe way the 
Programme was organised typically could not envisage being involved again: 
'1If!, I didll'l like },:oillg illlo !,COI,fl' :1' OH'I! 1I0/l/c.I":· 'No ht'ca".I·,· I dOll i likl · 
~oil1g 10 .\·lmllg lT.\· 11011.\' /'.1". / fl'lI I},OI I \1'(1.1" I'IIIlill8 1111'/1/ 01/ ,III' .l"JlOI:· 'Not /11 
Ilu' 11101111'111. I (10" " /1'1'1 lip f() ;1 "IIIOIiOlWl/y:' ';1 1\"(/.\"/1" really P,r 111(':' '1 
IlIId" i ,III' !tcan fn l" i, (1".1'11101'1: .... ' 
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5. Context in which the Programme is provided 
II has been widely recognised that women vary enormously in their experience 
of motherhood, but that there has been a tendency to obscure this and to 
assume that all women will simply feel positive and competent. The recognition 
of variation in women's response to motherhood was seen as part of the overall 
context within which the Community Mothers' Programme existed. In this section 
attention is focused on recipients and providers experiences after the birth of a 
baby. Particular attention was paid to 
• what things were like when they came home from hospital with the new baby; 
• how they felt at that time; 
• who gave them most support and 
• the nature and extent of support from partners, relatives and friends, 
5,1 The situation when they came home with the new baby 
Firstly, the recipients of the programme were asked what things we re like when 
they came home from hospital wi th the new baby, Half of them described it in 
very negative terms, (See Table 8) They said that it was: 
'terrib/e '; 'rl'ry III/I'd, 1'",..1' ,lfres,II III": 'dt'Sllt' rtlle, I '{' I'Y dt'l'rc,H f'{I. / Ilm/1 1O 
1111<' fO fill'll to 0.1' my IlIIsl}(/Ild ilitbl 'f IIIlderSflllll!':' 'If was Iwelie. I fell 
.'il/lOfhnl'd, fit to ki l/ Sfllllt'II/I.,' : ' lIt'cl ie. scored Il(IlI i,'kl'I/': 'I I ra.\' b(llr/ill); 
nyill,!i (I.\' , ' l'CfI'OIH' /lskct/ IIhO/lll il., /;aln: IIO/;IIt/V asknl 1101\' / I\'(l,~' , 
It was clear that for less than two-fifths of the recipients this was a very positive 
or a fairly positive experience, For roughly half of the se (a fifth of the total 
sample) it was very positive, The latter felt: 
'\I'(llIlIl'/'f lll fI dijJt'n' lll lifi':' '\l't' lIatl 1I00hillg bill I II 'IIS ('lIIljidt'lll I\ 'illl Ihe 
haby': 'Iorc/y- I lmil 1111' CO/lll/l llllilY Midlrife \'iSiflll" f o r 10 days lIIul fhal 
\J'as MI"('(11 ': 'rillt' I hili / (/ IOf of IIelp': (' Ie. 
The remainder of thi s group (i ,e. roughly one in five of the total sample) 
described it positively but less entllusiastically : 'O,K, My IlIIslJIIlld look (I weeks 
holiday:' j aded lirl'd{ol' Ihl ' .fir,I'1 Ireek bill OIilerwisl' filiI" , Some (12%) had more 
intense and mixed feelings· descri bing themselves as '10111'1.1' (/1111 t',W;;I"!/': and 
their situation as 'hord I ,~III'!1"S", IJlII 01 Icasl I hml II l/{IrllIl'l: ' 
Table 8: What things were like on coming home from hospital with the 
new baby? 
Tone of Situation Recipients Providers Total 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Very Pos/O,K,_ 38% (10) 11 %(3) 25% (3) 
Positive & Negative 12% (3) 7% (2) 9%(5) 
Very Neg;Negative 50%(13) 81 %(22) 66% (35) 
TolallOO% lOO%(26) 99%(27) lOO%(53) 
An important element in the Programme is the possibility of identification offered 
by the fact that the Community Mothers themselves have experienced 
motherhood, In the course of the training programme they are encouraged to 
recall their own experiences of motherhood so as to be better able to empathise 
with the new mothers, It was clear that for the providers, as indeed for the 
majority of those receiving the Programme, when they came home from 
hospital with the new baby, the situation had been less than positive, Only 11% 
of the providers had positive experiences saying that it was: 
'/f/\'I'I)' 10 come hOllle lIlI(l re/a.\' 1\';lh flte ')(Iln' fit lras her 7,hl: 'Sri/lid IJIII 
lirl'd:' 'I/i red (l/ hOllle so il II'{/S ('a.~y 11,1' Ifwdll 'l {/ clue:' .(1/1 riNllI, I I'dil'd 
011 both (J ill' l)(Irems f(Jr support, ' 
A small number (11 %) included positive and negative elements : 
'/irmllml / \l '/IS Slipporlc(III'C/l' : frifihlt"lillg- 1',lpecia/ly willi Ihc fil'sl - j O,ljiil 
IOf) - mixed CIIIOIioIlS: ' 'gralld 1111 Ih!' firs/ (/ .1' Ilil'I'li at 1101111' IJlII Ih<' second 
II'(U SlmilWli (1/ firs l W ' I had 10 ('0/'(' 11';lhO/I/ Illy 1I/0tllcl: ' 
On the other hand a variety of graphic negative phrases were used by the 
majority of tile providers (81 %) to describe what thing::; were like when they 
came home from hospital with the new baby, They said that it was: 
'1111,,1, d {lJiclth I'C ry i,wl /Itt'll': '11'1!.\'t', /III S/I re, 1'(llIie:' 'II/ad, !i t'I;1 ic:' ' !'try 
dcspcl'llle; ' 'fowl pal/ic- I/O o/llsid/' SI'I 'P0rl hesides Ihe Oi,I'/n','/ NUI',I,(" YOII 
WI'fI' le}i 011 your 0 1\'11:' '/ li'IIS I/i.'rt'/' slwl1'lI 11011' /0 wkc cort: vI III(' /)//hy, / 
klll'l!" un/hiug:' 'Iollely, lired, 1II'n'OIlS, 11II.\'I1/"1' III myself sort': , '/wclie· I '/(It! 
111'11 II/lit'/' kids so illl'll.I' (II/ go: ' 'lIighllll(JfI', heelic \'cry dijJin ill :' '/11 '1'111 illill 
de(lr(',uioll- bob)' bilies f or ~'i.r IIIOlllltS:' 'difficlIl! , III." husbllnd I/(/d /0 [:0 Ifl 
work so I was alone;' '1I'I'r;h!t~, (!ejlrl',I',I'I't!. 1 f i'lllll(l/ Iht,1'1' 11'(/.1' no Oil(' Ih,' I'! ' 
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{ill' III, ', . 
The nature and intensity of their feelings emerged again when the recipients 
and the providers were specifically asked what they felt at that time. Again, 
roughly one in live (23%) of the recipients clearly felt very positive. (See Table 
9) They said they felt 'gl~'III:' "01 '1' 1' 'he 1110011. Shl' Oh l ' ')(1/).1' ) l raJ my lifc' lIlId Illy 
/";/'IU/:' 'IJt'fl '~"')I)(lrI{'d. The N"r.\"j' S('I' III(,(/ n ' l )' IlIlIlIIf' with " '11(1/ "'(1S goillg 011 101' 
{/ I/('W 1110111( -1';' 'ddiglued II'ilh l1IysdI'; '/ Jl'lf ,r:.r('tII, I \f{/l' on!r il all (llllli \I"(/S 
"01111': Some (27%) of the recipients expressed more mixed feelings and/or 
referred to their physical state. They described themselves as 'liret! bur happy:' 
,'w;II'd (llId lin'd' ; 'tired but I wanted everyone to go and leave me to manage 
on my own'. Some had physical problems and described themselves as 'tired, 
dizzy; ' very sick;' 'I wasn't well. I had a lot of stitches and was weak'. 
Just under half (46%) of the recipients had negative feelings. They said they felt: 
' \\"rn{c' I/": 'w'r.\' SI I"C'.Un/ {III!, ("ouhh, 'I c'ope n ll/idll 'I tic" IlIIylllillti c/0I1(' : ' 'lied 
dmm, l..rrih!c', .wici(/(lI, bahy ""11'.1":' ' I [I'll tikI ' fllldill~ cl'crylhillg ill alld 
I"I/nl/illJ': (/way [ 1'0/11 C'\'(' /'Ylllillg ': 'dC"H'~·.I'('(1 hl'e(II/.I'c' III' IIl'H'r SIOI'fll'd 
(""yil/,~ ': '1"(' 1'.1' d('/Jll'SS('(/, 1 In,s crying lilli/ h/wlIillg lIIy,w'lf 111m llit' baby Inl.l' 
l,tl'lI/alUff': ' 'U'tl'('ked. 10rml' II/I'I/:' 'Iwu' 1/111 / goillti 10 COJll' II'i/1I [ollr 
(·hif(lil'll. 1 \\"(15 (/ m'I1 'o/l,~ II"/"t'rk. ' 
The re sponses clearly challenge simplistic assumptions that all women feel the 
same in thi s situation, The intensity of the negative feelings also vividly highlights 
the reality of many of the new mother's needs for support at this time, 
Table 9: Feelings experienced on coming home from hospital with the 
new baby 
Feelings Recipients Providers Total 
%(N) % (N) %1 N) 
Very Pos!F'ositive 23% (6) 11% (3) 17% (9) 
Mixed Feelings 27% (7) 11 %{3) 19% (10) 
Very Neg;Negative 46% (12) 70% (]9) 58% (31) 
Other 4% III 7%(2) 6% (3) 
Tolal 100% (26) 99% (2 7) 100% (53) 
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r An even larger proportion (70%) of the providers (See Table 9) described their 
feelings when they came home from hospital in negative terms: 
'/ ,\'(/.\" terrified:' " 'C I), i"s('('/l I"" , I/I' I"I'(I" .~,- IIIillkillg ,1101 I ('OUidll'l COPl':' 
"'('I:\" illcaplIlJ/t, of ('j'I' rYlhiIJg - \\"ilh 11/1' 1/,'11" IHI"Y': 'p llre "e l"\,o/I ,~' of llil ' 
,'hi/d- COT dl'III"~' etc.:" lin'd, Il"I"rijkd, u'o l'l'il'c/': 'COII/IISl'd, slllpid:' I 
didll't knOll' what {() 1'.1]11'('/ (1m/ I IIf1d 110 ,slIppm'I': jrlS"Il'IICa, .I·hoekl'd, 
11"11 ('1/ IIIe child U'flS cryillg, / (11(/11 i kllou' 11'1/(1/ /0 do:' '/ /t'ft H 'I)" lIelTolls:' '/ 
[ I,il 101(//1.,· iliac/. SlIIl'id-1/t'II / C(lIIMII 't CO/'I ': ' ',I'ick, I,ll y,fimlly (/1I(/ m('lIwlly: ' 
'fill' abollt (I mom" 1/t'11 \ '/'1')' (/011'11 (lilt! 1/t'11 \'l'I')' h(ld:' jru.\"tmll'fl. alone: ' 
'TIl(' world 1\'(/5 ag(/insl 1111': / /t'II I' ll/ply:' 'COII[I/,W',! (II/(/ ,ftllpid: ' ' / got \'('1')' 
dCJl/"(',f,~('(11 /t'11 l/tm / Iwd 110'0/11'. I [I'll had:' ' I [i 'lt \'1' 1:,\' dOlI'II- / [t'll 'hilI/ 
("(/II/cIII" do (l1/,Ii(l{ I \1"(1111('(1 to c/o [or mY,H'lf- Ihl' /J(lby ('(llI/e firsl, I ("(lilli' 
1(/,1"1'; '\'cry d('prcssu/, I jl'lt IIIWI/y {IOII"Il , ' 
A very small number (11 %) of the providers felt positively: ' some being totally 
so ','xl'il('(/, r('liel'{'d (11111 10oh'll I(J/1rf1rd III Ihe [ III11H':' 'hiSlt, {'.I"Ciled:'- with a 
further group (II %1 having mixed feelings '(Mighl/'Ii (II/{I d(/fI'I/- bill al.~fI 
ll"rriji('(/:' 'fwl'!'Y (11/(/111' 11'011.1' :' 'happy hllfFighl" IIl'11. ' 
In the remainder of the situations it was not possible for them to assess their 
feelings since for example the baby remained in hospital etc, 
5,2 The source of the support avai lable at that time 
The majority (81 %) of the recipients had a partner at the time the baby was 
born, However when they were asked who gave them most support after they 
came home from hospital with the new baby, just two fifths (42%) referred to 
their partner as the person who gave them most support at that time. (See Table 
1 Q) (Attention was focused on the first person if more than one person was 
mentioned), The extent and kind of support given by him varied: 
' /lly husballd. H I' (/id ("'I'ITI/lillg - /"linking, .l"llOppill g, c/"(lII ing, lookillg a[11'/" 
II/(' hahy:' 'My l/tuballd. HI"(/.I"I(lY /(1' 1I"illl /h(' hllh.\' (Iud lei 11/(' ~'/('('J': ' 'My 
Im.l·lmllll. Ht' II'lI .r 1101 11111 ('11 help Iml 1'/l/OIifJ/J/Il/y III' \ \"(U' Ihere:' ':1/.1' 
bo)[ril'lld. HI' [t'l l her. c/l(lIIgl '(IIII'r. lIIillll('(f I II(' kit/s, 1/(' 11"lIS hrillionl, ' 
The second most commonly mentioned person was their mother. Just under a 
third (30%) of those receiving the Community Mothers Programme referred to 
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her. They said things like: 
'M,I' 1I/0I/U'I: Sli/' did cre/Tllling for IiiI' havy: 'My lIIollie( Sht: did 
{·!wrythi ll g. Sf1/' Clmiforll'll!He lind calmed lilt' dOll'n: '/11011/(' 1: She w(I,I'/l('(/ /11(, 
/m/ly \ dOllw.l". (IIul/rlok till' older Imy 0111 /() /eal'l' IIII' ill/"'OCC ', 
There were occasional hints of tension in the relatlonsnip: 'My IIImhl' l: Sll(' 
wfl'i,\{' iI lilt' l1'f'lI. 1IIIIIhl'II .~,u: 80/ too (wcd)carillg (//ull'llli/ /0 (/sk he/" It) Slop. 
. 
Table 10: Who gave most support when they came home from hospital 
with the new baby? 
Most SlJpport Recipients Providers Total 
%!N) % (N) %(N) 
Partner 42%(11 ) 40% (II) 42% (22) 
Mother 30%(8) 22%(6) 26%(l4} 
Famil ;Parent s 8% (2) 7% (2) 6%(4) 
Sister 4% (I) 7% (2) 6% (3) 
Friend 8%(2) 4% (1) 6%(3) 
Son 4%(1) 0%(0) 2%(1) 
Father 0% (0) 4%(1) 2%(11 
Doctor 4% (1) 4%11) 4% (2) 
Other 0% (0) 7% (2) 4% (2) 
No one 0%(0) 4%(1) 2% (11 
Total 100%(26) 99%(27) 100%(53) 
As one might expect a minority referred to friends; sister; son etc. as giving 
most support . The kinds of support and the level of support they gave varied: 
·tI!.'"./i·it·lId. SII(' lIIil1(/c(/ III(' Im/n' so Ihm I could gel (/ bre(lk': -AlY Si.I"/('I: She 
/J"l/I"l'ih-d fmll1 III(' Nonh (ll1d millded Illy older child so /hm I e(llI/(/ 1"i.~iIIllY 
Iwl>.'" ill ho.~pi/(/I:· ·M.'" sml Ihe' eldesl 011('- he mil1ded Ihl' kids lind (fiff Ih e' 
//(/II.\·I'U·O/-I\. . 
Broadly similar Questions were asked of the providers. When they were asked 
who gave them most support at the time the new baby was born, a very similar 
proportion (40%) referred to a husband/partner (See Table 10: note that where 
more than one person was mentioned, only the first was included). As in the case 
of the recipients the extent and kind of support given varied. They said things 
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like: 
'IIIY /lIIs/wlld· he \\'(105 great· he did ('\'l'I:l'lh;lIg:' '/11.1' IlIIs/Jwu{ ('lI1l1liol1(1I/.'":· 
'IIIY hllsbul1d· he comforted lIIe: he fed Ilw bahy: did Ihe sh0{l{lillg: 
'ho.lfrielld· he changed I/(lppies, made din/lers. ("/(,(III{,(! III!' I1OfISI· .. 
In some cases references were made to the help given with other children 
'111)' husband. He I\"(/.~ good Ifilh 111(' kids 11"11('11 IIf' 1"/1111/' hOIl1(' from lrork:' 
'my /lIl.1"bl/lul. He did {'rerl"lhil1g for Ihe lu'III.\"(' . IIII' Imhy 11/(' /11(, 01111'1" kids .. 
Roughly one in four of the providers identified their own mother as the person 
who gave them most support at that time: 
'/1/.1' 1I/00her· ~'II("II gire me a bn'ak ami lIIil1(l Ill(' Imhy:' '/1/.1' Il/ulhN: She' look 
on'/" el'elyrhillij Irilli IiiI' 'mb," fell hill1 I/Ild d/(/I/~('d him (' 1(". :' 'my 1II0Ilil' /"' 
slil' cal/ed /0 dWI lIml at/rise 11/(':' 'my mOl/WI"' "'/l(' '(//lIkl' /1/1" 'l(Iby (III(/ Sil'/' 
IIII' (/ bl{'(lk and sIlt' gill'/! IIlI' III)" dill/leI:' 
As in the case of the recipients sisters; father; best friend; a neighbour; district 
nurse and lone parents group were also referred to (see table). A broadly similar 
range of help was referred to: 
'IIIY .l"istrl"' she helped ell/Oliol/all." /0 CO/II' 1\";11, Illy .Ii·a!"s:· 'my siSl f{' slie 
IIsed /(J !i.l"~(,11 /011/1'. she adviwd lIIe:' 'I11Y hesl ji'iel/{/' slil' did e\'('/"ylh;II~. S/II' 
callie IIllell in Ihl' lIIomillS (llItI left (1/ six ill 1111' ('I ·('llillg. SIll' 11"11.\' g/"("(/I:' '111.1' 
fatlw r· Iw W(/s /Iie!"e for 1IIe' e'lllOliollal/y IIl1d 111,y.l·inli/.\': . '1111' dis/ril"l lIorsf" 
shl' l'i.l"il('(1 wry of Ie II (llId li'as I'llsy /0 /a{k I/!:' '(1 {ml(' f'lm'IIIS grolll) .. Ihey 
lI"ere lliere for lIIe: ' 'IIIY /m/"l'II/.I" ... lhI'Y did ('I"('IYlhillg. n/!'y hll/,y-sUI (/1I(/lhey 
/i.llcll('(tlll me II"h£'1l / Iras dOll'II:' ·myfolllily Ihe.'" look hilll Ollt' Ilighl II liTek:' 
'(111 oft! IfOiIlWI II"ho /ircd IIt'O/" lilt'· /'IIIOIill!wl JlIl'flll/"l IIl1d IHlhy-sillillg .. 
5.3 The extent of the support available 
All of the recipients and the overv·,rl1elming majority of the providers had 
received some support when they came home from hospital with the new baby. 
Just one of the latter said that there was no one: 'lIohody did lIlIylhillg for /l/e .. 
Yet when they were asked how they would have fe lt having a Community Mother 
visiting at that time, the overwhelming majority (93%) were very positive. 
In some cases it was clear that what they wanted was support from 'outside': 
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'/Il'flllh//I(Jl'(' liked iI, I "'OIdll hm'l' 101'1'11'(1 lu/l'(' ,WIIIII'tll/l' I'I.w' If} ("ol1fidt' ill: 
'(11'1'1/110 Jlwn 1)lIl,1'idl' till' filmil.\':' '/1 is nin' 10 ~I'I II Im'(lkJI~1 1ll Iltl' fi llll ily:,' 
CII IIII'IIII,\' 1U1l111l dUll 10 SIIIIII'(///(' ds/'f/'llm fi ll/shit,:' ' I If(}lI ld IIm'I' IOl'l'd il 
bl 'culI,\'(' Illy (}l I'U 111 111111'1' \f Oldd /1111.1' SIIY \\'11111 1 \1'(1,\' I lo ill,l: ll' I WI~, IlII'aleri 
gl/idon/ 'I' 1101 II ft 'C/lln': " ! 'd hlll'l ' lik/'d il - my Iml',\' \1'11.\ sid lind I ('(mId ho \' t' 
d01l1' \I'illl .I'/lil/ ell/I/ ' from /l I/I,I'i dl' 1(1 IlIfk 10-sonwlillll'S il ;,1' (,(Isit' r 10 w fk I II (/ 
.\'11'1111/:1'1';' ' 1/ )l'll/dd It (/ I't' he/'ll /)/'illilllll. I hod 110 1',11W/'il'IWI', 1 rdi/'d (1/1 Illy 
1II00lier 10(/ 111111'11- Illy mOlhl'r Inl/k (/ I't '" 100 II l11dl;' 'I'd /,(/\'/' /r)\'('(1 il. 
Fmnilil',l ,'(/II gl'l 100 ;'II'O/l'I'd, / 1 :,' ,I.;llod /{J /(dk In ,I'OIll('OII1' from IIII' (llI/sit/(', 
I/:~ I'llsil'r 10 IlIh' mld/'I' fllllll IIlIlsid/'f,\', ' 
In other cases they would have liked it precisely because they did not have family 
support: 
'I 1I'(Jllftllwl't' 101'1: 11 il . 1 (/iI/II '/ Ita\'(' fam i ly SIIP!'Ol'l , IIII' I'III'II ,WIII/I'IIIII' /(J wlk 
to:' 'I Iltillk it Iflll//tIlllln' bn'l/ /I ~/HI(I idell- I lil'l'll ,W fill' "\1'11.\' from 111.1' 
mollt,'/':' ' I \l'O/fltlhl/\'I' 1I't'/nllllt'll ii, 1 11'/1,1 01/ Illy 011'11 , 
In some cases it was clear that what was needed was emotional support for 
themselves: 
'I IfOltltllwl'(, /iI,I'd 10 Iil/I'(' .1'(1/111'11111' to 111'11' 11/1'- 10 IlIlk /0 11/1' lIiIollllllY,fl'l/ 
IVlllly- I klw\I' 11'Ir(ll 10 (fo \I'il" Iltl' iIlIl,y, hilI I dirhl i klwl\' h'lwl Itl do lI'ilh 
IIIY,It'I/" 11011' 10 ('01'1' lI'illlllly/t'I' lillg.l' 111111 (Ii'jlfl'ssiml.' 
In other cases it was help with handling the baby that they would have welcomed: 
' I would 11111'1' likl'll it , (','pel'il/lly I!II' firsl dliltl- I klll'll' 1I00ltillg;' 'I'd IUII'(' 
1(11'('(1 iI, I'IIIIIrI IIsk Irl'/' Illillg,~ \1,;,110111 / 1'l'Iillg ,WI/flit!, /111ft IOlk ill IlIwl 
('mljifftom',':' '1'(IItIlH' !lII','tI it, I (l id" 'I /.;111111' (Jill' !'luI IIf tire ('/riM frolll 11/1' 
0//1('1; , 
As some went on to explain: ' I Iwct/t-II ,WI/wmlt' /0 ,II/Pf/0l'l 111/'- my IlIIslmlll/ll'll$ 
(III ,,-!tift II'/I/'/.. /III/I I l iI '('d ill /I 1/( '11' (lrCII, . 
There were only a small number (7%) of the providers who would have had 
reservations about having a Community Mother visiting at that time: 
'I dllll'llltill/.; ,I'll, 1II1It ',~_\' /II'(/,\ /III III.\' Olf/I, 1llIlIll'lIImgll mlt'in' IIllhl' lillII' 
fl'(llll Illy I'III'I'II/,~, I it'lll'IIl'd II 1/1/ fmlll Illy S;,\'II'r 11,1- ,\-hl' 11(1(1 II 11IIby 1/It11I1I,s 
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hcfin'('//(/I/(I;' ' / lI'ouldll i hm'/' likc(1 il ill Illy 11/11111", 
5.4 The support given by partner 
Although the partner was not mentioned by the majority of the recipients or the 
providers as the person who provided most support, the majority of both did 
see him as having given some help, )n the case of the recipients just over three 
fi fths (62%) of those who had a partner (who made up half of th ose in the total 
sample) said that he was a help, The extent of the help given by partners varied: 
'He was II grt'lll hdp -cI'eIJlhil/g, hoby, I/OIW', 11/(': ' 'III' Itl'll/('(I II lot, I-it'look 
l illie off so / couM slel'P 1I'11C1I1'1'1' f 11I'(IIlIf'd. H I' /(10k 0111' IIltIe,I' I ,w" lo ,,'elmol 
111111 fte lIelped around the 1101/J' /' ;' 'lte llid el 'I'IJlltif/,~ ill III(' l/flll,\·e. cOllkill,I.;, 
clCllllillg ele.; , '//01 prtlcticlil/y, bill l'IIIOIiOlIllIl,\: ' 
Some of those who said that he was not reaUy a help explained this in various 
ways, Some referred to his work situation: ' I'it> I\'(/rks so III' IlIIt,f liI(l1 firM· !JI.'/iJl'l' 
1///' IIlId 1111' baby;' '/10/ rel/lly-he It'orks lallg !WI/r,f, ' 
Others adverted to his ability to cope with the baby: 'hi' (:OllltJ be /11 ht'lpl 
somel ime!>' bill wilell Ilt/, baby eriN!, Itt'l'm/idl' t!. fll' COl/Mil 'I cope 1II all;' 
Others simply said that he VIas no help, Thus it was clear that there was 
considerable variation in the help given to the recipients by husbands/ partners, 
!n the providers sample, 96% of the respondents had a partner at that time, 
When they were asked whether he was a help or not really, 54% said that he was: 
'HI' lI'as greal, /t'edillg Ihe babit.,,~, (llId holding Illy Illmd WItI'II I was ('I'Yil/g, '; 
'f il' ltd,led 1111' ill CI'CI')' 11'0,1' willt lire 1t00Ht' (lnd Jill' IlIIhy, '; 'H, ' wax a gre(l/ 
111'11'- t!1'l'ry Ihillgfrom IwuwlI'ork IOfi' ('di llg (jill! d/(/lI,tdllg Iftl' baily, '; 'III' 
lras a good help- cleanillg, cooking alld mimll'dlitl' INlhy //lId gm'/' 1//1' (J 
break/rom llilll, '; '>'Cs, He helpclJ by li,I'II' lIillg I/oillg liI(, I/tJ/l,felro rk, (kill/illg 
cookillg t'1(', ': 'He ftl'lpl'/J- hi' hll,s:gt'(III//" fI.I'kcllm(' Illy pmbll'IIH- 11mI' II'W ' 
Illy dar etc, ele. - re~' IOI'i"g, ' 
Some said that the help he' gave was more limited: 
'(/I 'I'ragt'lIIalt'- 011/,1' If/lt'll hI' had /0 . h(' illlpl'Ored lI'ilil II/(, ~-l'c()1111 ('hilt/. ' 'III' 
lu'IIJeti. He faJ lilt' baby, elulI/gt'11 h;III, mimkd hill/- t'xCI'I)/ hi' didll'l btlilte 
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hill/ .. 
Roughly half of the providers described their partner as having been little or no 
help: 
. HI' did 11/, '11 IhillgS. H(' liI{l/IgllI /J(/bit,.~ ".t'/"(' I\"O/I/('II :~ Ihill;..:.\·. He didl1·' hdp 
(II fill:· .1/(/ li t' tim\"(' IIIl' n'llllld Ilrl' /lrisl- lin help:· ·hl' didll·/ I,l'll': Ir(, "1
' ('I·ny/hillg fur /1/(' /n do:· ./1(' Ihldll"! il elllC- lin hdl' n 'n!!.\":· ·110 hdp I"N/lfy -
III' 1!"lIrk,'i1 lOll.!; lIollrs UII 1111' milt!. . 
The numbers are very small but it was striking that those who were separated 
seemed to be disproportionately represented amongst those who described him 
as having been no help. It is difficult to interpret this. since it may be that the 
memories of those who are separated are more negative. However it is plausible 
that a partner's involvement at this ti me could have implications for the long-term 
stability of the relationship. 
5.5 The local availability of kin and friends 
\t is important to stress that the context within which the Community Mothers' 
Programme was provided was one where , for the most part, the women had 
helpful relatives living nearby. Thus less than a Quarter of the women who were 
receiving the programme (23%) had no relatives living nearby. Slightly more of 
the providers were in this position, with a third of them (33%) having no relatives 
living nearby (see Table 11). This indeed may have be associated wi th their own 
awareness of the need for the Community Mothers' Programme. Nevertheless it 
is clear that for the overwhelming majority of both recipients and providers a 
variety of different relatives were living nearby. 
Just under two·fifths (38%) of the recipients specifically referred to the fact that 
their mother was living nearby. Sister{s) were referred to by roughly a Quarter 
(23%) of the recipients . Brothers, in-laws and other relatives were living nearby 
in the case of sizeable minorities.(see Table 11). Indeed of those whose mother 
was alive at that time, more than four- fifths (83%) of the recipients either lived 
with her or saw her everyday. The majority of those in the recipients' sample 
(88%) had sisteds). Almost two thirds (65%) of those who had a sister said that 
they saw at least one of them, everyday/or that they lived with them at that time. 
Indeed in some cases where there was more than one sister, they took it in turns 
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r to come to visit them everyday after the birth of the baby. 
In the providers' sample although at first glance it appears that a smaller 
proportion had a mother living nearby at that time, the trends seem broadly 
similar when one takes into account the more inclusive references to ·/111 Illy 
fa mily:· ·I'arcllls· etc. More than half of the providers whose mother was alive 
saw her every day, with the majority of the remainder seeing her at least once a 
week. Similarly, the overwhelming majority (93%) of them had sisters, with 
roughly two thirds of those who had seeing them at teast every week. Thus it is 
clea r that the context within which the Community Mothers' Programme is 
provided is one where relatives are available, and yet where there is a dear 
perceived need for the Programme. 
Table 11: What relatives lived nearby (when they came from hospital 
with the new baby)? 
i i 
iI 
I I 
No-one 
liMe percentages do not add up to 100% sloce more tnan one kltld of relatIVe was ment.ooed) 
The overwhelming majority (95%) of the receivers al·.d two thirds of the 
providers, who had relatives living nearby, said that they were a help. However, 
roughly half of these were ambivalent about this help. They stressed that they 
l'Iere: 
·100 {JI·('/"JlO\I·(!rillg: killios II/(' lrirlz kiJ1(bll's~·:· .1/11/ 1"(,(111.'" (I Iwlp- (/II 
illl(,lfi'l"cm·I' rl'al/y:· ·1/0 hdp 1"1'1111.'"- .,·h(' (my lIIullfl'r) had 10 go Iv work:· ·IIIY 
lIIo/iI"I" ""'!,,'d ill .\"OlIIe 11'(ly~· . hll/ \\"{/.\" d!fficlilt /I! ("olljidt' ill .. 
It was striking that in the case of those who mentioned in·taws as the relatives 
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living nearby they were typically seen as not really helpful '(Jllly Ihl' ill,'mr.~. She 
(//lOl/h,,.;1I 1(l1I"} /(Ink 01'"'' III(' /)(/by (!lid IH(U/, ' lilt· f t't'/llIJimpOl"llIIl/ (llId IISt'it·.H .. 
Amongst those receiving tile Community Mothers' Programme. iust under one 
third said ttlat they would have liked some of their relatives (mostly mothers 
and/or sisters) to be more involved: 'My /l/olh/'I: She cOll ldll ·l l mrd. {IS she \\"as 
.~;c/.... Jml 10 wlk 10 1111' (lml ar/l"isl' II/£'. ' Amongst the providers sample, an even 
smaller number (n:::3) would have liked their relatives to have been more 
involved: 
'M y dr/" st sisle" ('(ll/hI /UII'I' b " I'1I /IIO/"(' ;/II'o/l·/'d- .~Iw COl/hi IWl"c /1('('/1 (I 
/11'111'1" slI/'f)O,.,- /m/ .~/II · I/(/(/ II('/" 0\\"11 fillllif." -sh(' (lif/II'I ho 1"1' lI/IIcll liIlW'" 'III.'" 
/l/oliler {jlld .l"i.\·I"I"S.ijl!J.,y \"is i tallilOn' ofwlI (lilt/minded ,/1(' kif/s.· 
The respondents were specifica\1y asked 'what about friends?' and having 
identified named friends they were asked whether or not they were a help. More 
than three Quarters (77%) 01 those receiving the Programme mentioned two or 
three friends by name and of these. 90% (18/ 20) said that the they were a help. 
It was clear that the contribution of friends varied and that in some cases it 
included emotional support; social support and/or practical help: 
'Mory. SII.WII (/1/(/ 1/1'/"11. 111t'Y I/{II·/.I"('// Ill . '. they ('lIflllI'fl lo 1111':' . K llll'l1, JOIII' 
(/1/(/ Julin. IIU'y I'isilnl a/l(/ boby.WlI fill" /II!'. Til;')" did II,.' .~IIo/Jpillg. IId/II'f/IIII' 
with Illy m{)od.~ (1m/lUll/ II '(lll.~" " 'il/' /III'" 'S(/\·" 11/1' tl "n·"k hy fi';', l illg tIll' 
/mll\' '. 
In those cases where only one friend was mentioned. the extent of the help was 
typically greater: ' '\-/ fl ri l'. Sill' of Ie II look /tim ol"cmiglll (l l1dfi'd Il im.· 
Friends were somewhat less salient to the providers. Thus. in the providers 
sample, just over half (56%) identified specific friends and of these 69% (1 1/ l 6) 
said that they were a help at that time. Typically again where friends were 
mentioned, two or three names were mentioned: 
'M" g.I, M"ry (1m/ A IIIIt'- a glVlI1 SIIPlwfI- /)(l/J)"-SIII lIlItl I"i.l"iwt!;· 'M (/I")" mill 
}kr ,1"1'5- 1111'.1' ,'(1111,11 10 chat {/m} g;I'/' II hOIl(I:' 'P(lII /O lllld A lii /(' yl''\". Til('), 
(l(1I'is.'d lilt! (lIJO/ll I/Il' /)(I/).\' and 1·;.I"itcd me /(I wlk:' . f)cll i.I·I' . Jtlckil' fllld M fII )"' 
U'; ' ,,/I SIII'IJOrtcl/ l ·(/d, mller:' 'IJritlic (l1U/ Mary -ycs -Ilrey Iw/pl·d 
<'I11(J/iOIlCllly .•. sl!oll/(/(>rs /0 CIT 011 W/'CII / 11"(15 d'·I'rt'.~.W'(I;' 'E\"a (IIu/ PlI/s.\", 
" 
11,1'.\' g(l\'l' II/l' c/o/lw.\· lIIIt! II/O/Il'." II"I/('I/ Ilwl't/al i l .. 
Thus it is clear that a variety of help was given by friend s. 
The overall picture which emerged then from the recipients and providers was 
that the maiority felt less than positive after the birth of the new baby. despite 
the fact that they typically had a partner and were embedded in a network of 
relatives and friends. In the next section, the whole question of the meaning and 
value of the Community Mothers Programme in this context will be explored. 
6. Overall evaluation and perception of the Programme 
In order to assess their overall evaluation and perception of the Programme. the 
recipients and providers were asked: 
• what they thought of the programme; 
• what they liked most and least; 
• what they thought it was really about; 
• what they thought would improve it. and 
• whether or not they would recommend it to a friend. 
In addition the providers were asked: 
• how they got to hear about the Programme in the first place and 
• whether or not they thought it would lead anywhere. 
The recipients were asked about why they decided to accept the programme, 
Both recipients and providers were asked: 
• what would have helped when they came from hospital with the new baby; and 
• about the kinds of support and information which would be helpful for young 
mothers like themselves. 
6,1 General evaluation 
When they were asked what they thought about the programme. the 
overwhelming majority (88%: 15/17) of the recipients made positive comments, 
In some cases these were very general: ./ II"{/.S mad abolll il. · Of those who 
referred positively to specific aspects, roughly one third stressed support for 
themselves and advice about the baby: 
'Iliknl it. J thoughl i l lI'as great to 'U/I'I' ,W)IIII'OIlt' to w/k {o:' ' I lIIOIIgII/ i{ h 'd,I' 
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glVel/- " '/i('l1 Illy bollY U'IH hom. ' 1I1'('dl'(/ somCOlI1' 10 wlk 10 (1/)0111 him:' 
· .\'(J/lwli",('~ IrI",/, il j, bad il is S'WII /(J h(l\'(' somebody /() IIIlk [0:' '1 1iknl1111' 
(I//I 'jel' IIIld IIII' I iI's:' '/lluu/ (/ /vl/(I off!',. ill/orllla/ioll 1I"i.\'I'. I .~OllliL'~ /cllfll'/ .f 
Oil hoI\' 10 dca/wilh 1/ child (I/ld 111(,1111.1' jor kids:' '/1 \I'm Iri/'/lIl1y (//I(II/(" I~rul. 
SIll' \\'(1.1' p,ol/drlll' ar/l'iCl':' ·lllwlI .~/1I it Ims Noml. ill/t'r/'.I'lilll]. hl'(//Ih i .I'.I'IIf'.I' 
de.," '{tlrulIgllI ;111"(/ .\' \'" ,y good. /' U'\'/'I" 11(1(1 (I"-\'Iliill,l: lik! · it IwFm'.· 
A small number 12% (2/17) of negative comments were made. In one case the 
Community Mother was described as ' (I wlke!: III /act sill' \\ '(I.~ {'I'{'II /(Ilkil1g /I' III(' 
(11/(/111 0111,,1',\', I (/i(h,', mISfIICI:' In another case the mother who had herself been 
trained in child care felt that ' I kll('ll' 1II00~' dum Ille COllllllllllil), MOIIIl!r 11/(/1 dsilt'f/ 
11/(', ' In both cases, as noted by the interviewer, there were other factors in the 
situation, such as strong feelings of family privacy etc" so that these responses 
may partly reflect such phenomena, 
When tile providers were asked what they thought about the programme, the 
overwhelming majority (89%) of the comments was also very positive, Some 
referred to the effect of the programme on the mothers,- while others mentioned 
its effect on themselves, Thus they said things like: 
'E\"('f'IIf'III': '/1 i,I' ~n'ol. /1 sllollid //(/1"1' heel! IIw/"/' -,""(lrs II}::O '; 'I"('''Y gll/ld , 
1',1' /11'1 ';11 11.1' j'/I' yl1llllg 1II00IIel".I". hUI il 1111/(/:/'(/1111' OWl II"/lf/II' lI"illl II ji' lI" kid,' 
.I'lill .1'/1/11 /01 (III/ oj il. ' 
Some did qualify their answers by referring to the need to increase the take up 
of the service and/or to target it better: 
'01'1'1"1111, il \\,11.1' jill, ', IJIII il II'(/S 110/ 1I"/'1/ kllOll'1I "110/1.1''''; 'IJrillillllt, hilt it 
('(I/I/d hi' /)('I/er if 11 '1' I"i.l"iln/ jI{'opll' il/ j1ms (IS 11'/,1/. nll'Y {//~' i.l"ol(l/ed, IIISI! 
sing" - f/(/,.ellls'. 
Others referred to the difficulty of getting people involved in it: 
' I/.~ good bill il i.~ "I'IY hanl to g,'/ ill /0 Ih" 1101111'.1';' '"/1I1'Y dOIl 'l lm,W;1 {/.~ IIII'Y 
dOli" knOll" m/II"II (d!(lUl il', 
Some went a bit further and said that although they thought it was good: '11 
IWI."I ·I ,\' /,;Whll' jor ,Willi' {I/"I'II.f- I,,~p('cil/lly lilliS,' I/lflf aTt' c/m/llish, dose kllil ·. One 
or two said explici tly that: '1, mighl It'ork Jor .\"111//(' bill 11111 fill" mll/·r.f, ' Others in 
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the providers' sample referred to their own feelings about it. Thus they said 
things like: 
'/u n"}' good- (/1111 fi'I" lIIys('~f I l(,lI/"I//'iI (I 10/, I /i'll/"I/i'd Jmlll u1l1e,. I'I:ol'll ':~ 
/iF('S ': ' I enjoyed il ; , , \"(,':" 1'(' /".1' ll"Ol"I/lll'hi/('- j M mysl' l/(///(l for /hefalllilie.l", ' 
One or two had some reservations; '/ }1:11 ;1 Im.I' (/ bit (,Olllpli(,OII'd- I/'f' furms ('()uld 
hlln'/H"'/I silllpler '; or they had reservations about visiting people they already 
knew 'IvO pasol/ol "l. 
Nevertheless, it was clear that their overall perception of it was very positive. 
6.2 Perception of the Programme 
Those who were receiving and providing the service were well aware of the 
dual objectives in the programme namely helping mothers by providing support 
information etc., and facilitating the baby's development. When they were asked 
what they thought the Programme was really about. more than half (53%:9/ 1 7)) 
of those who said that they were receiving the Programme said thai it was 
about giving new mothers support or information, helping them jf they were 
depressed or if they were lone parents: J USI II /wlpillg h(llld, ,1/111/("11/1" fOll/lk 10, . 
A further group saw the Programme as being about '1II1It1WI',1 /wlping mill'/" 
mOll",,..\':· 'IIdp f rolll 1111 Olt/I'" U'OIlItl II 11"110 1/(1I/1·.1J!('/'i('II("1' II! kid,' . . 
On the other hand, just under three in ten (29%) saw it as being about facilitating 
the baby's development: 'II/Wllllh.' baby 1110.1'1/.1' (//11/ till' bahy gfllll'illg III). (/I"oidillg 
tledt/,'III.I '. 
When they were asked what they thought the programme was really about. the 
providers also referred to its role in supporting parents: 
'~'IIPP()rt jor IIII! !lIl11ili ... f:' 'hdl'ill,~ IU'Il' IIIfllile/",f 11"::11 b(/hi,'.\·;' 'hdpillg 111'11" 
IIImher.f- eSI"'cia l/y YOllllger Olle,~;' 'oboll/ pa/"l'lIIS slipporling I}(I/"I'IIIS . 
Some were a bit more specific and referred to it as being really about: 
',wpp0r/ alld jril'mlship' a gnu/e /J(m'mill.t: PHl.t:I"(/I/III/(':· '11/ Ily (lm/ .f/mll' III .. 
/1/01111'1" hoI\' III ('lIjoy Ihei,. child ' 11/11 j lls/ r('al" IIIelll:' 'SIIPPOI"I llI1tl 
{'lIcollrllgemelll Jt~,. Imr.'lIIs:' '(111 ('(/u/"{lIiOJItII pr(lgr(lll/II/(" (/m/ a helllih 
I'mg ramllle for bflbi" .1 1111(1 /l/mlt('r.,·; • 'gl,ltil/~ illfol'/IItII ion illlo I hi' CO/llllllllli /y 
(//U/ a .l"lIpp0l"lfor Ihl'lll'f l/l'Il" /l/Olh/' /",I'), 
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Some indeed made its focus on mothers explicit, ' /IS ahou//llt' IIIntll('l"S lIIore t1lol1 
IIII' chifdn'lI ""fllly' hm-/.: lip [01' 1111'111, • 
6.3 What they liked most and least about the Programme 
The focus on tile mother was also very evident when ttlOse who said that they 
were receiving tile programme were asked what they liked most about the 
programme. Thus more than seven out of ten of the recipients (71 %: 12/17) said 
that what they liked most was having somebody to talk to: 
'lU'illJoi aMf' /tl /(Ilk /0 SOl/WOlle II'lro rull/('rSr(//u/,~ III(' ': '.WIIIII'IlI/<' f() ItIlk to-a 
I'nm[ol'/:' 'somcollc to talk /0,1/ I\"lIS (/ goOf/ cl'(U'k: 'liked Il('r'. 
A minority (12%) said that what they liked most were the leaflets: 'IIII' /t'(!(7f'1J 
illl/'ft'Sll'd IIII' -Joif'/h'mi ill[ol"lII(//ioll'; 'I gOl ICllj1l't,~· - litl'J 1\"('/"(' l't'l)" 80ll(/', For 
others (12%) the thing they liked most was being able to get advice about the 
baby 'rht' 1J/'f/clit"lIlmh'ice Ji~'111 rill' CII/IIIII/Illiry MOIher· ImrllillS, ft'(,tiillg s/l'l'l'iIlS 
IYIlflille .I' ('Ie, 
When they were asked what they liked least about it, almost two thirds 
(65%:11/17 ) of those who said thai they were receiving the programme said 
that there was nothing. For those who did refer to specific things that they did 
not like. by far the most common was the Community Mother talking about her 
own children: 'The COllllllunily M olh('/" h'pr /(IlkillS lIl)(J/II lIer kids (/1111 .fhc IIel"('/' 
!"I'o/ly IIsh'd IIW II/Ullil my /mhy', For some there were limits to what the 
Programme could do - 'She couldn't come and visit as often as I would have 
liked;' 'the lact that we knew each olher meant that I found il hard to talk to her 
about personallhings.' 
The providers were asked what they liked most about the programme, There 
was a good deal of variation in their replies. They referred to meeting people 
and/or helping them: 
' / likl' gl 'lfillg /(J kllmf Ihl' mlJ/lwn: Joil'llilll,: 1/11'11/ 10 lrust 1111' (lml (I/l1/1IIr:' 
'IIWI'lill,1: 1'1'01'11'. meerill::: rIll' /'IliM,..'" (/lId .H'eillg Ihl!lIIl,rogn'.f.f': -I ('lIjoyt·ti 
.I"t'('il/,I: II YOII"S mothl'!" gmll'illg ill ('t1llft(lelln':- '/Iikt' /0 ,w'c 'he IHlbirs 
S l"IJlI'illg ' I /ih' m(,I'/IIIJoi Il/l OP/":' 'C ivil/g (1I11'icl' 11I1I/lI'ork.,· /0 yOlillJoi /l/mllers 
fl'd.l" goo/I, I m/I"iscd (JIIC 10 8(1 hack I(J IIII' docII!!" II'illl lIer /why's .l"kill 
("(lIIII'/lIim (I/J(I 1111' /m/,.I' ,1:01 IJI'lkr: I fdl good {llJolIl /11(/1:' 'Ihe [acl Ilwl il 
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('vulll .mppl.'" ilJfill'lllfllioll fo r fll'oplt' ill ,11l' i!" 011'1/ hOllies- /II/'ir 1'llIillt'JII('IIIS. 
II"hl'rI' to go if Iltl'I' II"t' 1"I' [edill!; I/IJI!"" . • ~tJI·i(l1 If('/j(m' il/fiJrll/lllitlll', 
Others liked the training most, although they varied in the particular aspect that 
they enjoyed mas\. Thus for some it was the fact that: '/ W(/.I· g i l'nl all Ihl' 
illforlll(llioll /u helplhe fUlI/ilil's' : 'Ih" dij)"cn'lII .1·llIge.l· of (/ ba/;y:~ lij; ', h'lImill lf 
("mill 111(11 /"Col/y'. For others it was the material they were given, and specifically 
the cartoons, which they liked most; "hr 1'01'/01/11.\' - Ihry lI"el"(' l't/!(I' 'Olllld('l'.I"I(///(/, 
/Ir('y ('-'"plllilled Ilrillg,l' ill (I .fillll,ft' U'lly': ' I 101'('(1 Ihe ("lIrlonl/,\' (/I/(/,he lIIalllUlI ' it 
('xplllillcd el"ery',hillg.' Another group identified 'going to Iht, I//('('rillg.f' 111(, 
ft'I'dhac/.: sessions': lli(, 11II '1'I IlIg.l· Ifirll mhn' COllllllllllily M OIIIl'I".I"·: 'II/(' Ir<lillillg (llId 
1/11' ('mrjit/cllcc Imildillg f{lr knocking 1111 d(/(I/".I·' as the things which they liked 
most. 
When they were asked what they liked least, by far the two most common 
responses amongst the providers revolved around getting access 144%) and 
dealing with 'the green forms' (33%), Typically, as they saw it, access issues 
were hardest at the beginning. Thus they said that what they liked least was: 
'goi II.!: /(J 1111' l/(mr [or IIr£' fi r.fl /;1//(' ': fi r.\"I \"isi 1.1' 1m' tire lr(lld".I"I- //lll knowing 
II"hal you {I/~' It'll/killg ill /(J: ' '(l/'plV(lI"lri",~ 1 lit' p('r,mll fo/" tl/(, fi rSI lilllt" 1\"/1111 
1t'(JIIM Ifll'.\' be lik/,:' 'gt'llillg door~' ("/fJ.Iw/ ill YOllr faCl', ' 
The kind of information they were asked to collec t on the green forms was also 
frequently mentioned as what they liked least. Some described the 'green forms' 
as '/00 nfficial, 1'('(11'11' II '( ' H' II"my o[ ,h('III,' Others described them as "00 
p('I',wma/' while some said specifically said that they -ditl" 't lik(' (l.fkill,1: ifllt'.fri"" .I· 
IIlmlll lIim' llie), (//(' for breakfast, (/il/l/('r lIml .I"II/'pcr fiJI' i'XlIlII/,II" ' 
A small number of those in the Community Mothers' sample (11 %) referred 10 
the fact that they were not given 'it/I'mijinllioll ('(mls 10 i',lplaill 11'1111111'1' ,,'<'I"t' all 
(l/m,,'-, and it was striking that these were amongst those who were no longer 
Community Mothers, fl eaflets with contact phone numbers are now given to the 
Community Mothers so that the recipients can satisfy themselves aboul their 
identity and the legitimacy of the service), A small number (7%) referred to 
difficulties about 'goillg /of) fa r (limy'; and people not being in and/or to an 
unwillingness to work ill particular parts of the city, Only one respondent referred 
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to any anxiety about families becoming over dependent. 
6.4 Willingness to recommend Programme 
The willingness to recommend the service to a friend can be seen as an indicator 
of their evaluation of the service. The majority (82%:14/ 17) of those receiving 
the Programme said that they would recommend the service to a friend: 
'b,'c(I//Se il/II'lps In g,'1 illforlll(l{ion oil/iii' Iwl,y, mll'in' 011 el'crylltillg:' ' I 
1I"0ulii yes. I lhink il is good fill" II COllllllunilY M Olhl'/' III ('(Ill. /0 Iidp IJ£'oph' 
(Illd wlk 10 lhelll:' ',l!r('11I for (ldl"icl'- ,Hlpl'ol'lin' 1'11(11/.1" 'COlI/ptlll.I' ': 'I','ople 
likt'II/(', single II/mh,'I',I. lu'{'d SOIUCOIU' /0 wlk 10, ,'1'/' 11 if yllu Iil '/' lI'itll your 
011'/1 1II00lter: ' \1111 m'I', ' r /..11/111 ' I'"ough no m(lt/l'r !tflll' IIImlY kilb you h"I'(':' 
'il.\' good III /(Ilk /(I (I ,~Irllllgl'r fI/IfJll11).'r.wllflllhillg,I', , 
Just under half (47%: 8/17) of those receiving the Programme said that they 
would recommend it but with Quali fica tions: 
, I 1I'lIlt/d- ils {/ gllnd iriclI hili il is 1101 for ''\'1' (1'0111', PI'()JI/(' .mid 10 II!I' 11/(/1 
tllt'y 'I'('n' afmitl 111/11 Ih,' COIII/lllmiry M other II·O/d(/ ralk almut tlll'ir priml!' 
Im.~il1('.u. " 1 'I'ollld, 1.I·U/'I'o,W', iflhe jle/'Soll bll'II'/lUI/'(' lIlH/III I III' Im)grmlll/l{': 
if ,1'011 blt'lI' the COIIII/wllil,\' ,I/ollu'r or if SOIl/I'OI/(' IrlU I'CU," going:' , I Il'flllld 
if tIlt' l'fTWIIl l/ic/II'I /..II(1U' 1111' COllllllllllilY MOIlwl' Irho is ctlllillg OIl 
h"I: .. TIliIl ,"iS (/ 1'1 ' c'\'/'ryu'hl 'I'I' 1I'11t'1I ,1'011 IW1'1' (/ 'J(lhY-I'II/Olioll(l/ly, )'i:)// clclI/'l 
11'(1/11 JOIIII'UI/", YOII kUIII\', SI'C' illg yr/ll l' l\'ca/.;tll'S.\', ' 
Some saw specific groups as particularly likely to benefit from it, such as for 
example, those, who were very young and needed somebody to talk to; those, 
whose family was away: and whose friends were single and did not understand. 
'I Il'lmld lor 1/ fir,ll lim" /l/ol/lt' I: .. F j,:lt li/l/t' mO/hen bIOI\' /lorhil/g-thl'Y m'el/ iI, . 
Two would not recommend it at all: 
'NOI rCIlIlY ... /llllylw if 1111' COlI!lII lm ily klothc'r \\,II ,~ 1II(11~' lIIulc r,I'lwuliug ... 
III' IlIeI fly /'" melll/lc' r sh,' /1111/ II lUI 01('/1 i ldl'l'l l (1111/ sIll' Sl'okt' Idmlll her chi hf I'ell 
A LL Ih<' tilll"': ' .1-111' dicl llOl gin' ell"lIgh illfo l'llll/lir/ll (l I'o ,I'k lilt ' ('IIO II :-,:h,' 
Those in the providers' sample were also asked whether or not they would 
recommend the programme to a friend, The majority (89%) of the responses 
was very positive. Some referred to its effect on them and some to its effect on 
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the recipients. They said things like: 
' /II'Oll lcl yc~' /thi llk il is (III ('xcelkm prograllllllc' lorllll iltlillg ('Ol/ji(Ie'lIl'I' il/ 
Ihe COllllllllllily M other and ill III(' family- allfilltl' illforllllllioll i~- gu"d (/m/ 
l/tere is plellty of il:' ' )'(',1', II's 1/11 oW/e( (1111/ il,\ gn'ol If) l/I(1ke friends:' 'I 
lI'ollld. /1 S a g r!'(1/ 1'.I'/1('ril'l/c,', /1 i,r g /,('(I! 10 11/,'('1 01111'1'.1, /t makes yOIl /I/O,.,' 
fllIt !;Oillg;' '/ I"IJI/ttl, il i.l' I"' IY ,I'(lli~Iyillg, Wh(,11 ,1'011 ,H'. ' Ilt l' fll ll/ilil'J g('lIi llg 
il/I'oll'['(/ ill IIII' (,Ollllllllllity Ihl' III,rl'll'l'.r, .rOil .1:,'1 (/ kick 0/1/ of 11111 I: " I I"ollld if 
Iltcy I",'/,(' "'(11'.1' illl.'n'sINI ill Itc'/pillg c!t ilt/n'lI lIIlflllwl"cr,~, II Itdl'.~ if )'011 
/Ul'(' chiidr('11 10 I)('gill lfilli. ' 
Some were clear that they would recommend people to do it bul '/ til/II i kilO\\, 
holl' 1/{'lIpit' (/1'/' I'!tO,I'I'1I III III' CUII/IIIUll il.\' IIIO/h t ,/,,\ ' _ ' 
Others interpreted the Question as referring to whether they would recommend 
someone to take the programme; 
'il.l' gOOf/fo r pl'Op/I' 'olu/I'(' IlIi,\' sf'/l'ic(': ' 'I'd Sin',I'.I' IlulI il 11'(/1 111'10 1111'111 h", 
III Ill/.:(' Iltc ('lIrlOIIIIS llllYlI'aY- Ihcy m." gOOl/·el'l"')' II{//'I'I/I 11,'l't!.I' th,'.\(' 
plirelllillS skill,~, . 
Still others were more Qualified in their support: 
'it (it'Jlt'IIl/S if IIIC), III'N/ il: if 1111',1' o re iSO/(I/l'f llhl'Y I/I'(,ll il 11101'1':' ' /1 .1' 100 
clijJiCIIIIIO Ia/k to /lllIllwrs if tht'y 111'(' !il'ill): lI 'itll Ihd/' 111\'/11110'''('1'5.' 
A minority (II %) of the providers said that they would not recommend it: 
'//01 /'('ally, IIl1lt·J'.I' shc kllO\I'S 1I'lUlI to 1',\I"'CI' If Ie n:jcC'lioll.r elC, ': ',W)//I/' 
COII/lllull iry Mf)/It('r,~ fl'l'I !tUrI by thl' I'Ijl'cliOlI.\' - 11/(')' loki' il IflO ,,('rsO/wl:' 
'/Iot /'I.-all): / Ilidll '/l'I'all), like it m'('/'(Ill. b{'ell/IS<' it i.1 ,~,'(jH'd (If !,I'o/tle 11'''0 
dOli i !l'allr lIt'I'11 il. ' 
6,5 What would really have helped when they came home with the new 
baby 
More than four fifths (81 %) of the respondents in the providers sample felt that 
what would have helped at the time was having someone to talk to, to listen, to 
accept them, to confide their fears in, or just someone to be there for the 
company: (See Table 12) 
'to hal'(' ,~o/I/('fl/ll' 10 li.5I1'11 til hoI!' I fdl:' '/0 ha\'(· SflllIl'/II/(' wllI/k lfJ OIllS;I/(' 
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/11(' ja lll ily:' ' ,mll/('o/!{' lil.:l' cI Community Motlwl'· SOIIIf'()iJL' to wll.: to , 
'SOlll t'OII(' /() sil and ifi ll.: to - /0 lei lilt' I.:11()\ " IIial I ' f (/XII'/ {Ioill g al1.1'tliill ~ 
\I'/'(J/Ig ': 'SOIllCO lI l' ,,.110 lI 'ould ll'/ kNurl' you ij .1'011 d id sOll/etllill g 1\ '/'OIJg :' 
' .1'01111'0111' jrom o il/s id" 1/11' j llmilr IIiIll I could /(II I.: to ill COIl/il /t'IIf' /': ' 
'SOIllCflll f' to (li,I"CII ,U your jf'(l H wi/Ii:' 'to lit' able 10 sil d01l'1I ami cry my ('yes 
mil 10 (J ,~/mll,s;e/': . 'a support g rmtp jo r /ll OIIiI' /'s Ifilli lle ll' IHI/Jies '. 
Those who were receiving the Community Mothers Programme were also 
asked what would have really helped when they came home from hospital with 
the new baby. Just under a Quarter (23%) of those receiving the Community 
Mothers Programme said that: '1IlIlIiing {mlly, III)' /l/o /Iit'r lI 'llS g r('(If:' ' 110, my 
Iws/J(IIull 1"(IS grnll: ' 'I "'(IS OK.' 
More than a third (35%) referred to either somebody to talk to and/ or to give 
advice. kinds of support which could well be provided by the Programme: 
'smllt"im c/y to wlk 10:' 'I Ih'( '(led S()/III' llll l ' 10 wlk /() rClllly, lil.:e (/ ,~ood 
COl/lllwnilY M oth('/": ' '(I COllllllllllil." MiJlltl'l' to /till.: 10, to cOIl]idt' ill:' '{/ goO/I 
j riend. SOIll(,OIlI' /0 111m IfI, SOIllI'O//(' 10 lIIu/en 'I(IIld 11/, ' {llId lI·hm I I\'{I,V goill,~ 
l1im l l L:h: ' ' ,WlII/.'O lll' /{I lall.: to lI 'hl'lI I ,L:OI ( /t 'PH'HCd: ' '{/ cO/lUllImil.\' mllll, l' f 
r('lilly, SOIllI' ()/11' ollis ide of IIil' Jumily 10 /(III.: to, SOIIII'OIl(' lI'ho (lil lll'l 
illlt' I! /'H', ' 
For others, it was advice or direction (e.g. about breast feeding, wins, sick 
children) which would have really helped: 
'sOll/eouc /0 It'll lilt' 1\·11tI1 11 '11.\" goill,o.: 10 IWI'I'l' ll lIeXI willi Ihe IlI 'ill.l', m y lift' 
l'I'I'rYlllillg: Jo/!/eolll' 1I'llII I'olild t'xp/oill /0 1111' w/ly I t/ril'd lip lI'hell f 11'(1.1 
Irving (() IJrNlsl fad. ' 
Just over a quarter (27%) referred to various kinds of practical help, such as: 
'someOll1' If) c/{'I!1IIII(' IUIlISt"; 'someone /0 IlIkl' IIII' 11lI1!), 11.1' Illnl'lll.:for ml':' 
'W)II/CI!I II' III II,(//dl lilt, ')(I/!Y wlti/{' I dl'(llIed Iht' /1011.1'1" ; '1/11 hOllr /(I lIIys'"'f 
!'I'er.'" 11011' (l lId IiiI'll, ,I'mllt'wller!' 10 !em'I' Ilim wul 1Itll'I ' (llillk lilll" III myself' 
A small number referred to money or the desire to have tlleir own home: 
'I'd Iwl'l' Im:jCrn'lf to 11(/\'1' /HI' 011'11 homl' (/ /il'<' lI'ill! my mOlller): '/\ IJig hallk 
'Nt/mlCt' . I didn 'l ('1'1:11 11lI1'(' lil ly ho!J,1' !Jo/lle.I' - 110 /)(I/Jyji!od, I lwd 110 mOIll'Y, ' 
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Table 12: What wou ld have really helped on coming home from hospital 
with the new baby? 
Really Helped Recipients Providers Total 
%(Nl %(N) %{N) 
Somebody to talk 
to/ advice direction 35%(9) 81%(22) 58% (31) 
Various kinds of 
practical help 27% (7) 7%(2) 17%(9) 
Money/ own home 15%(4) 4% 11 ) 9%(5) 
Nothmg /don', know 23%(6) 7%(2) 15%(8) 
Total 100% (26) 99% (27 ) 99% (53) 
A small number of the provjders referred to 'II/Ilfe /1101/( '1" or what one could 
regard as various kinds of more practical help such as '.1'/1'1:" IlIId ,\'01 11 ('(1111 ' [0 /(I I.:e 
f(lrc of !Ill' ballil' ,I':' '}ulI'ing (II/(' ("hild ill.~INI(I of 1111'1'1'- f I/lld 1}Irt'e hl/hit'.I' OI/(' aft!' /" 
Ihe o/hl'l: ' A small number also said that there was 'IImlt i ll g "t'(lf/y -Ilwt/ (If/III I' 
suppOrt Ilkl'r/cd. ' 
6,6 Kinds of support needed for young mothers 
Some of the mothers had received the programme some time previously and 
so their needs might well have altered/ abated at this stage, Hence they were 
asked what would help now. It was striking that more than half of the women 
154%1 said 
'I'll/ OIlllly} i'I'IIIOII', /'1/1 OK': 'I/olhil/g r('llfly I e /lll CO/l1' 1/011 ' '/iro of Illy kids 
(lr(' {I/ schoolllOW, so l /wl'e ollly (J ill' Imhy til lIIil/d 011'''11/(':' ' } 'lII ft/II' 1/(1\1', 
Till ' .1'1110/111111' is goillg 10 III(' 1'1"£"1'1/(':' '/'/1/ OK I/O II', lllUlllllge, iII ), mOlher 
minds III)' kids s OIl/('lillle.I' (lild I millrimy ,.elulin' :1' 1.:,,/.1'. ,1'" }'m jilll'. f d01/'1 
!lc('d oily hell ! noll': , '/'/II OK IOda)' reolly. Tilt' /\\'ill,l' ot(' 2 y{'O{S old 1I01l' (///{I 
} '/II elljoyillg IhI'II/IIOIt'. /'m OK 11011'. Aly 1IU.I'I}(/lul is good \\'ilh Ihl'/IIII(!I\ ~ /-f,' 
U III /.'0f'1'. ' 
Thus Quite clearly for these women, a combination of a reduction in the Intensity 
of child care demands, ' because the children were older, as wel l as the 
availability of help from mothers and husbands had created a context where they 
did not now need help. 
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Table 13: What recipients think would help now? 
What would help now %INI 
-I'm on my feet now I'm OK" 54% (l4) 
Ongoing supporVcomm mother/mo. toddler group 27% (7) 
Fundamental change irllife style 19%(5) 
Total 100% (26] 
Roughly a Quarter (27%) of recipients lelt a need for ongoing support, whether 
from the Community Mothers Programme, a mother and toddler group, or an 
available creche. They said that it would help if there were: 
'//lore vi,l'; I.Y Jim!! Till' CfllIIlIHll1 i,-," 1\1 (If he I: I l 'tJjll,I'NII h,> clIO r.~ (//1(/ mil 'i~ 't', wul 
{' if /01'/' 1111'111 /() ("(Jlllimll' (III;' ' .1'111111'01/{' III I(//k /0 o ll/s i(/(' ,//j' jOlllily; ' 
'~fJ/lII'O/II' III /(Ilk /0.1/1 ,-':" / lII!I';n ' /rolll. 011 IIfIII' 1(1 til'll I U'itlt fill! old,'r mil'S 
jalhlll,\'Y IIj Ih,· nell' /)(I/1y. 
Others fel t that it would help if there was: 
'111110111 4'" III U/ /O(hl/o' !iff/HI' wilen' I could go willl l lle kilf.~.I'o 111(11 Ill, '," ('ollid 
lIIix Ifi,lI olh/'r bd.l" 11m! , ('0111111114'1'1 OII,('r 1I/00!wn;' '{' If {ove 10 g,'1 (I /)(11'/' 
lillll' juh III ,I!('I (I brl'(lk ·.\f) (I n',:/ '/II' /0 1t'/II '4' 1/11' kids jor (III hOllr o r 111"0 or 
IOI/!!!!r. ' 
Less than one in five adverted to more fundamental changes in their lives e,g. 
for a home of their own; a quieter child: a move to the country; more money from 
the government etc. 
' /j / //(,,1 Illy I/II'II//{I/I.~". / amId mis,' "'.I' kit/.I' illl'('(lC!! iI/ lilY 011'11 lI"oy;' 'Morc 
lillII', I//(/IV mOIlt'Y. ilion' support jroll/ lit,' .I!""(' /'1/11/('11/ '. 
ThuS quite clearly for the most part their expectations were modest; and for the 
most part. their need for a Community Mothers' programme was a time limited 
one. 
The need for the Community Mother's Programme is implici tly illustrated by the 
response of both the recipients and providers when they were asked what 
kinds of support they would like to see in place for new parents like themselves. 
Overwhelmingly the kinds of things they referred to involved some kind of 
informal support. Thus 45% of the recipients referred to the need for some kind 
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of group support: 
'.I' lIl'port .I! Imil'S /01' 1/('1\' 1110/ her,~ ('Slweillfl." OII,',~ lI"illt 1II1I11il'lI' hirllu':' lIIor(' 
,HlJlJlort gl"O/lJls 10 ciWI 1I1,0ut .w",/' jf'f'iillg.f llji(')" liarillS /I 1mb)". ' 
For others (1 4%) the key issue was to have 
'/1/01'1' I'ixif.\". !I/Or,' 0/1,'//' lIIay/}(' 1I/111~' I'i.~il.l' /mlll Iltl' C(lIIIIIIUlliIY Mlllhl '" '; 
'/1/111'1' \'isils jmm lit,' COIIl/llllllil." M olht' l: for /lIlIg(')" lJl'riml.~, IIW'-/Il' IIl11il thl' 
Im"y i:o; a/mlt/h'r'. 
Roughly one in four (27%) referred to some kind of arrangement that would give 
them a break from the baby: '(/ creel//' jor 1011'1/ day,~, YO II kllOll' Il'h!!" you 11111'1' to 
go 10101\'11:' 'S(lll/(' killd of (/ (Imp ill ('/'11m' /0 gil'l' lit,. /,,, relll.I' II /)1'I'lIk, ' 
Only a minority (1 4%) of the r ecipients said that there was nothing. Thus Quite 
clearly as the majority saw it there was a need for emotional support. 
companionship and a break from the new baby, Ovenvhelmingly support was 
seen in very much the same terms as in the Community Mothers Programme, 
albeit that more extensive. and in some cases more group based experiences, 
were seen as important. 
When the recipients were asked if there was any thing else, they referred to 
creches, play· SCll00ls and '.I·flllletftill~ f or Ifte old('/" kids {(J do' (after school) . the 
kinds of activities that are associated with a family resource centre. Others 
mentioned mother and toddler groups; coffee mornings with other mothers; 
relaxation classes; help for lone parents and sports activities, It is possible to 
envisage many of these being created by active community leadership from 
voluntary resources, 
When they were asked if there wa s anything else, two fifths of those in the 
providers' sample said no. Of those who did mention something else, by far the 
most common was creches, with one third of the total sample referring to them. 
Other suggestions included parent and toddler groups; a support group one 
morning a week; playground supervisor; home help for young mothers; sex 
education for young mothers and cookery classes, 
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They were also asked what kinds of information they thought would be helpful 
for young mothers. In response to an open-ended question a wide variety of 
different kinds of information was referred to (see Table 14). Thus 38% of the 
recipients and 44% of the providers referred to a need for information about 
social and community events, activities and entitlements. "This included 
information about adult education and social welfare, as well as practical 
information on what services were available locally. 
'PlIOlle numbers of people slid, as nurses to save running to the doctor all 
the time'; 'creche times;' 'cltlsse.s ill the schools;' 'knowing their rights 
especially for lone parellts;' 'co",,,,ullit)' in/ormation, edllcatiollal 
ill/ormatioll'; 'all the sen'ices ami/able ill the commllnit)~ , 
A wide variety of other kinds of information were also referred to. For example, 
23%' of the recipients and 19% of the providers referred to information on 
nutrition, health and self care: 
'advice and in/onl/ation about their own health,' 'baby blues'; 'diets; Oil 
caesareall births- holV long is the reC(Wel)' period'; , 'breast feeding ... what 
to do if YOII dry up for example. ' 
It was interesting that relatively few references were made by recipients or 
providers to information about general baby care, 
'cleaning bottles, babies crying, how 10 handle the babies;' 'everything Oil 
baby care from birth /0 age /11'0 years:' 'hoI\' to cope. what to expect with a 
nell' baby'; 'feeding ill/ormatioll, stress management and /row to llealwith 
sick children. ' 
Information and advice about money management and information on sex 
education including family planning was also mentioned relatively infrequently. A 
small number of respondents, thought that there was no need for any (more) 
information for young mothers: 'we IWlle enough;' while another small group did 
not know what kind of information would be most useful (See Table 14). 
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Table 14: Kinds of information perceived as helpful for young mothers 
Information Recipients Providers Total 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Information: social! 
community activities 
and entitlements 38% (10/26) 44% (12/27) 42%(22) 
Information: 
nutrition, health and 
self care 23% (6/26) 19% (5/27) 21% (ll) 
How to care fori 
cope with a new baby 15%(4/26) 15% (4/27) 15% (8) 
Advice: 
Contraception 12% (3/26) 11% (3/27) 11%(6) 
Money management 8% (2/26) 11% (3/27) 9%(5) 
Don't know 12% (3/26) 7% (2/27) 9%(5) 
Nothing 0%(0) 7% (2/27) 4% (2) 
(Since more than one kind of response may be given percentages do not add up to 100%) 
When offered a pre-coded choice of a range of services, which might be useful 
for parents like themselves, the majority of the recipients and the providers 
indicated that they saw a need for day care; for after school care and for some 
kind of a drop- in centre and for access to adulVcontinuing education. (See Table 
15) 
In reply to specific pre-coded questions, all of those in the recipients' and 
providers' sample felt that it would be useful to prc.vide information on times of 
the clinics; the name of the public health nurse; information on maternity benefits 
and on other aspects of social welfare; on local adult education; on local 
mother's groups; on local mother and toddler groups. 
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Table 15: Kinds of support they would like to see in place for new 
parents (pre-coded) 
Kinds of support Rec ioients Providers Total 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Day Cil re 88% (23) 89%(24) 89%(47) 
Af ter school care 69% (l8) 82% (22) 75%(40l 
Drop In centre 96% (25) 89%(24) 92%(49) 
AdulVcon\lnuing education 100% (26) 96%(26) 98%t52J 
It is clear that both recipients and providers evaluate the Programme 
positively in general terms. It is also clear that both stress its focus on the 
mother, although to somewhat varying degrees. It is clear that the majority of 
the recipients see the existence of someone to talk to as a very important 
feature of the Community Mothers Programme. It is also evident thai there is a 
great reservoir 01 good will amongst the providers towards the service. 
although issues surrounding access and the 'green forms' remain problematic 
for a sizeable proportion 01 these. It is also clear. however, that sizeable 
minorities of both the recipients and the providers have reservations about 
recommending the Programme to a friend, and that in some cases this is 
because of factors related to the delivery of the Programme. 
7. Delivery of the Programme 
The focus here is on the recipients and providers evaluation of a variety of 
specific aspects of the Programme. including: 
• frequency of visits, 
• timing 
• location, 
• ending, 
• content 
In addition the providers were asked to evaluate the training and difficulties 
surrounding access since these tl ad emerged as important from the 
documentary evidence, 
7.1 Timing and frequency of the Programme 
Of those who said that they received the Programme. almost t\vo thirds 
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(65%: 11/1 7}said that the visits occurred Monday to Friday in the mornings. The 
remainder said that they occurred either in the afternoons or both in the 
mornings and afternoons (and even in one case in the evening), All of the 
respondents (I 7/17) indicated that the times of the visits suited them and that 
the 'Comlllllllily '\/01111'1' ('(11/1'(/11'111'11 I u'(lml'd, ' 
Altitudes to frequency were more varied amongst the recipients, Roughly a 
Quarter (23%:4/17) of the recipients felt that once a month was just right. Two, 
fifths (41 %: 7/1 7) stressed that it should be more often for some recipients, 
Roughly a third (35%:6/ 17) felt that it should be more often i.e,once a week or 
once every two weeks. 
'il (/el'l'l/{/.I' Oil 1111'1'('1',1'0/1,," ,¥i(lfmioll;' '/I/O/'{' 0/11'11 /01' Iho,\/' who {I/~' 1l1Or,' 
i,w/lIf{'d;' 'II/ore O//('II /(11' )irsl lilllt' { }{I/'('II/J;' 'II/tlre fljil'lI fill' III(' jir,w IlIn'I' 
/11011111.\' " 
The were also asked their opinion about the frequency of visits, Again only just 
over a quarter of them (27%) also felt that once a month was 
JII,\'( ri~/II;' 'il i,I' OK -.1'111/ dOI/ f 11'(1111/0 lin' illilwir ellrs;' 'om'I ' 1/ 111011111 is goot/. 
" i~' II ,I/lpptlr/ for lIlt' boby m '1'1,11 (U III(' IIImlt",; (/1/(1 YOII ,W', ' 111011' d/(/lIgl"~ ill 
filllr u 'I' I'ks ill IIII' boby;' '01/1 '1' (/ 111011111 is jlbl l'i8'" H'lIl!.\; 711('.1' g('1 ,~ick of yo 1/ 
ifyoll mil (11/ Iltl' lilll(', ' 
Half of the providers fel t that the visits should be more often than once a month: 
'a 111I11II1i iJ luO 10llg fI/l(/rl/or "isi/.\'- /Oil 1I1/11'/t /tapPl'lIs ill 'lim litl/I'. TII'in' a 
/11011111 i,~ hl,',"'r;' 'its 1101 l 'IIOUgl" In'o \'i.~i's IIt'r /l/1II1/1! i.1 b(,{II'I'- Ilcopll' /orgl'l 
Ille (I(h 'in~ ill (1/11011111, • They noted that in particular parts of limerick 
'1'1'01,11' of II'" fed i.~(I/IIIL·(I, lhe)' an' afmid /() ask for h{'III' and twice a 
month contact, at least initially, was seen as necessary, Some suggested that it 
should be every week: 
')011 ('(III ,t:1'1 10 kilO,,' Ihl' /I(' I',WII belle r Ihlll 11'0.1', ' , ,l'OlIl/'lilll",1 11('OI'//l go b{/('~' 
to work "/ll]' ,mOil (ljie/' (If(' huhy, ,W VOII IIl'I'li 10 .\'t'c 1111'111 om'(' II \r{'c.(: IIntil 
Iht,), gil back 10 \" 01'1., ' 
Roughly a quarter f23%1 of the providers also felt that the frequency should 
vary, They referred to the fact that: 
'i l .~"OI"(I he "lOre Ojil'lI /01' jJ('ol'le lI'ilh yOlll/g babit',,' (If Ih(' be~illllillg:' 
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'more often for first time mothers- they have a nell' problem every week;' 
'more oftell for some -some need it if the child is sick;' 'OK for some. /f they 
ask for /IIore they should get them. They need someolle to talk to. ' 
It is clear, that although the majority of the providers felt that visits should be 
more often than once a month, there was no consensus about the appropriate 
7.2 Attitude to the delivery of the service 
More than four fifths (82%: 14/17) of the recipients felt comfortable with the 
Community Mother who visited them. Of these more than a quarter (29%) 
specifically referred to the fact that '/ knew her and she knows my family so it was 
-1i: 
OK; . , /was I'e,:v comfortable as / knew her already.' Of those actually receiving j I 
the Programme no one specifically referred to the fact that they would have .: ; 
preferred a stranger although this was referred to by one or two of those who 
had not accepted /received the service. 
The recipients were asked to indicate on a five-point scale their level of ,\' 
satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the Community Mother's visits. It was striking .' r 
that more than four- fifths (82%-14/17) were at the satisfied end of the " 
continuum, with just under half being very satisfied. A minority (18%) was very 
dissatisfied with it. 
Roughly four fifths (82%: 14/17) of those receiving the Programme felt that it 
was alright seeing the Community Mother in their own home. However, when 
specific alternatives were offered to them in the context of pre-coded questions, 
a slightly smaller proportion (71 %: 12/17) favoured this arrangement. There was 
a good deal of support for various kinds of group sessions when these were 
specifically suggested to them in the context of such pre-coded questions. Thus 
41 % said that if they had a choice they would prefer parent group sessions; while 
47% said that they would prefer parent and child sessions. Only 6% said that 
they would prefer to be in a different venue, on their own with the Community 
Mother. Thus it is clear that there is little desire to move outside the home for 
individual sessions, but when they are specifically suggested that there is a 
desire for various kinds of group sessions. 
When they were asked how they felt about seeing families in their own homes, 
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the majority (81 %) of the providers said that they did not mind this: 
'/ did,,'1 mind. They aI/made me feel comfortable;' '/ didn't mit/d. / am opm 
myself. / call relax in someone's home;' '/ didn'l mind. It was only for lin 
hour. alld you leamed their ways more;' '/t was easier for them as they {lid 
not have 10 get the child ready 10 go 0111 •• 
However, only some of these (roughly a quarter of the total sample:26%) said 
they actually liked it: 'I liked it. I think it made them feel safe' 'I liked ;t because 
they are more comforlable in their own homes. ' A minority said that they did not 
like it. The reasons given for this varied: 
'Uncomfortable because you are on their territory'; '/ think everyone's home 
;s private. / don ~ like intruding;' , I didn't feel comfortable sometimes-
especially if their homes were poor alld they were embarmssed;' '/ felt 
illtrusive '. 
When the providers were asked how did they feel seeing recipients on their 
own, the overwhelming majority (89%) said that they felt fine, with the remainder 
indicating that they would like someone to be with them as they were nervous in 
the beginning. However, when they were specifically asked, if they had a choice, 
whether they would prefer things to be the way they were, just under half opted 
for the status. quo. To an even greater extent than the recipients the majority 
favoured parent group sessions (82%) and/or parent and child group sessions 
(85%). Thus it is clear that, for whatever reason, many of the providers are 
more attracted to a group than an individual setting, and that they are acutely 
aware of the fact that they are '"ot Oil neutral territory' when they are in the 
families' olVn home. ' 
More than three quarters (76%:13/17) of those who had received the 
Programme found it easy to talk to the Community Mother 'very easy'- 'you 
couldn ~ find a /licer person;' 'easy- I knew her anyway;' 'easy- she was kind and 
lovely.' A small number (12%) however qualified this in various ways and to 
varying degrees: 'easy enough. but I wouldn ~ tell her any private stuff;' 'At first i/ 
was hard, after the third time il got easy;' 'she was lazy alld difficult to lalk to. ' 
Those who said that they had received the Programme were asked what they 
talked about during the visits, and whether these were the things that they 
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wanted to talk about or not. Roughly three fifths (59%:10/17) of these 
respondents said Ihat the main topics of conversation had been the baby and 
themselves, particularly their own health, and this was what they wanted: 
'TIll' l)IIby aIll/IllY,~I'{( IIIO,I'I I.\'- my 11e(/ltl, 100- il \\'(/.1 ):rl'l ll: ' 'o!JoU/llw b(lIIY-
his ,~/cI'I!, liis Ji'nfill i:j, IIlId ulso hili\' f lHI Y l 'Opillg myself- il was hdpflll:' 
'lII(litlly IIII' ' )(Ihy- III.\' 11"00"1'i('.I" ,'11". - she II '{/S aliI had- ,II/(' IlIIdl' rS/(Iud 1111':' 
Some also mentioned that other children, mon€y and 'general information' were 
also discussed and they were happy with this- ',III' /ml).I: dkl (Illille) - sIlt' IIsked 
allolU I{,t' IIlh(' /" kitts IIlsII- her kitl.~, II,,' /Ji"s. lIor/l/(/{ IIIill,~,I'" Roughly a Quarter 
(24%) said that tile talk had been only about the baby: '/t'(Ij7('IS (lbOllllht, I)(I/)Y, 
illfOrllllllioll Oil IIII' blll'Y :I' /J/'O};f/'JS: ' ·tllI' haby, feedillg I'le.; , and they were happy 
with this 
However, there were a minority of recipients 08%:3/17) who were less than 
happy with what was talked about. As they saw it the talk was about: 
'M .\' ImbY:I IWIIIIII (lmllhl'lI all a/mill "crllllsl)(lI/(r~ /1f'(I/I/', /Ier "rohll'IIIS, .. 1 
II"fIIl/l'I/ 11/01'1' ("/1(1/ "IJOIII 1111' tlIu/my Imby ... lllllrt' (Ihow Illy pro/l/('IIIS 1"11///('1' 
'''tllI "I'rs:' '/110/'(' ahmll Ihl' Iwhy ill l1l/rtil'ldllr- s/l(' sf/oh' IIho!ll I'I'I'I)'I/Iill),; 
alltl (/"ylhil/.~- lIothillS retllly SI'I'('iflc' 'SIll' (lid most of tIl(' lfllkill): ... ' 
ThuS, Quite clearly, the recipients expected and needed attention to be focused 
on themselves rather than on the Community Mother. Roughly half (52%) of the 
providers said that they found it easy or very easy to talk to the families. The 
other half indicated that it varied, with references being made to the fact that 
some people were easier to talk to: 
'Olll' I\"{H slalltl "ffi.lh h/ll 1110,1'11." "II'.\' I!'I' /"t' OK: '(lifJiCII/I 1II '''1' 1I1'):i",,;1I8, 
bill (/flf'l" II "'/iile /III f/roMI'III:' ',\'OIII!' {JCOJll<' dOli" r('a/l.\' II"UlII 'hI' 
I'mgmlllllll', l/lI',\"{' lire diffindl /(J ((dk 10: ' ' tll(l/ III!' )'IIlW,J.:t'f OIlt'S In' l't~ IIwn' 
diffil'ult II! tllik 10 . . 
Just under half of the providers (44%) said that they talked about '(/I/.l"Ihillg alld 
( 'I"<' I)'I"iIl8 '; with just under two fifths (37%) referring to talking about the baby 
and the majority of the remainder (18%) indicating that they talked about 
'wllll/t'w'/" Ihl' IIIOII,('/" II"(II/Iet!. ' They were asked whether or not these were the 
kinds of things they wanted to talk about and for the most part (78%) the 
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providers said: 
'11ml "'(ujillt':' 'il U"a,{ "I' 10["('111;' 'I " ·1l.1 IIlOre or /t'.u (ltt' n ' 10 liJ/c'I/- I ,'it/II f 
lIIiml:' 'Ihey /1('1'(ll'd Ihc'J't' 1hill8.1" 10 bc' ain-t!;' 'lheSt' WI'n ' Ihe (opic',I' Wt' 
lI 'w/fnl llte 1II001It'r (//ull:' '111'1 If/(, 1II(I[1i(' I" 0l'el/ III' '0 1111';' 
Some (22%) said that these were not the kinds of things they wanted to talk 
about: 'but Ihat they just came up:' 'yoll had fo tint! wilh Iht' Proh/I'IIIS as 'hl'y 
lIrose', They said that they: 
'I\"Olllt/ hm'(' l)n'/t.'rn'll 10 lulk II/O/~ ' IIbOIl/ Iht' bllby alld II/{' 1I(Ii'ice fill ' 
progm/llllll' Itad, /)//1 .I'lII/W 11101111'1",1' jnl'l WIII/h'd If! 1/llk a/JOlfl 'lidr 01\'11 
pnlbll'III.I· al/d li"I '.I':' '1//(11 SUII/('Iillll''\" i, !:if!1 I'II/oliol/al, lind I didllf /ik( , il'; 
'would/III)'(' pr('ji.'I"I't'd J'/ickitl}; 10 lite ('s.I'l'lI/illl.I·_ litl' /)a{,.I', Jwalfit t'le. , ' 
A small number of the providers said that they would have liked to focus more 
on the mother herself. 
7,3 Providers ' preferences and problems 
Roughly half (52%) of the providers felt comfortable with the famifies who were 
allocated 10 them without exception; 'J liki'lIIIt('111 till:' 'J fell COII!(or/abfl'. ' Some 
were fess positive, although they stressed that, to varying degrees, they had felt 
comfortable with the majority of them. For some there were only a minority with 
whom they did not feel comfortabfe: 't:\"I ' ITolll' I 'XCI'JlI Olll' - 11'/' did,,', ('Iick, (Jlld ,I'ltl' 
flit/II i /wlily 1I"1II1/ ,It I' pmg rWllIIll'. ' 
In general the crucial factor seemed to be the extent people wanted the 
programme and/or 'made me feel welcome'- with one or two respondents 
mentioning that they were not comfortable visiting those they knew, Others were 
less happy, and said that they felt comfortable 'wirlt 60";; of Ilw(ol/lilies:' mllll' 
)'I'.\', .1"01/11' I/O, 
The providers were asked about the kinds of mothers that they most and least 
enjoyed visiting, Roughly a Quarter had no preference as regards those they 
enjoyed visi ting. Of those who did indicate a preference, by far the most 
common re sponse was young or first time or Single parent families. Over two 
fifths (41 %) referred to these as Ihe ones they most enjoyed visiting: 
'Itll/l' /)(/I"I'IIIJ' (111(1 PNlpk I/ot !il'illg lI'illi flll'ir O\\'1/ JI(//~'I/I.I· '; '.~il/gll' pan.'IIII' 
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still livillg with their parellfs;' 'young mothers;' young It/Others still livillg 
lI'ilh their mOThers;' 'firsl tilll£' mothers - they are so fascinClteli about the 
baby:' 'nell' mothers (first time around) ),011 see the need in them more. ' 
Roughly one in ten (11 %) specifically mentioned that they most enjoyed visiting 
'the more isolated young parents:' 'families mostly without other support:' 
'deprived ones because they really needed me. ' The same number (11 %) seemed 
mainly concerned with reducing their own unease and said that they most 
enjoyed: 'families that were ellSY to talk to, ones that made me feel welcome:' 
'mothers who wal/ted it and lVere friendly and open to me.' Thus it was clear that 
there was no evidence of hostility or antipathy to lone parents, or young 
mothers. There was however some suggestion that those who were seen as less 
appreciative, or in any way unwelcoming were unlikely to be popular. 
The providers were also asked what kinds of families they least enjoyed visiting. 
Nearly two fifths (37%) said that there was no-one: 'I elljoy them all'. Almost a 
quarter said that they least enjoyed visiting those who were living with their own 
mother: 'with the be/by:v grandparems;' 'I didn't like it when the grandparents were 
thm'. They could be defensive.' It appeared that the crucial factor was the extent 
to which any member of the family made them feel unwelcome. Some said that 
they did not enjoy it 'when the husbands imerJere and rese'" lItlyolle inside the 
door. . Others did not like visiting 'mothers with experience, who did not really lVant 
it:' -or indeed those 'who t/lOuglu they knew it all already.' Some respondents 
specifically mentioned that they enjoyed visiting single mothers least, although 
some went on to explain that this was because 'they did not trust me at the 
beginning.' Only one respondent referred to least enjoying visiting those 'ill 
terrible house.~. The state they were in .. 
The majority (74%) of the providers indicated that they had at least some 
difficulty getting people to agree to take part in the programme. The difficulties, 
as they saw them, were of various kinds: 'people didn't answer Ihe door and they 
ditl not want anyone coming inlO their homes.' The two most common ones 
offered were that they did not know enough about the programme (22%) and that 
they thought they were 'from the allthorilles' and that they were spying' (15%); , 
they were afrait! thai they mig/u say the wrong thing and that I might report them. ' 
Some of the Community Mothers perceptively noted that the Programme was 
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unusual: 
'usually support doesn't GO to people s houses. They wondered about me 
and what were my motives;' , people didn't want me in their homes ... there 
were bogus social workers going round and people were 011 their guard:' 
'they'd see the fonns and be put off. .. they were afraid of being reported;' 
'they were too scared to let anyone inside their from door. ' 
Some thought that there were a variety of reasons involved: 'the people 
themselves aren't open. They lack confidence. They don't trust people, alld some 
think that they know it all anyway. ' Some adverted to the fact that 'a few mothers 
lived lVith their own mothers and they stopped it '; while as others saw it in the 
'tough areas they need it but they dOll't walll it ... they are ashamed of their homes. 
They don't walll people in their homes. ' 
The minority of providers (30%) who had no difficulty getting people to take the 
Programme also gave various explanations: 
'/ was well known;' 'they were afraid to say no 10 /lie;' '1IVas lucky;' 'the 
younger mums were looking for company:' 'The District Nurse had already 
explained to them about the Programme. ' 
Interestingly, roughly three quarters (74%) of the providers said that they had 
no real difficulty getting people to continue with the visits (after the second visit: 
'they knew me: they trusted me:' 'they were interested:' 'they knew I was 
coming:' 'they felt more relaxed when the programme was explaillcd 10 
them;' 'they got used to me and looked fon.,ard to me;' 'they were glad 10 
know that there was someone there for them. ' 
A quarter (26%) of the providers said that they had difficulty getting people to 
continue with the visits. They explained this in various ways-
'After the Fifth or sixth vis;1 they dropped out. I don't kllow why. They had 
problems themselves. They did" 'f wam me. They felt they knew enough 
already:' 'maybe they didn ~ need the help," 'they thought I would be spying 
on them:' 'there wasn't enough to hold them, it wasll't structured enough '. 
In some but not all cases those who had difficulties getting people to take the 
Programme also had difficulties getting them to continue. 
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When they were asked about how they felt knocking on people's doors at the 
beginning, the overwhelming majority of the provjders (85%1 described their 
feelings in very negative graphic terms: ' I jdllariblt" e//l/)m'r(ls.H'tl ;' 'monijit'd, 
jriglll"lwd (lbmll rhl' reSjlOlIs," : 'rei)' 1I"ITf!U.V' : 'sick, I'er.\' 1It'Il 'OIIS'; '1 1I(lIt'r/ it'. 
Only a minority had no difficulties about doing It then or now: '/ Ira,\' sml1d a/JOut 
r/WI. /1 (1t/I',w 'l Imlli.,/, m(' ': '/10 111'0/11"111 111('11 (lml 110 problem 11O\\'. ' Almost two 
thirds said that they found it easier now: '11011" / drll/'llIIi//II:' ' it II'{/.I· no ImJh/elll:' 
, it tlit/l1fJ1 ('(I.fl /lie (I If101I8111. ' A minority (7%) said that although they had got 
beller, 'till'.\' \I'rn' slilllIOf glwll (1/ il:' 'Ilillt tht'Y had jt'll 'll'I"riblt> lit II/(' hl'gilll1il1g, 
hllli/oU' I'm OK bllll1('Il'OIlS, , 
Roughly one in three said that they still felt the same as they did at the beginning: 
'Ihm IIII'.\' u'ollM I/t'rcr gel usn/lo il; , 'I I'(I/,'d il mul ,vlill (10:' ·1I('''·t' -lI'mekillg- (tIul 
1u!11" il is III(' .mll" ' :· 'terrijh'd 1I1Ic/IUI\1" il i.l' Ihe ,1(/1//(' . ' ThuS it is clear that knocking 
on people doors is a huge ordeal for the majority and although for a sizeable 
minority these feelings abate, they had by no means disappeared. 
7.4 Managing endings 
As initially devised the Community Mothers programme consists of up to 13 
visits, although it is recognised that it may be appropriate for it to end either 
before or after this, Indeed it is arguable thai insofar as the focu s of the 
programme is on the support of the mother rather than the monitoring of the 
child's development one would expect greater variation, Indeed, increasingly, a 
flexible approach is being adopted as regards the number and frequency 01 
visits, One way or the other it is obvious that the ending of the visits is a delicate 
stage in the progress. Hence the recipients were asked about the way the 
programme ended and what they felt about the timing of this, 
It was clear that in the case of more than a third (35%:6/17) of those who said 
that they had recejved the Programme the ending had not been well handled -
with tile Community Mother simply leaving and never coming back; getting sick 
and not being replaced etc, 
'Sill' !til Olll' d(lY (/I/(I .1111' 111" '('1' ('(lilli' h(lck, I IrnilN/ allfl .,-1,<, IICI','r call1l' 
back:' 'SIIl' jllSI {('It (11/11 //, ' 1'1'1' , ', 1111, ' /mck .... /'d 1/(/1"(' /ikl'll 10 hm'l' kll{l\" 1/ 111111 
il 'ras emlillg. As il 'nI.I .\h<, j U,H /t'fi (II/(' day (/1/(/1Il'I 'er C(III/(' /Jack. I (IOIli 
kll(l\" 1\'/'.1':"1 (/il /III fi kt, tllf' wlIy il l,,,(lt'd. T"t' COlllllltmilY MOl"(' I' SIOI'II"ti 
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"i.filillg - 110 (Jlle' /01/0)1"1'(/ "I' 01' \"i.~itl'll 11/(' , .. I url'd,'(1 .mllll'OIlt', IT was lI'il//£Or. 
/ lookl'lJj O/wlird 10 liIl' !"I'sils and Ihe ;IIjol'l/I(//ioll 11'(1.\' good:' 'My CUlI/lllllllilY 
I\lOlhl'r mOl't'd (/II'(I." .W) 1 dicbl i gel (IllY 1110/'/' 1';.I·il.l· 111<'1/ j mm (/I1.Hm<':' 'Slit' 
gUIII job .WI ,I'I/(' stolllll,(1 beil/g Olll' Ihnl .. ,110 (JII,' {'/I/f"11 ap .. ,. .I'h" hft. I \I '(lJ 
tli,wll{Joilllf'd. ' 
It was clear that it had been handled somewhat better in the case of more than 
half of those receiving the Programme (59%:9/l 7) with the Community Mother 
asking them did they want someone else to call; leaving and saying good bye, 
or at least telling them that the Programme was over: 
'Site' said i/ll'{/lIld be' (JI 'I'!' .WOII: she ,wid 1 CIJII/d Nmtact Itl'/" if l uwl/rd (0. 
jT \t '(U ,r:/'mld:' 'N"I" lil/ll' was "I). Shl' asked 111(' (1i,1 I \\ '((//1 (IIlyone els<, Iu ell// 
alld / .Wlid 1/1). "ff/,I OK: Iwm' easy ahOll1 il:' 'SI,(' jll.1"I .mid llim il trw· O\'/'/, 
and l/tat lI 'a.l' il'. 
In a small number of these cases the respondents chose the ending time: '/ " '('11/ 
b(lek 10 'nuk .m I Itad III ('I/(I ii, " was 1}l'lfi'cl:' 'I jdlllu/(1 (,lIollgh .W ,vile' ~'aid if 1 
l1eeded lit'/" 11'011/(/ 1'111/- il iI'lI(lill,r;/ Ims j ll.f1 filii ' . ' In two cases (12%:) the 
Programme was still ongoing 'Sit .. SliII cal/s. / d 01/'1 kl/o\l' 11'/1("// .~It(' wi" fillish:' 
' /is I/()/ ('lIdCII )'£'1, SII" 110,\' tllln' /1/01', ' I'isils. 
In the case of roughly a quarter of those who said that they had received the 
programme although the ending was handled tolerably werr, the recipients would 
have liked more;1ess visits: 
'The COII/llllmil,\' Morlwl' 10M /lie rlull rile Pnwrlllllllll' '1"11.1 (jl 'l' /", I"d IIm'e 
liked ir 10 hlll'c' l'/ulnl befrm ' tllm:' "TIl(' COII/lllllllily Mtllhl'l' hft lIlld said 
gondby(', Imi,v.w'd 11I' r. .. I,,·ollhi hlll'e pr('fl' ln'd 1110'"(' "i.\il.v. 1 ('lIjoyed 111('11/:' 
'She jllsl ,Wlill il "'(I.~ (1/1 m't' /" ellld Ihm lI'as it ... 1 ("(mft/ (10 lI'ilh (j fl'''' IIIO/"l' 
)'i,~iIS. 
Overall then, almost half (47%:8/17) of those who received the programme 
would have liked it to have gone on longer, and a small group (11 %:2/17) would 
have liked it to have ended before, Thus in fact two thirds of those whose visits 
were over (10/15) were not happy with the timing of the ending, Thus it iscfear 
that there is a good deal of scope for improvement as regards this aspect of the 
Programme. 
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7.5 Cartoons and Igreen forms' 
Part of the Community Mother's role involves the provision of discrete advice and 
information to the mother. Cartoons are seen as an appropriate way of doing 
this. The Programme provides each Community Mother with a pack of such 
cartoons and they are taught how to introduce and use them. Of those who said 
that they had received the Community Mothers Programme, almost two thirds 
(65%: see Table 16) said that they liked the cartoons: 
'Vet)' good-lliked them;" They are \'ery' good-I really needed them;' 'I 
thollght they were brilliallt;' 'Quite good- al.so for the older kids .• 
A minority of those who received the Programme saw them as 'too basic for 
me. ' The remainder of those who had received the programme claimed not to 
have received the cartoons or not to remember them. 
Table 16: Attitude to the educational cartoons. 
Cartoons Recipients Providers Total J 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Liked Ivery good 65%(11) 85%(23) 77%(34) J 
Did not mind them 0%(0) 0%(0) 0%(0) I I 
Did not like/not really 12%(2) 15%(4) 14%(6) ! 
Don't remember/ 
I did not get them 24% (4) 0%(0) 9%(4) 
Totals 101% (17) 100%(27) 100%(44) I 
Over four·fifths of the providers were very enthusiastic about the cartoons (see 
Table 16). They saw them as: 
'the /Jesl invention ever. They explain everything. You dOIl't have to be telling 
them Clnd bossing them;' 'very good· excel/etll really. It is not like you are 
preaching or bossing them. Anyone would enjoy reading them;' 'very good-
they are wry simple and to the poim;' '/)rilliallt. They are a more informal 
way of showing Ihe right and wrong of a situation," 'they helped a lot. They 
liked them and / did. The mothers IIsed to ask for more cartoons;' 'very good-
they gil'e YOII a very clear positive llIld negative approach to the problem. I 
liked the writing 011 the back also. ' 
One or two respondents thought they were strange at first 'but I liked them after 
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'1, 
II while. ' It was noted that they were particularly useful for those who could not 
read; and that children as well as parents enjoyed them. 
A small number of the providers (15%) had reservations about some or all of 
the cartoons. 
'Some / liked. Others were too jlldgmelltlll,' 'Some parents might feel they 
were wrong 10 do cenainthings," 'Some were good, some / wouldn 'tllse ill II 
million years. Some made tire mother/ook bad if she did il wrong. ' '/ did alltl 
/ did,,'t like them. / did" ~ need tllem wllell lirad my kids. I had commo" sense 
bllt they are good for some new mOlhers. ' 
Part of the Community Mothers' Programme involves encouraging the mothers 
to complete a form which maps the child's development and which records the 
mothers diet etc. ('the green form'). Of those who said that they received the 
Community Mothers' Programme, roughly three-fifths (59%) said that they liked 
or at least did not mind these forms (see Table 17). Only one recipient was 
enthusiastic·: '/liked them- they reminded me to eat myself and to feed the kids at 
tire right times. ' It is true to say however that the general tenor of their comments 
was less enthusiastic than their response to the cartoons. Thus, they said: 
'/ didll't mind those. At least someone was thinking abolll me allyway;' 'all 
rigllt, . they didn', upset me," 'tile), made me aware of things like elltillg- / 
forgot to eat- I/ost four stolle;' , Illidn 't mind tire questiolls abollt the babies' 
feeding and things, a/so I didll ~ mi"d tire que.slimls abolll my food. ' 
A small number (12%) of those who said that they received the Programme said 
that they did not like the forms. The remainder of those who said that they had 
received the programme either did not remember the forms or did not think 
that they had been exposed to them. Three of the five who did not remember 
the forms had received the Programme in the past year as compared with two 
out of twelve of those who did remember them. Thus it would seem plausible to 
conclude that this pattern could not be explained by length of time since they 
received the Programme. 
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Table 17: Attitude to the 'green forms' 
'Green Forms' Recipients Providers Total 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Liked Ivery good 6%(1) 4%(l} 5%(2) 
Did not mind them 53%(9) 4%(1) 23%(10) 
Did not like/not really 12%(2) 93%(25) 61%%(27) 
Don't remember I 
did not get them 29%(5) 0%(0) 11%(5) 
Totals 100%(17) 101% (27) 100%(44) 
Overwhelmingly the providers did not like the green forms, with the majority 
(93%) expressing very strong negative feelings about them, seeing them as too 
official. too personal, too intrusive: 
'I hated them- a nightmare-too official;' , I hated them mostly because they 
were 100 official. They frighten peolJle and make them think that ),ou are 
going 10 relJort them or somelhing;' 'Q medical backgrollnd is needed 10 use 
Ihem. I didn't like them;' 'Ihey were bad. They made people very wary;' 'very 
bad- very personal. I wouldn't like anyone asking me what J had for my 
ditmer;' 'the queslions were too embarrassing to a.~k- especially whal you 
had 10 eat;' 'J hated Ihem bectlllse it looked like ),011 were checking lip on 
them;' 'J hated them. They pllt people off. They thillk J am being II0S)' alld 
reporting them. ' 
Some of the Community Mothers went on to note that they stopped using them. 
Only one of the providersr saw them as 'fine. I did" 't hal'e allY problems with 
them. ' 
7.6 Overall assessments of what would make the Programme better 
When those who had received the Programme were asked what would make it 
better, the majority (82%:14/17) had varied and specific ideas (see Table 18) 
The one which was mentioned most often related to the frequency and/or 
number of the visits (24%). Thus for example they said: 
'Maybe if sIll' called every week instead of every momh;' 'more tillie, more 
,'isits andfor longer utllil the baby is older - especially for first time pare",s .• 
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Others were implicitly more critical and said: 
'A couple of times she never IUmed up. I knoll' ... he was busy bUl J "eeded 
her;' having a Commllnity Mother who didn't talk "bollt others _ tlllel maybe 
having someone who didn't know liS and someone we did not know;' 'if the 
Community Mother had done a course Oil child care already .• 
Other suggestions which were mentioned were 
'meeting other mothers/families more often outside the home;' 'some place 
to go and meet other mothers in the community 10 swap ideas and 
experiences;' , visiling people who were more isolated or lone paretUs;' 
'being advertised more 'so that people would nOI be afraid of it;' 'if tlte 
organisers came 10 the Community {md explained to the people more lIbol/t 
Ihe Programme. people might trllst the Programme ttlOre. ' 
When those in the providers' sample were asked what they thought would make 
the pr~gram~e better, again the overwhelming majority (85%) had very specific. 
and diverse Ideas (see Table 18>' For the most part these ideas related to 
various aspects of the delivery of the service. Thus for example some (15%) 
referred to the desirability of 'more visits. more often. 'Others (22%) stressed: 
'group session.~ with families and commltnity mothers;' 'a place- a drop in 
centre fo.r Community Mothers andfamilies; . 'gelting tIll the par ems together 
at least once a motUhfor a social gathering to talk abolll the programme and 
thei,. feelings alJOllt it. ' 
One or two references were made to the selection and allocation of Community 
Mothers; to better standards for choosing Community Mothers and to the need 
for. ident~fication. Others stressed the importance of mothers being introduced 
to It e.arher. Some referred to the need for publicity in the local community and 
~t national level. 'nobody knew about it. It was too secretive. ' Others stressed the 
Importance of stronger links with the wider institutional structures: 'More 
cOtmection wilh the Health Board. and the Department of Edllcation- 10 leI Ihem 
know what it is really like for some families '. 
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Table 18' What would make the programme better? 
What would make programme better? Recipients Providers Total 
';tIN) "IN) "IN) 
More VISitS and/or more ohen 24%(4) 15%(4) )B%{B) 
Group sesslons/ meellngs /Drop In centre 12%(2) 22%(61 18%(8) 
Ads/ PubliCity ;lInks with Health Board 12%(2) 15% (4) 14%(6) 
AllocatJon/lr3101ng/idenlif lor Comm Mothers 6%{ lJ 7%(2) 7%{31 
Targeting (Flats/poor housing/most Isolated) 12% (2) 11% (3) 11%(51 
No Green forms 0%(0) 7%(2) 5%(2) 
Other 18%(3) 7%(2) 11 %(5) 
Nothing really/ Don't know 18% (3) 15%(4) 16%(7) 
Total 102%(17) 99%(2 7) 100%(44) 
Some respondents, arguably reflecting their own situation, thought that the 
Programme wou ld be improved by omitting the 'green forms': 'IIIL' /01'111.1' \I 'I' /'(' 
I/',.,.ih il '- 1111'1' .\·I//IlIhI gil:' Others thought it would be improved by 'GII/III/llliity 
MoIII,.,.., h~'i;',i: "I11I)/oYl'd doill,!!,flllllillle \I'lliF. A small number referred to issues 
related to its inclusiveness, and particularly to its availability to ',II'OJ'''' inJ1l11.r.· 
Thus it is clear that there was considerable variation in these responses. 
7,7 Training 
Since training is an important element in affecting both the delivery of the 
Programme and its Impact. the providers were asked to evaluate it. Over~II, 
there were very high levels of satisfaction with the training. The overwhelmmg 
majority (89%) of providers were happy with the time and day on which training 
was organised: and with the venue (85%). Thus Quite clearly, considerable efforts 
were made to accommodate their needs and to arrange training at times which 
suited them. 
More than three·quarters (77%) of the providers assessed the training on the 
five point scate as 'very helpful' (top point). All but one 01 the remaining 
respondents assessed it as helpful (point 2). In explaining their satisfactIOn with 
the training, some of them adverted to the fact that it: 
·l'.Iplaill!'d II/!' 'J/~I!;I'(//J/IIII' Ire/I:' 'i, prl'f!(//'/'{llIs- II", mit' Illrlyillfi I\'I/S ~oO/I:' 
'1 U'ollhl,,', h{/\'~' kllllll'lI hml' /(J rlf/P I'O{/cfJ ~·O/JI~'OIII' ollll'nl'is~ ': ' 'J cOllld,I'! 
helrl' dlllll' il lI'ithOlIi il:' 'Ihel' I)/~'f!(/,-ed YOII /01' n'lI'l'lio/l (1/ IIII' door s, . '1, 
gil'o you II" , ('IlIIjhft'IIC1' to !ill 0111 ali(I c/o il:' 'TIt,'y g(Jre lilt' ir/~'(J.t. 01"'''' '11 
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11/(' lip /1/01" ' . It IlI'lp"lllIw a 1m .. 
It was clear that lor some the key thing was that they had been respected: 'TI/"I' 
lIskl'l1 0111' m/i·icl'. TIll') li.I'/eIl('d to /1.1' • • Some stressed that 'il he/p.t ynll 10 ,.:/11'1:1 
011 ,r01l1' 011'11 t'.I"'I'ril'lI('f'.~:· 'i, /11(/(/,' lI.f IIIillk b(lck to 11'//1'11 11'1' lI'erf' 1I/00h~'I'.1 
ollnell·/,.'; (/lui Ihi.f II/lll/~' lI.f //Ion' 1I1\'(/I1' of holt' Iht' 111'11' mofllt'l' ft'It.' Others 
referred to the information provided on the baby's stage of development and the 
input of the nurse. They stressed that 'II/(' 1II10rs 11'1'0' I','IY good'. brillialll 
Imillillg r('al/y '. 
The small number of respondents who were slightly less enthusiastic about the 
training than the majority referred to the need for 'more Imillillg;' particularly as 
rega rds 'kl/ockillg 1111 door.I·:· with just one respondent being critical of the 
content of the course and describing it as 'mo.wll' CO/II/I/OI/ .1'('11.\" ,' . Not 
surprising ly then the over.vhelming majority of the res'pondents said 'nothing' 
when they were asked what part of the training they found least useful. The 
green forms were the only element which were mentioned more than once. 
The providers were also asked what sorts of topics the training covered. Some 
noted that it had par ticularly covered health, nutrition, and the needs of the 
mother and baby: 
·h/,alth. 'lIIoth!'r tl/ul Jmhy: ' 'Imby:~ health lIIoIIIN.I' heallh. food. cll'tlllillg Ihl' 
bUll h'.~ l'1t'.:· . baby :r I/('I'(I.~ til hi rlh. "f),~I-IWllll dl'''''('.r.~it!l/. IIellllll is.flw.r:' 
'J/(,lIdy l ' I'I'I)'lhi"g [111111 11lI1)/'Y rasll Itl colif-.· '/1/0//('.1' Jlmh"'m.~· or ·.~afi''-I' ' 
'II/O/llas fi'diIlKS:' :fi'I'IiI/S.~. Iwallh. ill.W'CII rit ie.f. fi'll r.\·, (11'111'1'1'.1' o/Ilu' Imh,l: 
hmp;/aIIl,'tlllIIl.'lII.l· iJYOII (In' .\'if'k l'fL·.' 
Others said that the training focused on the business of 
'J;lIockiIlK Oil (1001:\'. 1101\' 10 {Jil l 1)('OIIIe (II I'(ISI~:' 'apl'I1Il/clling 11(,{1111t> (1/ 1111' 
door.\" 11011' Itl {JrOlliwe the /or/llS alld carro(JI/.I·. pref/(Iring /01' III{' \'i.\';I.\':· 
'(lc/'l'plil/I{ f/'/I/Sa/.r: illjl'ctill/I.\'/or hahil's: clillic (J1Il1 IIU I'S(' fill/e.I·. 1I1/1,.ilioll:· 
'",hat il fi'('h tiki' /() be (/ /l/oll/I'r tlg(lill' (/lui role playillg kno('killg (II/ doors .. 
A small minority mentioned that it included very specific topics such as 'hoit' 10 
cope with I /mlll: fln'lIIlI/un' hllbit'.I'.· Roughly one in ten respondents could not 
remember what topics were covered. 
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When the providers were asked what they thought about the topics that were 
covered in the training, 85% said that they thought these were 'n'l)' ~OOl/': 
'useful: '1IWllht'Y IICI'til'ti /(11)(' covcrnl' . The remainder simply said that they were 
'1/11 r iglll:' or that ' TIll',\" 1\"('/"(' .~omf' tjU% of lit('/II.· No one felt that any of the 
topics covered should be left out. Some of them identified other topics, which 
they thought should have been covered: 'Im'{/SI-f('I'llill~ .11/fJUltIlw\"c 1Jf'('II iI/dUlled. 1 .. 110110 c.rpl'cl jfyO/l (/0 i l": 'IIQ\\ ' 
/{/ {"oPt' lI"itll mOllrcrs Idw do (iI-cif/. ' III Im'(lSt fl!ed:' 'Jlllrl!lIIill,~ j!Self slu)(I1t/ 
i1lll '(' bl'I'II cOI'I'fed:' '/)('rt'l/ I'I' I!!( ' lrI .l"hould hc c(!I·en'd. (l1It1 lwill.~ /l1If1 
IlrCI/WIIH"f ' /mhil's;' ·10l'it·S .~//tIlI/d il1dmil> SI'X e(/lIc{llimr, fll/nil) plmlllillg. 
o,lu'/"II'isl' 111 (1.1"1 Y(lIIII); /IIollll'f.l· Irill ("{m /illl/I' 10 I1m'I' wll'lullltc:d ImlJh's.· 
It is important to note that as the Programme continued, some of these topics 
(such as bereavement) were covered in detail. although of course some 
Community Mothers may not have been exposed to them. 
When they were specificalty asked wt1at part of ttle training they found most 
useful, just under hatf of the providers (44%) referred to the role playing: 
',/rl' fOIe Jlloyin;,:- fncins I"1'j l ' I'liOl/S 1'1('.'-' ·knod:in.1.; 011 "t:ol)/«~ doof'\" ('IC.:· 
'tlu' m',;II,\: out of goillg /0 fI dom: differ"11/ (IPIIIlllldu'.(:' 
The next most popular elements (26%) were in the communication skills area 
including: 
'gclling I'UI' 0llirriolls. id{'(I .~, g l 'flillg tiS /I) ope/l 11/ ' :' 'our 011'/1 fcor:; /"I'glm lill .1.; 
l,roiJkll
u 
\\'i/II Iht' fall/ii i" .' .. · · ·1 '.qlrl'S.I"ill.l! ()u"s{'/ \ "'.~ il/ 1/ .~ro llfl·: fl'I'tii}(lf"k 
from ,II, ' o,llt'f COI/Illumil.\' M<1III"".~ :' ',/r,' IIIlIIltllly fllIC to Dill' fl" "I/)CI( 'k 
S,'SSi()II.~. 
Roughly one in ten specificalty referred to ',ilt' p(lrt .\· (1/1011' til(" /)(filiI'S 'hrmsdn:s' 
as the most useful; ',!rl' I"'ogrl's,~ f~f 11)( ' lilli,.\' fmll/ 3·9 //lOll/itS:' 'illjectil)l)s for 111'11" 
IIII/Ji,'.(- ,ilt' tift,.,. ' 'ffi'f'IS ('Ie.' Overall. it was very clear that the training had a very 
beneficial effect indeed on the overall confidence and knowledge of the 
Community Mothers. 
The overwhelming maiority (85%) of providers were atso very positive about the 
feedback sessions: 
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'/:r('(I1': '/Jri/lilllll - .1'011 knOll' YOIl (Ire 11(1( /1/0111':' 'gren!. ils 1P~'lIIIO ht'll/" Ihe 
othef COl/ll/lullity M fJliI ,' rs sloric.~. ,'xPI'fit'lIce ('tc,:' '\"t'I:\" gfJod. I~'ally 
III'N/eli. "cry help fill: •. / fO/l1ll1 them \"{'I~' 1I('/pfllllO l'xp fe.H Jj'tlr.~. gl't (((h'iet':' 
·/Iiknl/hcm. l likl'd IIwI ,till!,! the oIlier Co/IIIII/fllity M other.\· : · 'IiiI' Oltf'-Io-O/II! 
flJles \\'('I"C \'('1'.1' 1;011(1. ' 
A small number of respondents (15%) were less enthusiastic-
'.\"O/llelimes I/It'Y II 'ere too dmu'lI 0/11: ' 'S{)/IIl' 11"/' 1"/' OK bill .wJ///I'lil/l l'J yOIl had 
lIollring to rC'port:' '//01 SOOlI· sOllie 11£'11/111- hdd htlck- SOllie Ih 'ople .f/lOh' 100 
much. ' 
However tile dominant impression was that the feedback session s, like the 
training, were ovelWhetmingty seen in very positive terms. 
The providers were specificalty asked if they were able to discuss the situations 
that they found difficult in the feedback sessions. Roughly two thirds of the 
respondents {67%1 said that they were abte to do this: 
'1 cou ld ye.~. 1 Ji:l1 rl'lllxl'd Wilh 1111' 0/11,.,. COl/(l/(ullity Morlwr.l· II l1d llie Hcallh 
Nllf.W': - ' Yes. I 11"11.1' I'(!II/fortablt' witli lIlt' Co-oft/illlltor': . II's. / hllfl thl' 
('(II/jii/cncl' /0 .~·JlI'(/k my milld Ihl'rt':' ·1~'.I'. I fl'/I r<'hued lI"itll Illy 0/11' 1/1 01/1' 
.ntI'I'Orl:· . Yes l ' I 'e I~'(IIII' of/t'ller/ "I' lIlUl I fOlllll/ it ellsy /0 tfllk:' '1111' pcol'lt' 
Ihl'/"e 1I','n' goot/listl'" l'r.\·:' ' l'e~'1 l'oHld wlk 1I/)(/lI1l11/ythill,~ ill th,' K,mll' or 
ill ,II·il·tlle. 
The overwhelming majority of the providers were able to discuss the situations 
they found difficult either in the group or in an individual context. Some of them 
indicated a preference for one of these settings: 
for/II'irate ,hing.\· all('10 Ollt' Iras /)I'ItI'r:"1 didll't ,./lI"{IY.I" /U/I '" Ifllll' (1IIhl' 
S" SSiOIl.I· 10 ,ell (' I·I"~·lhin).!- ilS cash'r lillI' 10 0 /1(' willi Ihe C(I-/Irdil/(/lOr.~:· 
'SOIlh'lim ,'s, SOIllClhill!!..\" H','/"e '00 pril'lI/I' JiJl' 'he group 10 kllow: ' '1 did 
lli,KIf.l's mOI"/' ill IIII' (JII/" -tll - OIle S(,S.I"illll.I·: I fdt /IIOfe r('laxl'll ill "'.\' (lWII 
110111(' ... 011 (I 0111' In 1I1It' l)(Isis:' ./ lI 'lIS IIMt' III discllss Ihin!;s II/IC' If! - III/I': tllc 
).!mlll) .I'l'ssio//.( 11"('11' mon' difficult .. 
A very small number of re spondents seemed to have greater difficulties: ./ flil/II i 
say 1II1.l'll1in): /"I'lIlIy. It Ira.\" ,liJlinllt:' ·Somelil/fl'.I'. 11'1' ,fil lll'IIISf' lilli/it'S. bUll Jdt Ih(ll 
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11('0(111' " 'fJ/lIt/ kllOlI' the faillifies t"(1/ f I\'(mlt/ /{Ilk ahollt, • 
More than half (56%) of the providers did not identify any other kind of support 
which might have helped. The remainder made a variety of suggestions, such as 
• having more frequent feedback sessions; 
• having someone with them for the first few visits; 
• getting support immediately after the visits ; 
• more individual sessions; 
• more money ( 'so Illal i l (fif/ll i eMt /III' mOlle'Y' ): 
• more sharing with the other Community Mothers; 
• having a support group for the Community Mothers ( ' fill' filiI' j celillg,\' /(I IJC 
dl'alt lI'illl- m". fcan"J: 
• having more contact with the groups in Dublin and Cork ( '/I) I,car Ilteirslori('x' ) 
• having more of a link with the Public Health Nurse at the beginning, 
These ideas are interes ting, but it is worth noting that there was no consensus 
whatsoever in this area, with for the most part each of these suggestions being 
endorsed by no more than one person. 
At the very end of the interview the recipients were asked if there was anything 
else they wanted to add, It was striking that those who did referred for the most 
part to tile need for improvements in the way the service was delivered, 
They referred to the need for a '/lion' ,~.r/llJl(//"('/ic COIII/llllllity MOlII..,. (/1/(/ ,~/II' 
shoulll 111/1'1' !Jail b(' /IN Imilh'(/': the need for the Community Mother to be more 
relaxed with them; 
'il ,~/wlfld !JI' (///1 '('1'1;.1'1,,1111011' IIIlIy hl' ;If III" l\1l1ll'rll;t,r ,,'a l'ds:' 'Why dUI/'/ 
Ilf'opl(' ('xplaill 11'11(// ;~' goillg 11/1 il/ 1/1(' COIIl/llllllil." ? / !rIll 'CII't (/ dl/(~ (1/)0111 
,dwl is Ihel'(' fi ll' 111 '11' III()/her,~': ' I'd like 10 kll(JI1' 11(111' 1011.': Illc pmgmllllll£, 
IlI.ws .. My I'isilO" Iljl a/II'I' 1111'( '( ' IIIO/IIII,~ and I ,WI\\' 11I1-f1lJ1' afrel' Ihlll- /lwN/ed 
1110/'/' l illi e; ' '1/0-0111' I'xplflinl't! III!' PmKJ'(III IIII t' IV II/e' hl:(ol'chaud . .\'I I "'hclI 
.I' l l(' !lImed 1If! OI l Illy rlmll: / r/it!II', lwOI l' ",hm sI ll' 11 '011/( '11, I d idll 'l l l' lI.I' l il;' 
'f'd IWH' Ilre/el'I'I'(/ 11101'(' l'isi!s -!II'I'h'c at [etlsl ill all:' 
There are clear implications as regards improving the delivery of the service. 
However, it is important to stress that Ihese views were expressed within a 
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context where they stressed that 'a/l ill illl ;t,~ a Im' lIy Kooll 1'llIgl'lI/lIlIIl! ''''WI'I! Ilw 
COlllllllmiry M O/frl' /' \I'll.\' "(' I'Y 1I1" llfill lIml goml ;11[0/,/1111/;011 11I7wit/n/1O ItdpIW(}I)lc' 
cope, ' Thus it is clear Ihal although in some ways the delivery of the Programme 
is evaluated very positively, there are areas for improvement. On the positive 
side, the majority of the recipients were sa tisfied with the Programme, They all 
felt very positively about the scheduling of the visits, For the most part they 
found it easy to talk their Community Mothers, They were happy with the kinds 
of things which were talked about, and the majority were enthusiastic about the 
cartoons, Equally it is clear that Ihe providers were very happy with the training 
and feedback sessions and saw them as having an important impact on 
themselves, 
On the other hand it was clear that there were issues surrounding the frequency 
of the visits and about the whole way in which endings were handled; and that 
there were difficulties about getting people to take tne Programme, There are 
also implicit administrative diff iculties since almost one third of those on what 
purported to be a li st of families who had received at least three visits, did not 
appear to have done so, with some of them being very interested indeed in 
receiving the lull Programme. It is also clear Ihat there was a good deal of 
interest. amongst both r ecipients and providers, in various kinds of group 
support. There were a number of other possible developments which could 
usefully be discussed, although in many cases there was no consensus about 
their desirability, 
8. Impact of the Programme 
The main focus in this area at a general leveJ was on the perceived positive and 
negative impact of the Programme on both recipients and providers, and more 
specifically on their confidence, their links with the loca: community and on the 
way they handled their children, 
Obviously since the eva luation was not longitudinal, it is impossible to say to 
what extent particular phenomena (such as tlleir involvement in community 
organisations) are due to their involvement in the Community Mothers' project. 
Nevertheless it is possible that there is some association anc1 hence this data is 
presented here, 
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8.1. Overall assessment of positive/negative of Programme 
When the recipients were asked whether, overall, the programme had any 
effect on them, 70% (12/17) of those who said that they had received it said 
that it had a good effect : 
'very good effect -I know more about the baby's health;' 'it made me feel 
better. cause [ got on great with the Community Mother;' 'yes it was 
encouraging and supportive;' 'Yes it did. II helped me to come to terms with 
a lot of problems with the baby alld [also realised holV thin I'd got," 'it did. 
It made me think about my diet and myself in general;' 'Yes very beneficial; 
very helpful, good hints;' 'It gave me an illsighl imo how to make things 
easier for myself- short clllS etc.;' 'II made me think that [ could be a 
Community Mother myself. ' 
The providers were also asked whether being a Community Mother had any 
effect on them. In reply to this open- ended question the overwhelming majority 
(82%) also said that it had a positive effect on them. The kinds of effects that 
they referred to varied. The one which was mentioned most often by the 
providers in reply to this open ended question was that it gave them more 
confidence in themselves: 'It boosted my confidence- it changed me completely;' 
'I was doing something good for people. It made me feel good. ' Others referred to 
its impact on the way that they handled their own children: 
'I felt more relaxed with my kids- happier with them'; 'I learned a lot of 
illformation I could use myself like the cartoons 011 sickness and behaviour," 
'[t gave me tips on raising my own kids;' 'It makes me more easy with my 
own kids. I don't shout and roar as much at them noW, ' 
For other providers the key thing was that it gave them a wider perspective on 
what is going on in the area: '[t ope lied my eyes. I learned a lot myself abollt 
people. and the information was good abollt the community;' 'It made me more 
aware of what is going 011 -other people s problems.' Others simply enjoyed the 
experience itself: 'Good- [ enjoy it a lot. It gives me something to do and 1 love 
I/leeting the lIew mothers," 'It got me back into doing something for myself. ' 
A small group (15%) said that in reply to the open-ended question that it had no 
effect, with just one respondent (4%) feeling that it had a bad effect on her: '[ 
did/l't enjoy being a Community Mother at all. ' 
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The providers were specifically asked to identify positive effects of the 
Community Mothers Programme and all of them were able to do so. They were 
asked to identify three such effects, and since most of them did so percentages 
do not add up to 100% (See Table 19) The most common positive effects 
identified by the providers were 
• increased confidence (mentioned by 67%); 
• increased social contacts (37%) 
• more knowledge(33%) 
• improved communication/social skills (30%), 
• being calmer/more relaxed (26%) 
• being more secure /having higher self esteem(26%) 
• being needed/useful (22%) 
• improved parenting (19%), 
Thus for example they referred to: 
'more confidence,' more informed about the community;' . more confidence,' 
felt good that I helped others and learned more about being a good parent;' 
'got to know the families, had improved confidence and were more aware of 
what was going on in the area ',' 'that it boosted confidence; made a lot of 
friends and made me more involved in the developmetll of Illy own 
communi!): ' 
Others referred to its effect in terms of 
'bringillg them Ollt of themselves, giving them the urge 10 retllm to work and 
bUilding confidence," 'self esteem rose, better parenr and that [ could 
communicate better;' 'more aware of health and pareming more confidelll 
and more relaxed,' 
For some it extended their social arena in the sense both that they got to know 
a lot of people and that 
'they learnt the human side of the allthorities;' 'that they 'learm to work with 
a group;' that they 'enjoyed going to the Communi!)' Centre and getting to 
know everyone there,' 
When the recipients were specifically asked to name three positive effects, 
82% (14/17) of those who had received the programme were able to do so. 
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Amongst them, the most common positive effects were that it had given them 
• more knowledge (41%); 
• made them feel more secure/improved self- esteem (41%); 
• improved their parenting (41 %); 
• made them feel calmer and/or more relaxed (35%); 
• increased their social contacts (35%). 
A variety of other positive effects were also referred to (see Table 19). Those 
who said they had received the programme said things like that it had made 
them feel . . 
'(."cmfidelJl relaxed, more informed:' 'more kllowledgeable about babIes, 
security oi kllowing that flwd someone to get advice from; someone to ta~~ 
to.' 'more relaxed; more confident: more illformed about tile baby , 
, I dIs ar,ffiected by problems / had; 
operations:' 'more c01rjideut. more re axe , es . ' 
'/ fell beller abo lit myself: / felt I knew more: more relaxed wllh tile baby. 
In a small number of cases one particular effect w~s so imp.o.rtant that .the 
respondent focused on different aspects of it in refernng to positive effects. . ' 
. I . . sl'eciall~' as I'm 1101 kllOWII here, 
'Made a neW friend: /lice 10 U/ve (/ vIsitor e J 
'More kllowledge (I/JOllt kids developmem, more advice alJollt kids lIealtll: 
food advice. ' 
Since the focus is on the proportion of respondents wh~ referred to a particular 
kind of positive effect, this information is not reflected 10 the table. 
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Table 19: Type of positive effects 
Positive effects Recipients Providers Total 
%(N) %(N) %(N) 
Confidence 24% (4/17) 6]O'{' (18/27) 50%(22) 
More knowledge 41%(7/17) 33% (9/27) 36%(16) 
Secure/self esteem 41% (7/17) 26% (7/27) 32%(14) 
Improved parenting 41% (7/17) 19%(5/27) 27%{l2) 
Social contacts 35% (6/17) 37% (10/27) 36%(16) 
Calmer/more relaxed 35% (6/17) 26% (7/27) 30%(13) 
Comm/Social skills 6% (1/17) 30% (8/27) 20%(9) 
Being needed/useful 6% (1/17) 22% (6/27) 16%(7) 
Job/Job Prep 0% (0/17) 7% (2/27) 5%(2) 
Other 18% (3/17) 26%(7/27) 23%(10) 
No Positive effects 18% (3/17) 0%(0) 7%(3) 
(N(}/~: Prrrelllage .• do IWI ad.1 UI' 10 /O()% .dllce /IIosl reSI","delllS m~ll/iOlIc'd //lore Ih'lII 011 .. ) 
When the providers were specifically asked what they thought the families got 
out of the visiting, overwhelmingly they referred to different kinds of support 
received by the mother. Thus more than one third of them (37%1 referred to the 
fact that they got 'some01l(~ to talk to about their problems'; , a eltatllnd a friend 
to listen to their problems:' 'll chat llnd someone 10 share the baby with.' Some 
specifically referred to the fact that this support was important since 'they 
opened up more to a stranger than to their own pare",s . • A further group (33%) 
referred to other and/or a wider range of support. Thus they referred to a variety 
of different kinds of 'sltpport, advice and information;" 'making new friends and 
getting more information about the comm,mity;' 'illfonllatiOll re classes erc.;' 
'compallY and ;nformation- rlre cartoons. ' 
Just under one in five (19%) adverted to the fact that the recipients got 
confidence: 
'confidence w;thillthemselves- especially young mothers who were isolated:' 
'more confidence in rhemse/l1es- and the kids got the benejir of that'; 'first 
rime mothers get confidence and support from the older mothers- they feel 
imponallr to be visited. ' 
A small number of respondents (11 %) felt that it varied between families- 'some 
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benefit, some don't; , 'depends 011 the family- some get more -if riley trust you alld if 
they try to accept the programme'. 
It is quite clear that participation in the Programme was perceived by both 
providers and recipients as having positive effects both in terms of their own 
personal development and also in terms of their extent and range of their social 
contacts. It does not seem unrealistic to see this as the beginning of the 
development of community awareness and community leadership. It is 
particularly important in this context to recall the widespread difficulties 
experienced by the providers' in knocking on doors and meeting strangers. 
Those in the providers' sample, some of whom had ceased to be Community 
Mothers for various reasons, were specifically asked if there were any negative 
effects. Almost half (48%) of them said that there were none. Of those who did 
refer to negative effects the most common references, by roughly one in five of 
the total sample were being rejected at the doors ('the refusals- they knock YOII 
for six:' 'I'd get negative whell people turned me down';) or had difficulties involved 
in gainillg access ( 'I felt bad going 10 strangers hOllses. '). 
A small number of the providers were shocked by the poverty they saw or by 
other experiences: 'Seeillg people 011 the poverty lille;' 'One mother died ",hom I 
visited. That shocked me;' 'Some houses ... 1 didn't wellZt 10 go back over the dirt. ' 
Mostly those who referred to other negative effects referred to some aspect of 
the Programme such as going out in all weathers; the forms ('I hated the 
forms');or simply trying to organise times with the fal)lilies. 
Those who had received the Programme were also asked to identify three 
negative effects. Three quarters of them said that there were no negative 
effects. Those who did, referred mainly to aspects of the Programme which, 
they thought were inadequate: 
'Because I knew the programme [felt bad because I waflted it and I didn', 
get it from ,"e CO/mll/mity Mothel';' 'if the Community Mother had been morc 
trailled .. .it put me (~tJ the whole programme altogether," 'sometimes [ fOl/lld 
it hard to talk because I'm a bit dis tam. I felt she COllldn'1 relax with /lie 
sometimes:' 'the \'isits didll't lasrlollg enough; '. 
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It is obvious that these comments suggest that the Programme had no serious 
negative personal effects for the recipients. They do however suggest ways in 
which the programme might be improved. 
8.2 Specific effects (on way they handle children; confidence; local 
information etc.) 
The programme is intended to provide support and information to mothers. It 
recognises that providing such support may have an effect on the way they 
handle their children (Hermanns, 1997). In fact, roughly three-fifths (63%:10/16) 
of those who said that they had received the Programme said that it had 
changed the way they handled their children, with frequent references being 
made to the fact that it had made them more understanding of, and more 
informed about, their children's needs: 
'It has. I'm more understanding, less possessive of him. [ let others help me;' 
'I'm more informed and aware of health issues. I am also more 
understanding now with the kids,' [ know more about the clinics. ' ·Yes. Diet 
for the baby. [t improved it;' 'I'm a lot calmer now. I am more relaxed nom 
J don't blame myself as much when she crie.~ now;' 'a bit. I feel more relcLl:ed 
with the kids. [ explain things to them now- before I would get mad;' 'yes. I 
think a b;t more about the way J handle them. [ stop and think before I lose 
my coql.· 
Amongst those who said that they had received the Programme but that it had 
no effect on the way they handled their children (n=6), some went on to say that 
'No that will never change. I'm OK with them· I'm happy really;' 'I wanted the 
[full] programme bllt [ didn ~ get it. Size just left and never came back. I hadn't asked 
her to go. [ wallled her to come back. ' 
Roughly three fifths (59%) of the providers felt that participation in the 
Programme had changed the way that they handled their children. In some cases 
they used the cartoons with their own children: 'cartoons will playa role ill my 
parenting now'; 'the cartoons about the food I still use; , 'my kids find the cartoollS 
great also. ' They also found the 'leaflets on sickness very good, and on safety ill the 
home. ' In other cases· they stressed that 
'[ have more patience with them now'; 'I am more rela.ted Clnd 
understClnding w;th them now'; '[look at thillgs differelllly nolY. I see the 
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good now in the kids," 'more relaxed. more knowledgeable alld more 
patient'; 'T listen more now and I encourage them to do more things around 
the house now',' 'I try to see things through their eyes 'lOW;' 'I use better 
wording now when I correct them;' 'Before you would shove them aside. Now 
I give them more time;' 'I am more watchful of my kids health now;' 'It 
benefits me with the older kids too. ' 
Thus it is quite clear that although the focus of the programme is not on the 
providers' child rearing practices, they have been affected in a sizeable 
proportion of cases. 
Various studies have shown that women feel they need experiences which 
increase their confidence (see O'Connor, 1996C). Those women who had 
received the programme were specifically asked if, overall, the programme had 
any effect on their confidence. Just over half of those who said they had 
received the Programme (53%:9/17) said that it did: 
'It boosted me. I was worried about coping and the Community Mother made 
me feel better," 'It boosted it to leam that I could cope with my family," 'It 
improved it where the baby was concerned. I began not to be ashamed o/him 
and his deformity .. 
Even more (81 %) of the providers said that participation in the programme had 
affected their confidence. Only a small group (11 %) said that it had not because 
they were confident anyway; while one mother said that it had affected their 
confidence in 'a bad way'. 
An important indicator of the effect of the programme is its impact on their 
involvement in the community at any level. At the most basic level this was 
assessed in terms of its impact on their information about what was going on in 
the community. Just over half (53%: 9/17) of those who said that they had 
received the Programme said that it had a positive effect in this area. They 
referred to the fact that the Community Mother had given them information 
'about doctors times, smear tests, mothers health etc. It was great;' 'I found 
out about other mothers with kids with cleft palates, so that helped;' 'Yes. She 
told me about creches and mother/toddler groups;' 'It did. Before I didn't 
know the times of the District Nurse;' 'It improved it- support groups, vros, 
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Gingerbread;' 'Yes, parent group sessions;' 'about the community and about 
money advice and rights in Social Welfare in general. ' 
In the providers sample, the majority (81%) felt that it had increased their 
information about the local community: 
'about courses, the Health Centre, what is going on there," 'I know the 
District Nurse now and the Social Worker;' 'now I know about classes, 
clinics, smear test information, eye clinics;' 'about dances, social events, 
crEches;' 'the clubs, the clinic times. things like that;' 'I learned about the 
play school and the creche;' '/ know about more events now, and where the 
clinic is;' 'I knolV the people who have the informatiol! that I need now so it 
is easier.' 
Roughly one in five felt that it had made no difference in this way since they 
already had that information. 
One of the hopes behind the programme is that it would encourage the mothers 
to make new contacts, to get involved with groups, organisations, in adult 
education etc. Obviously, they may already be involved in these areas, or have 
little space for new ventures, something that is particularly likely to be so in the 
case of the new mothers. Those who said that they had received the 
programme were asked whether or not they felt that it had improved their links 
with others in the community. Amongst the recipients only a very small number 
(12%:2/17) said that it had done this: 'I started to go out more with people 
around;' 'I knew the families who had babies around then, and I used to share 
information with them. ' Some of those who said that it had no effect on their links 
with others in the community went on to say 'not yet anyway'. 
~ 
Over a quarter (29%:5/17) of those who said that they had received the 
programme said that it had an effect on them in terms of making new contacts 
in classes, groups and organisations 
'I started knitting and cookery classes," 'Yes, at the Youth Centre-
assertiveness classes, cookery and sewing," 'I met new people and we 
swapped info~mation,·· 'Yes- classes,- adult education - Leaving cert.' 
Interestingly, five of the six respondents who said it had an effect in this area had 
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received the Community Mothers' Programme at least three years ago, as 
compared with one of the eleven who said that it had no effect. The numbers are 
small but it does seem possible that this effect of the programme on recipients 
takes about three years to emerge. 
Only a small proportion (7%: 2/27) of those who had received the Programme 
were currently involved in community organisations or activities. When they were 
asked if they would like to be, some referred to the fact that they were too tired, 
or too busy with the baby, work etc. at the moment. However, of those who were 
not, half (50%: 12/24) said that they would like to do something in the future: 
• to develop their domestic skills (in the child care or cookery areas); 
• to attend evening classes in a very different area ( such as computing or 
typing); 
• to join a children's group for the kids or a mother and toddler group 
• to return to something that they were previously interested in (such as 
meditation). 
The majority (78%) of the providers felt that participation in the Programme had 
affected their links with the local community. It had done this in different ways in 
the case of different people. Thus for example they said that: 
'/ got more illvoll'ee/. / slarted a support group for 10lle paretlls. / started a 
flower art'Clllgillg class too;' '/ got more involved ill the Commillees;' '/ got 
to knoll' the Public Health Nurse and rhe Social Services people;' 
For others the effect was simply that '/ know people better nolV and / chat to 
people more 11011';' '/ have more friends;' '/ know places better nolV- the facilities 
available (1I'mmd; • This had obviously increased their feelings of control since as 
one noted: '/ know where to find things if/want them .• 
More than half (56%) of the providers were involved in various kinds of 
community organisations or activities (apart from the Community Mothers' 
Programme). These included 
• being on the Committee in the Resource Centre; 
• helping out in the Credit Union and being one of the Board Members; 
• being on the Management Committee of the Family Resource Centre and also 
in the Action Centre; 
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• helping in St Enda's School on the Committee; 
• fund-raising and doing hospital visits for Friends of the Elderly; 
• managing a community creche; 
• being involved in holistic massage in the Community; 
• helping in the local employment service; 
• being on the local committee of the Sunflower project and on the Parents 
Schools Council; 
• on a sub committee involved with Community Development; 
• on the Management Committee in Ballynanty and the Lady of Lourdes sub 
committee; 
• in the Southside Marching Band; 
• on Committee in Kileely and the Board of the VEC; 
• chairperson of a Community network in Ballynanty and of creche management 
in the Resource Centre, Ballynanty Hall Committee, 
• Residents Committee, 
• lone Parents AdVisory Committee and on the Management of the Resource 
Centre; 
• Board of Management in the Secondary School. 
Perhaps even more strikingly 96% of the providers had attended classes of 
various kin~s. Roughly half had attended parenting classes and assertiveness 
classes. References were also made to 
• the Irish Pre-school Play group association courses in child care; 
• sewing; cookery; knitting; 
• first aid in the home; 
• sex education; 
• assertiveness; 
• money management; welfare rights; 
• a diploma in the organisation of Community Groups; 
• typing and office procedures; 
• computers; 
• aerobics; 
• personal development; 
• keep fit; 
• pottery; 
• aromatherapy; 
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• flower arranging; 
• effective management, 
• facilitation; 
• English; maths; 
• toastmasters; 
• women in history; 
• European history; 
• writing for the media and creative writing, 
It was striking how often they said: 
'I/ike edllcating lII)'self': 'I enjoy leamillg new thillgs': 'I wamed to have 
other interests besitlesfamil)':' 'I ",allied /0 leam more to improve my ski//s:' 
'I ",allied to illlprove myself;' '[ am illlerestetl in lie'" da.tses and etilication· 
thaI is wiry [do them:' '[ wallllO leam more: '[ love letlrlring new ski//s:' 'I'm 
illlerestet/ ill improl'ing myself so that:f ",hy [ do the classes,' '[ enjoy 
trailling with a grollp'. 
Indeed two-thirds (67%) of the providers' explained their participation in courses 
in these terms, indicating a huge reservoir of interest in adult education. Only 
11 % said that they 'needed to get Olll of 111£' hOllse'; wallted something to tlo:'· 
while a roughly similar proportion wanted more information about their children, 
It was striking too that roughly half (48%) of providers felt that participation in 
the Programme had opened up new contact for them in a variety of these 
classes, organisations and groups, The ones which were specifically referred to 
included 
• 'flower arranging, upholstery;' 
• 'calligraphy classes, cookery classes;' 
• 'cookery, assertiveness;' 'sewing classes and cookery;' 
• 'computer course, sewing, knitting, driving lessons· it gave me the confidence 
for that;' 
• 'art classes, Action Centre at Our Lady of Lourdes, yoga;' 
• 'training (NCVA) in child care;' 
• 'all the Committees in PAUL Partnership'; 
• 'getting on the FAS scheme in the local school;' 
• 'the other Community Mothers and PAUL Partnership (despite leaving the 
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Programme); 
• 'I found out about Barnardos in Moyross;' 
• 'I went back to work after 15 years and I am now setting up a mother and 
toddler group: 
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the very high participation in classes in 
this group is not unrelated to their participation in the Programme, It augurs very 
well for their ongoing participation in community and educational activities, 
8.3 Overall comments 
At the end of the interview with the providers, they were asked if there was 
anything else that they would like to add, Just less than three-quarters of them 
commented on the programme: half of these (37% of the total sample) 
spontaneously making positive comments and the same proportion making 
critical comments, The spontaneous comments that were made were extremely 
vivid. They said things like: 
'[ think the programme is vel)' worthwhile. My firsl families are 11011' involved 
Ihemselves inlhe Conmumi/): [feel good about thaI. It had a spill over effeCI. 
I-ery good. [ really enjoy il' [ 101-e visiting families. II is great for empowering 
people· bOlh Ihe Communi/)' MOlhers alld Ihe families ... 11 has boosted the 
whole commllnily til grass roOls level. Now people are making themselves 
more involved. They are gelting lip and doing it themselves rhey are 
developing things and projecls Ihal Ihe)' /leed and walll ... lhe Communi/)' 
MOlhers are making Ihemselves more employable and more assertive;' 'I like 
beillg a Communi/)' Mother. I enjoy Ihe lraining and I got a buzz out of the 
fact Ihal I was asked 10 do it al all. II boosled m)' confidence. That s it • long 
may il cOlllillue;' '[ hope the programme goes on .• 
The spontaneous critical comments made by roughly two-fifths of the providers 
(37%) were equally vivid, They said: 
'I Ihink something more is needed for the programme. II is missing 
somelhillg. People can 'I see the benefit of il. They need to be shown how 
good it is to improve parenting skills for their own sakes alld for the kids 
also'. 
Some were a bit more specific about the way to increase the popularity of the 
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Programme: 
'/ tllink the programme IVOI/IeI be a lot more pOjJular if it lVas weil kIlOWIl. / 
thi"k tliat tile falllilies were (~rraid that the)' were somehow 'picked' because 
they w(!,.e illadeql/ate parelll:; or something .• 
Others were critical of specific aspects: 
'/ didn't like the fact that the greet! forms were greell -very cold. The 
qllestiotls on it need reviewing. The)' are too personal, alld there are too 
mati)' of them. First time mothers need two visits a month at least;' '/ hope 
I/Iore grollp sessions SWl'tllp especially for ),Ollllg mothers. Also it is lIeeded 
ill privelte hOllses (i.e. owner occupied hOl/sillg) as they dOll't have the 
support of Coltlllllmit)' Celli res like the poorer estates /telve:' '/ wislt it was 
advertised more- it is /00 secret. ' 
Interestingly, some of those who had ceased to be providers saw it as having a 
positive effect: 
'/ really ell joyed doillg the programme alld tire training and meeting 
el'Cryolle. ' '/rell/ly liked the programme (lIId fmmd it gO()(/. ' 
Others however felt that 
'/t is hard for the Community MOl/WI' 10 e).1,laill Ihe programme- il is too 
complictlled- something is missing. Tlte programme should only be offered /0 
neU' mothers ill new areas. I feel il wOIIM be belle I' if people wlto were 
isolated more were offered il. IllI'ou/d be easier for the Comnllmit)' MOlhers 
if tlte famili<'s really needecl the sll/'I'ort . • "he Programme was good bill 'he 
forms should go .• 
One or two felt unsuitable for the programme- as they saw it: they worried too 
much about the families and got stressed out. 
It is clear that amongst the majority of both the providers and the recipients the 
Programme is perceived as having a positive effect. Thus for example roughly 
three fifths of both the recipients and providers saw it as affecting the way they 
handled their children. The majority of the providers saw it as having affected 
their level of confidence. Roughly two fifths of the recipients saw it as having 
given them more knowledge; increased security/self esteem; made them feel 
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calmer/more relaxed and increased their social contacts. 
Not surprisingly perhaps in view of the intensity of child care demands when the 
children are small, only the majority of the providers, saw it as affecting their 
links with the community, and in particular as having generated new contacts in 
various group based contexts in the community. However both the recipients 
and the providers saw it as having affected the amount of information they had 
about what was going on in the Community. An extraordinarily high proportion of 
the providers (96%) had attended classes of some kind, and there was a 
striking level of interest in education and an impressive range of involvement in 
community activities. It is not possible to definitively say that these reflect the 
impact of participation in the Community Mothers' Programme, but it seems 
plausible to suggest that they do. 
Furthermore there is indirect evidence to suggest that, because of the intensity 
of child care demands, this effect takes some time (up to three years) to 
emerge. It is of course possible that this time period will be shorter with the 
increased usage of day care. 
9. Summary 
The existe~ce of Community Mothers' Programme constitutes an important 
recognition that support between women is important. Implicit in the 
Programme, as it has developed in limerick, is the idea that women vary in their 
experience of motherhood, and in particular in their experience of the period 
immediately after the child is born. Implicit in it also is the idea that the 
understanding, advice and support of an experienced mother can be helpful at 
this time. Finally central to the Programme is the idea that the new baby's well 
being is very closely related to the mothers, so that ii' she is well and happy, then 
this will inevitably have an impact on the new baby. 
Much of this thinking rests on assumptions that can be seen as problematic in 
our society. Thus the very idea that (untrained) women can help other women 
can be seen as problematic in an increasingly professionalised society. Similarly, 
the idea that support in facilitating the care of a child can be given without a 
consequent attempt to exert control in the sense of removing the child, 
terminating parental rights etc. is comparatively unusual (see O'Connor, 19968). 
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The very idea that such support will be given free of charge, in the woman's own 
home, without any strings attached, is also unusual. The premise of the 
Programme, that women vary in their experiences of child care is an idea which 
tends to be obscured in a sOciety where the experience of motherhood is 
assumed to be 'naturally positive.' This assumption is a highly convenient one in 
so far as it implies that a need for support is ·unnatural'· thereby eroding 
women's entitlement to such support and the need for society to provide it. 
Finally the recognition (Hermanns, 1997) that helping the mother is conducive to 
a child's well being sits uneasily with a developmental focus on children, within a 
society which can too easily portray their interests as opposed. 
This Report has been particularly concerned with presenting a qualitative 
evaluative picture of the Community Mothers' Programme in Limerick. It has also 
described the establishment of the Programme and has indicated the way in 
which the documentary analysis was used to highlight issues related to the 
turnover in Community Mothers on the Programme. The in·depth study involved 
a random sample of mothers who received at least three visits and all the 
providers (such lists being provided by the Co-ordinators) who had contact with 
the Programme up to January 97. It thus provides an insight into the Programme 
at one point in time, a Programme, which has shown a capacity to grow and deal 
with the issues which have emerged at various stages of the evaluation. 
Substantively, the report focuses first on the context within which the Community 
Mothers' Programme is provided; it presents the overall evaluation and 
perception of the programme by recipients and providers; it highlights issues 
related to its delivery and finally to its impact. The picture that emerged 
underlined quite clearly the need for the Programme despite the fact that in this 
study such mothers predominantly had partners and relatives living nearby. 
It is impossible not to be impressed by the directness and intensity of their 
negative feelings of roughly half of them when they came home from hospital 
with the new baby. Even amongst those whose partner and/or relatives were 
very helpful, it is clear that the presence of 'an outsider' who listened; to whom 
they could tell their fears and anxieties and who validated their own experiences 
as parents was extremely important. Furthermore, it was equally clear that within 
a society which tends not to positively value 'ordinary' women's competencies in 
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the child care area, the experience of being a Community Mother was in itself an 
extremely positive one for many of the providers. 
There are, of course, difficulties in impliCitly challenging assumptions about 
motherhood, support etc. Thus, as the providers saw it, there were difficulties 
communicating to people what the Programme was really about. They found 
knocking on doors extremely difficult, and it is clear that at times they perceived 
rejections when they were not intended. However they valued the training and 
feedback they received enormously. But but for some, knocking on doors to 
offer support remained extremely difficult. It is also clear that endings, for 
various reasons, were not well handled and that there were administrative 
difficulties surrounding the transfer of cases etc. 
It was also clear that, although all of the recipients were satisfied with the 
arrangements made as regards the visits and were generally satisfied with the 
Programme, there were widespread reservations about the frequency of the 
visits, with most of the recipients being in favour of more frequent visits, at least 
in particular situations. It was clear that the cartoons in the Early Child 
Development 'pack' from the University of Bristol were embraced enthUSiastically 
by both the providers and the recipients, and that they were seen as an 
extremely useful and acceptable way of providing information and advice. It was 
also clear that the recipients were much more tolerant of the 'green forms' 
(documenting the child's progress and the mother's own diet etc.) than the 
providers. In part this reflected the fact that the providers saw them as 
intrusive whereas the recipients saw them as indicating that someone was there 
to ensure that they would look after themselves in, what was for many, a chaotic 
and bewildering period after the new baby was born. 
It was very clear that for both providers and recipients, the Programme had a 
very positive effect. It was very striking that this effect was as strong, and in 
certain dimensions (e.g. in terms of its effect on their confidence) stronger in the 
case of the providers than the recipients. The majority of both saw it as having 
a positive effect on the way they handled their children, although as one might 
expect this effect was spontaneously mentioned more often by recipients than 
providers. Numerous references were made to the fact that receiving the 
programme had made them more relaxed, more patient more able to look at 
things from the child's point of view etc. The majority of both the providers and 
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the recipients also said that it had a positive effect on the amount of 
information they had about what was going on in the community- which in itself 
can be regarded as a prelude to involvement in the area. The majority of the 
providers also saw the Programme as having affected their involvement in the 
community. and particularly in making new contacts in various groups. 
organisations etc. It was certainly true that half of the providers were involved in 
a very impressive range of community organisations. and that 96% of them had 
been involved in a wide range of classes of various kinds. It was very clear that 
a striking proportion of them had a considerable appetite for knowledge and new 
experiences, phenomena which cannot be definitively attributed to participation 
in the Community Mothers' Programme, although it undoubtedly had an effect on 
such attitudes and experiences. 
It is envisaged (Dept of Health. 1995) that all Health Boards will facilitate the 
establishment of Community Mothers' Programmes in their areas. This 
evaluation clearly underlines the desirability of this initiative. It also suggests how 
the delivery of the service can be improved in the Limerick area. and its 
contribution maximised. This clearly has implications as regards its provision in 
other areas. It offers ideas as to the ways in which the Programme might be 
further developed (greater publicity; greater flexibility as regards contact; a 
focus on endings in the training material; greater use of group sessions etc.). It 
is clear that the Programme has had a very positive effect within the Limerick 
area. and one which might well be emulated in other areas. 
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